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: This report on D1-47, a bluff shelter in northeastern Oklshoma, 

i is one of a series cf reports on sites in Delaware County currently being 

prepared by the steff and graduate students of the Department of Anthro- 

5 pology, University of Wisconsin. An extensive series of sites were excavated 

between 1937 and 1940 by means of a Work Projects Administration archse- 

" elogical program sponsored by the University of Oklahoma prior to the inutda- 

tion of much of the river valley lend by the construction of a dam on 

: Grand River. Cultural remains, human skeletal material and evidence con- 

cerning the nature of the fauna and flora were recovered from about 75 

sites in a limited sector of the Grand and Bll Rivers. The lack of a 

provision in the original WPA program for concurrent analysis of the 

archaeological materials and the disruption caused by the onset of World War II 

resulted in the fact that only a few reports were published on this ex- d 

tensive body of data. The excavated materials, still largely uncataloged, 

have rested upon the shelves of the storage rooms of the Stovall Museum of 

the University of Oklahoma and as a weight upon the conscience of at 

least one of the archaeologists involved in the original excavations. The 

artifactual materials represent an extremely significant body of data, re- 

covered at the cost of many thousands of dollars of Federal funds, yet 

they are data that will decrease in value as time passes. The sites were 

exeavated under considerable time pressure with the nme that field notes 

are not as extensive as might be desired. If errors in the interpretation of 

the material have been committed, we hope there is still time for them to be 

corrected, but certainly this cannot be done twenty years from now. 

The nature and availability of this large body of data from Delaware 

County suggested that it could be used as a vehicle for the investigation of 

the interrelations between biological and cultural change within this
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restricted area of eastern Okishoma. Preliminary appraisals of the cultural 
: data indicate a shift from a hunting-gathering economy to one having primary 

«dependence upon maize agriculture as well as a shift in the importance of 
' shell fish, small mammals, large mammals (bison), etc., in the diet of the 

resident populations. The impact of such dietary shifts upon the biological 

characteristics of the human population was thought to be of importance in 

an analysie of one aspect of micro-evolution in a human population. In view 

of this, and a series of collateral problems, application was made to the : 

‘ational Science Foundation for funds to aid in the analysis of the material 

by David A. Baerreis and William $. Laughlin of the Department of Anthropology, 

University of Wisconsin and William G. Reeder of the Department of Zoology 

of the same institution. Generous support has been provided for a two 

year period which has been supplemented by funds from the Research 

Committee of the Graduate School, University of Wisconsin. Miss Joan E. 

Freeman has also been aided, during part of the period in which the analysis 

3 of Dl-47 was conducted, by the Alice L. Beeman Fellowship granted by the 

American Association of University Women. Without this extensive aid, which 

is deapty appreciated, a project of this magnitude could not have been under- 

The generous assistance and cooperation of the staff members of 

the Stovall Museum of the University of Oklahoma and particularly of 

Dr. Robert E. Bell of the Department of Anthropology in loaning the speci- 

mens and packing them for shipment to Madison, has done much to further the 

progress of the work. Dr. John T. Curtis, Dr. Grant Cottam and Dr. Jonathan D. 

Sauer of the Department ‘of Botany, University of Wisconsin, are our key 

resource in the identification of plant materials. Dr. Curtis has prepared 

the brief appendix on plant materials from D1-47 attached to this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

_ ite Weeatton 

The bluff shelter, D1-47, was located on the east side of Woodward 

Hollow, a narrow valley in the highly dissected margin of the Ozark uplift 

which flanked the meandering Neosho River southwest of Grove in Delaware = 

County, Oklahoma, prior to the construction of « dam which inundated this 

portion of the river. The stream in the hollow, only a few miles in length, 

; had its origin in flat, prairie terrain at ap elevation of about 905 feet 

above sea level and descended quickly to its juncture with Neosho River at 

Ofield Bend where its elevation was below 700 feet. 

D1-47 dp Cp Gaus couttnabenty of 6 Gane of tum eaves ent tent 

shelters located in the hollow, each of the other three sites (D1-28, D1-29 

and Dl-30) having generally similar cultural remains, At the mouth of the 

hollow was located D1-38 (DIEvIII) a stratified midden deposit containing 

a basal deposit of Archaic affiliation (Baerreis, 1951:7-29) while the 

- upper section of the deposit contained materials of Woodland and Neosho 

Focus affiliation. A similar sequence of cultures was found at two bluf 

shelters on the Neosho River (D1-42 and D1-55) located a short distance 

below the —_" Woodward Hollow (Hall, 1951; Wittry, 1952; Baerreis, 

Wittry and Hall, 1956). A short distance to the northeast of this site 

: concentration, was another series of sites located at the mouth of Honey 

Creek. These sites span a long occupation sequence from Archaic to late : 

prehistoric times but complete details on individual sites are not yet 

published although a general summary has appeared (Bell and Baerreis, 1951). 

Of particular importance is the presence in this group of the largest Hope- 

‘wellian villages in the county (Ibid: 27-33; Baerreis, 1954). The general 

location of the site area and the site distribution is shown in Map 1.
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Map 1. Excavated sites in vicinity of D1-47.
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The rock shelter, facing the west side of Woodward Hollow, had a 

deposit over ninety feet in length and thirty feet in width, The grid 

to the usual procedure of the WPA program. Three alleys, labeled 0, 1, 

and 2, were oriented 35 degrees east of north to conform with the rear 

wall of the shelter. Stakes placed at ten foot intervals along each 

alley formed the banic grid of squares. The stakes were numbered, be- 

ginning at the south end of the shelter, by a combination of alley number 

(the north-south stakes) and row number (the east-west stakes), the row 

number being placed first. Thus the stakes in the westernmost row were 

numbered 0:1, 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, etc., and those in the next row 1:1, 1:2, 

: 1:3, 1:4, ete. The number of the stake in the southwestern corner of the 

square was given as a designation of the square itself. The location of 

a feature was recorded by measuring north and east to the center of the 

feature from the stake in the southwest corner of the square. . 

Since the initial test pits inserted in the deposit failed to reveal 

evidence of stratification of a form that could be detected by soil zones 

of different color or texture, the deposit was excavated in arbitrary, hori- 

zontal four inch levels. The deposit in each four inch level was loosened 

" with « trowel (or small pick where the soil was compacted) and shoveled into 

@ screen with a one quarter inch mesh. All material from each square and 

four inch level was kept and bagged as a unit. All animal bone fragments, 

mussel shells and artifacts were saved and subsequently have been catalogued 

in connection with the present analysis and used in this study. : 

The surface of the deposit at the time of excavation was not level. 

The most nearly tenet section consisted of squares 2:1 through 2:6 and 1:1
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through 1:6. As the depth of the deposit became evident, four additional 

squares (1:7, 1:8, 2:7, 2:8) were added on the north end of the grid to 

permit excavation of a section of the deposit of much greater elevation. 

At this point the height of the deposit was greater as a result of accumu- 

lation of debris from the top of the bluff since the overhang was not as 

great at this point as it was near the center of the shelter. Similarly, 

one additional square (2:1-South) was added at the south end of the shelter 

which had similar surface characteristics. 

Toward the outer section of the deposit, an elevated ridge of earth 

| (eee Figure 1) conformed in position to the maximal extent of the overhang. 

The ridge clearly represented an accumulation of debris in large part built . 

up by the fall of material from over the edge of the bluff. Beyond this 

ridge the deposit sloped sharply to the bottom of the valley floor many feet 

below. It seemed clear that this outer deposit could not be expected to 

contain horizontal streta that would reveal a cultural sequence because of 

: the sharp dip to the deposit and the slides and disturbance that must have 

been of frequent occurrence in this area. Given the press of time involved 

‘ in the local ‘salvage archaeology, we would not have attempted to excavate 

this section of the deposit had it not become clear that the inner deposit 

exceeded several feet in thickness. In this situation the fall of material 

* €rom the outer ridge could easily contaminate the inner squares. The grid 

of ten foot squares was therefore extended to the west and this series of 4 

squares numbered 0:1 cued -en. In the excavation of this row the top : 

2.5 feet of the deposit was removed as a unit and at deeper levels each four 

inch level was given the same level number as the corresponding square of 

the adjacent 1:1 through 1:8 squares. As was indicated above, it was not 

anticipated that the 0 row would provide controlled stratigraphic data.
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Figure 1. Schematic profile of site. The ovter row of squares 
(0:1, 0:2, ete.) had the steeply sloping surface indicated to the 
left. The inner row of squares (2:1, 2:2, etc.) was adjacent to 
the bluff wall indicated by hatching. The deposit was excavated 
in four inch levels to the area of rock and clay except for the 
section labeled top 2.5' in the outer row.
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‘The excavation was «matter of convenience to give added precision to the 

remainder of the excavation. The placement and numbering of the squares is 

given in Figure 2. ; 
In squares 1:1 and 1:2 (to illustrate the nature of the deposit in 

: the central section of the deposit through squares 1:6 and 2:6), a deposit 

of generally homogenous composition was present through levels 1 to 17. 

The deposit was s uniformly dark color with occasional zones of ash concen- 

tration. Mixed with the dark soil and ash were angular rocks of varied 

sizes, evidently largely derived from the rock wall of the shelter, as well 

as bone and shell refuse and occasional artifactual material. Beginning at | 

levels 18 and 19 in 1:1 and 1:2 large masses of rock were encountered. The 

deposit toward the rear wali of the shelter was slightly deeper, bone refuse 

and artifactual material continuing to level 19. Although excavations were 

continued to approximately two feet below the last evidence of occupation 

(to level 24) by removing smaller rocks and excavating umese the larger 

ones, the remainder of the deposit was sterile. 

In the extension of the grid to the south which permitted the excava- 

tion of an additional ten foot square, cultural material was confined to a 

proportionately thin mantle. Square 2:1 South had artifacts and bone refuse .« 

in limited quantities through level 7 but only a sterile rocky deposit below 

this point. The extension of the excavations on the north end resulted in 

the discovery of material to a depth of level 11 but again it was clear the 

occupation was largely confined to the central part of the shelter. The 0 : 

row was in general sterile below level 12 although in limited areas (e.g., 

0:6, levels 17-19) some aumen was found. These specimens would appear 

- to have slid to deeper (horizontal) levels along the sloping talus front of 

the deposit and there is no assurance that any substantial age is indicated.
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Figure 2. Grid of excavated squares at Dl-47. Contours based on 

surface readings at stakes of two rows of inner squares are added 

to diagram.
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It should be clear from the above discuesion that « given level in 

one square need not correlate with the seme numbered level in another square. 

Due to the irregularities in the deposit, it is possible that a complicated : 

pattern of deposition or accumulation of the materials may have taken place. : 

- The absence of soil lines or other clues made it impossible to find natural 

zones to which the excavation might have conformed. te ite checstion tt 10 : 

essential to follow a pattern of analysis in which the sequence of deposits, 

or changing materials, in each square is first studied. Then on the basis 

of the cultural changes revealed, correlations between zones in different 

squares can be made. 

Features Recorded in Excavation 

: Two burials and three ash beds were located in the course of the 

excavation of the shelter and given feature numbers. Each is described 

individually below. 

Burial 1. This burial, located primarily in square 2:2, consisted 

of the primary inbumation of st least etx <adividuals who vere compressed 

; into an area four by five feet in maximum dimensions at a depth of 3.85 

feet below the surface. The center of the burial was 6.66 feet north and 

1.83 feet east of stake 2:2. The compression of this large a number of 

taittebteate tome cach 0 cask cote to Gun Ge Gets tevtey tase tAEtp 

squeezed into a space between a large rock (Figure 3 shows this rock before 

it was removed from the area) and the wall of Ge cxmten. As a result, 

individuals were partially overlapping upon each other in several instances 

and it was omens difficult to determine the position of all bones. 

In addition, some bones appear to have been missing (rodent action?) and : 

others may have been disturbed as the burials settled following upon the :
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decay of tissues. The specific burial position ef each individual is described 

ie Comme of the auubered sequence sosigned in the course of excavation. ; 

Individual 1: A primary burial of on ndult male, age about 30 (age and 

sex determinations are derived from the appendix describing the skeletal ma- 

terial by Mr. Aeron Elkins which follows this report). The individual was 

placed on the back with one arm folded across the chest and with the legs 

flened to the right side. Many of the long bones were wissing so that full 

details on burial position were not available. A small, morter-like grinding 

basin was found one foot southwest of the center of the burial et the feet 

of both individuals 1 and 6. Underneath, in the hollow formed by the depression 

im the inverted grinding slab were aumerous insect larvae, resembling a grub 

worm. Possibly these were placed in this position since they are too numerous 

to have accumulated here through their own activities. 

Individual 2: A female, about 25 years of age, was also placed on the 

beck with the right humerus paralie) to the long axis of the body but with 

the right rediss and ulna flexed and resting upon the pelvic area. The posi- 

tion of the left erm is net clear. The legs were slightly flexed at about a 

30 degree angle to the left side of the body. The skull had become displaced 

from its normal position and rolled forwerd watil it rested face dowmard. 

A emall group of sherds wee found nearly six inches below the level of the 

okvll. 

Individual 3: Also a female, sbout 23 years of age, this person may 

have been placed on the right side. As in the case of Individual 2, the 

skull had been displaced and rolled from its original position. Since the 

bones of the feet were beneath the pelvis of Individual 4, clearly this 

latter person had been placed on top of the group. 

Individual 4: This person, a female aged about 20, rested upon the 

back, but since most of the long bones could pot be clearly identified as
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the burial was uncovered, its position could not be recorded. The left are 

appeared to be flexed across the chest. Individuel 4 rested upon both indi- 

= viduals 2 and 3. : 

Individual 5: This person, « male between 21 and 30 years of age, 

was buried on the back with the arms extended elong the side. The right 
leg was flexed across the left leg which was only slightly bent. The wan- 

dible had become disassociated from the skull and rested upon the right 

_Ghoulder. The skull was on the left side, facing the north. A fragment 

of evil plaited matting rested upon the abdominal region. 
: Individual 6: A child, between 7 and 9 years of age, while buried 

on the back, hed curiously contorted legs with the right leg tightly flexed 

and the left only slightly flexed but with both bent inward upon each other. 

Over the mandible of the infant, another mandible had been placed so that 

both were found fitting closely together. i 

A emall criaenguler point was found at the right side of Individual 6 

between it and the skull of Individual 3. ‘This projectile point as well as 

~~ ghee sherds previously eontioned in connsction with Individusl 2, may ove their 

presence to the abundance of such artifacts in the refuse deposits into which 

é the burials were inserted rather than being an intentional grave offering. 

The relative position of these individuals can perhaps be best grasped 

from the sketch (Figure 4). The varying positions may best be ascribed to 

the requirement of attempting to fit the series into a burial pit ef limited 

size. The heads of four individuals were oriented to the west and one to : 

the northwest. 

Burial 2. Cate Guvted eee chen tenennd to equse td, 6.66 feet North 

and 2.83 feet Kast of the 2:2 stake. It will be noted that this places it : 

a rs 

and consequestly not discovered until the first buriel hed been removed. It
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still, bewever, could have been 0 part of the sane group iatereeat. tt 

consisted of the primary inhumation of an infant about one year in age. 

The child was placed on the right side with the limbs fully flexed, the 

head being oriented to the southwest. Wo grave goods were found in associ- 

ce ation with the burial. 

Four ash or fire beds were also recorded in the deposit and are 

: dcsevthed telen. Their presence and pesition are of interest in demon- 

strating the pattern and nature of occupation in the shelter. 

Feature 1. This feature consisted of a small oval bed of charcoal 

and ash, primarily omall and soft pieces of charcoal. The bed was 1.66 

feet in maxisum length (@i-S direction) and 1.0 feet in maximum width (E-W 

direction). The vertical thickness was .41 fect and the center of the 

bed was 6.08 feet North and 1.16 feet West of ateke 1:5. As in the case 

of the other fire beds, no stones or other materials outlined the bed. , 

The top of the feature was .97 feet below the surface of the deposit. 

Feature 2. The fire bed consisted of emall, soft pieces of charcoal 

and ash with a large number of mussel chells mixed with the charcoal, The 

‘ bed was roughly oval in outline and had a maximum length of 1.5 feet (B-W 

direction) and a maximum width of .8 feet (N-S direction). The vertical 

thickness was .33 feet and the center of the bed was 2.5 fest North and 

1.0 feet Bast of stake 1:6. The top of the feature was .95 feet below the 

surface of the deposit. 

Feature 3. The fire bed consisted again of omall and soft pieces of 

charcoel and ash. The bed was roughly eval in outline with the maximum 

length 1.33 feet (E-W direction) and the maximum width 1.16 feet (N-8 direction). 

The vertical thickness was .41 feet and the center of the bed was 6.16 feet 

North atid 1.25 feet West of stake 1:5. The top of the featare was 1.45 feet 

below the surface of the deposit.
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 Reature 4. The fire bed consisted of soft, fragile pieces of charcoal 

forming « roughly ovel outline. The maximum length was 1.1 feet (H-8 direction) ==. 
and the moximun width .95 feet (E-W direction). The vertical thickness was 

.25 feat and the conter of the bed was 1.66 feet North and .5 feet West of 

stake 1:6. The top of the feature was 1.73 feet below the surface of the 

deposit. 

Additional cencentrations of ash and charcoal, though not so clearly 

delimited in outlines, were noted in square 2:4, levels 9-11; 2:5, lewel 9; 

——— ee level 13. 

: II. ARTIPACT DESCRIPTION : 

: The artifact types described for Dl-47 were initially studies as a oe 

part of a larger series from sites of veried cultural affiliation in Delaware 

Couaty. Tt was aseumed that types should be established that would be indica- % 

tive of cultural change in the area and that to achieve this objective it 

would be necessary to test the validity of provisional sorting categories 

by plotting their distribution in time and space. A preliminary paper dis- 

cussing the methodological approach has been published (Baerreis, Freeman 

and Wright, 1958). 

While this was the basic operating procedure, it was also felt that 

' the primary description of the artifacts ia the site report should present 

the individual specimens in sufficient detail to permit a reclassification f 

of the types should this ultimately prove necessary. Doubtless this will 

he the case, for even with preliminary testing of a substantial portion of 

our types the validity of some are still unresolved. Further, many forus 

appear in such a low frequency that they may well be imported specimens 

whose primary type description must be based upon « larger series in their 

parent area.
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Projectile point types which ere present in adequate numbers have been 

given names in conformity with current usage or if a projectile point type 

has clreedy been named by workers in this area that name has been retained 

= to designate the projectile points even though the actual frequency may be 

low. A procedure] problem does arise in connection with named projectile 

d point types from geographically distant areas where a form similar to a 

Delaware County specimen has been described and given a type name. Should, 

then, the local specimens be given the same type name? We have followed a 

school of thought which would maintain that the designation by a common type 

name implies en historical connection of some order and not simply a fortuitous : 

resemblance in form. Ideally, it should be possible to demonstrate some sort 

of a connection in time or space by which the historical interrelatedness 

could be shown. Because of the paucity ef distribution studies and the 

ectual gps in our knowledge this can not alvays be done. However, we have 

taken as a working assumption that projectile point types of southeastern 

Missouri or of eastern Texas are sufficiently close spatially that mutual 

iaflvences with our area did occur. On the other hand, projectile point 

types have been established for Tennessee, to cite one instance, which may 

well be a part of the same stream of cultural influences present in eastern 

Oklahoma. The type, Kays Stemmed (Kneburg, 1956: 26), may be similar if not 

identical to a local variety designated Smith A, and Eva Basal Notched (Ibid, 

p. 24) may be comparable to the Marshall or Castroville pointe. Here, however, 

in view of the spatial gap between the two regions and the lack of sound 

demonstrations of cultural connections betweon the two areas, we cme retained 

: the separate names.
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Projectile Peiats 

Included in the projectile point descriptions are some large forms 

which may well have served as knives rather than the tips of darts or arrows. 

Where discontinuities in the size range are encountered that wight reflect 

functional differences, these ere indicated. It is felt, however, that « 

final decision im regard to « functional separation of kaife and projectile 

poiat forms which differ only in size should be deferred until « larger 

series of measurable points is available. 

All measurements were taken with sliding calipers and recorded to 

the nearest millimeter. Thickness end point length as recorded ere naxinun 

dimensions, Stem length was measured from the base to the junction of stem 

and blade. Where the shoulder is asymmetrical, the stem length recorded is 

the larger of the two dimensions. Blade length was taken from this last 

mentioned point to the tip of the blade. Blade width was measured as the 

meximum blade width and taken wherever it occurred on the blade. The weight 

of all imtaet projectile points was determined by the use of a beam scales 

and recorded to the closest teath of a gran. 

All of the projectile points were manufactured from chert. Since the 

chert was preseat in a variety of colors and to a lesser extent in slight 

differences in texture, it seemed obvious that if the variety of chert could 

be identified as to source it would provide a valuable clue as to which 

specimens might be imported from some distant area, rather than being a 

product of lecal eanvfacture. Further, a comparison of the westerials from 

which projectile points and other varieties of chipped stone implements, 

such as scrapers or knives, were manufactured might reveal the operation of 

factors of cultural selection. The difficulty in carrying out such an 

analysis was primarily our lack of knowledge of the full range of variation
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im local and regional chert types. Ge tase Gnustese secended only eager 

color variants in the chert categories and hope that at some time in the 

future it will be possible to make a more systematic analysis of the material. 

Gary Points 

A propoced eubdivicton of the Gory Point inte three lettered verietice 

wes presented in the paper previously cited (Beerreis, Freeman and Wright: 

1958) which modified the deseription in An Introductory Handbook of Texas 

Archecology (Subm, Krieger and Jelke, 1954: 430-1), The full range of 

these forme may be found there. We are here concerned ealy vith the Gary 

points of site D1-47, . 

Gary A (igure 5) 
Only six pointe of this variety were recovered fron site Di-47, Two 

of the points have only a very small portion of the tip missing. If the 

lime of curvature of the blade were continued, an addition of 2 um. would ’ 

be sufficient to reconstruct the original length. In this, and in oubse- 

quent projectile point: descriptions such additions to the length of the 

point have been made where needed, but in wo instance bas the length been 

reconstructed where it appears that more than a two millimeter section is 

broken from the point. All of the remaining points leck « larger section 

at the ond of the blade, but classification was still possible on the basis 

ef stem and shoulder form. 

Form: The stem of these points contracts from the shoulder to a 

tather sharply pointed base or in one instance to a rounded base (f 301; 

Figure 5, e). (The sumber given is the catalog number of the specimen. 

It should be noted that other implements from the same square and level 

possess the seme catalog number.) The contraction of the stem noted above
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does not form a distinct shoulder area but rather produces a slight to 

‘ pronounced concave region which merges gradually with the stem. The stem ‘ 

proper maintains e« contraction to the base, one of the distinctive features 

of the Gary A variety. The blade outline varies from a markedly convex form 

@ 536; Figure 5, b) to slightly convex (# 626; Figure 5, c) or generally 

straight in the remaining specimens. _— a 

_ shoulder area (301; Figure 5, ¢). 

Technique: One point is manufactured primarily by percussion fleking 

(@# 536; Figure 5, b) while the remainder bear pressure retouching that obscures 

some or all of the primary fleke scars. On one specimen (# 124; Figure 5, d) 

the lateral edges of the stem are ground smooth. This feature is lacking on 

the remaining points. 

Material: All of the points are made from chert, either entirely gray 

in color or mottled or banded with white, tan or pink. 

Dimensions: 
£ Range Mean 

_ Maximum length... 2 67 - 73 70.0 (am) 

 Mextmm width 2. 6 23 - 34 26.7 * 

Thickness .... 6 5-13 8.o " ; 

Stem length ... 6 15 - 21 as °* 

Oe «+ «ee 8 7.7 + 23.5 15.6 (grams) 

Note that the variation in frequency reflects the number of projectile points 

in the group from which the observation could be obtained.
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Sten Maximum = © Maximus © Chert 
4 Sesere=_s ews) «= Grinding «= Length Width © Color 

646 2:8 2 No > a 2 =. Grey 

124 1:3 4 Yes -- 23 Grey 

301 2:5 7 No we 30 Grey/white 

307 2:2 1 No : oe 23 Grey 

536 1:4 13 No oo ae 34 Grey/brown 

626 0:4 14 No = 2s Grey /srown/red 

Gary 3B (Figure 6, a - e) 

This variety is represeated by a series of five points, of which only 

a single point is unbroken. 

Form: The stem of this variety of Gary point is broader and tapers 

less sharply to a rounded base. In this aspect # 530 (Figure 6, b) and # 536 

(Figure 6, c) are somewhat less typical of the group. However, in addition, 

as we see in these same points, the shoulder area tends to be more sharply ; 

demarcated from the stem proper. This feature, while not universal, is also 

to be seen in # 14 (Figure 6, d) though a bresk. at one shoulder obscures the 

distinctiveness of the area. A rounded base which merges imperceptibly with 

the stem sides is present on all points, another characteristic attribute of 

the variety. Blade outline is variable and includes straight forms (# 404; 

Figure 6, a and # 463; Figure 6, e) as well as slightly convex (# 563; Figure 6, 

¢) to convex (# 14; Figure 6, d). In this latter point it should be noted 

‘that there is a slight increase in blade width above the shoulder area, the 

only point of the group possessing this feature. The asymmetrical form of 

the blade in # 530 (Figure 6, b) should doubtless be attributed to an attempt 

to resharpen the point following breakage er possibly to an attempt to pro- 

duce a drill shaft. One projectile point, # 404 (Figure 6, a) has a very 

inconspicuous shoulder which approaches a variety designated Gary C (Baerreis,
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Freeman and Wright, 1958: 69). The shoulder, hovever, is sufficiently developed 

to preclude classification in this variety although it could be seen as a tran- 

" Pechnique: ies <0 Gn enue Gem © Om Gee Gn a 

pressure retouching although on some the primary flakes are still visible. ‘ 

No extensive lateral grinding of the stem is present although # 536 may exhibit 

this feature to a slight degree. : 

Material: Grey, banded grey or whitish chert was used in the manufacture 

of the points. ; 

‘Dimensions: 

» Range Mean 

Maximum Length. . . 1 82 82 (wm.) 

Maximum Width . . . 5 se . 30.0 * 

Thickness... .- . 7-9 6 

Stem Length... .- 5 12 - 24 1.0 =" 

Oe, 6 ck ee 1 14.0 14.0 (grams) 

Individual Point Provenience and Associsted Traits: | 
Maximum Maxioum Chert 

+ Squere Level Length Width =» Gollor 
14 0:3 6 -- _ Grey 

463 0:7 7 -- 32 Grey 

404 0:4 10 - 32 Mottled grey 

530 1:3 12 -- 29 Mottled grey 

: 536 1:4 13 82 26 Mottled grey
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Langtry Points a 

Langtry, like Gary, represents one of the established projectile 
; 

point types of the general Caddoan area (Subm, Krieger and Jelks, 1954: 

436-9) for which « segregation into several varieties has been proposed 

(@acrrets, Freeman and Wright, 1958: 69-71). As with the Gary points, 

we are concerned vith these varieties as they appear in this site. 

Langtry A (Figure 7) 
A total of seven points were placed in the Langtry A variety. 

Form: cmp 0d arte etn een ee 

odes te Ocean 6 & an ee eee 

juncture of stem and blade to the base. The sweeping curve which forms 

the side of the stem does not permit the recognition of a distinct shoulder 

area which, by contrast, sete apart the Langtry B variety. The illustration 

of specimen # 225 (Figure 7, g) may suggest « Langtry 8 veriety rather than 

the one under discussion but one shoulder is accentuated by « slight break. 

The Langtry points in general, as in these specific examples, are characterized 

by the possession of « sharply demarcated basal erea. Blade form is variable 

and includes convex (5), recurved (1) and straight (1). The variability in 

shape may in part be due to a practice of resharpening a blade when the tip 

has been broken. Basal forms include straight (1) and slightly convex (1), 

but concave is by far the most popular (5). 

Technique: While a secondary pressure retouch is used to shape all 

of the projectile points of this group, it should be noted that the blade 

Largely retains the primary percussion flake scars. Four of the points 

possess lateral and basal grinding on the stem. It may be significant 

that this same group has a concave basal form.
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Material: AAD of the petete ave wate of wertectes of chart, ctther 

white, grey, mottled grey or pink in color. “ 

Dimensions: 

f° Ree Mean 
: Maximum Length. . . 3 56 - 73 CC) 

: Maximum Width . . . 6 24 - 33 a 

Maximum Thickness . ? 6-8 a." 

Stem Length... . ? 15 - 22 1.1 " 

Base Width. .... 6 ll - 18 4.2 =" 

Weight. ....+-. 2 8.6 - 18.3 13.5 (grams) 

It should be noted that while maximum width normally occurs at the shoulder 

area, in one point (# 242; Figure 7, a) it is located above this area. Weight 

was measured for only two points since one specimen for which maximum length i 

: was recorded (# 66; Figure 7, e) has a sizeable area missing from one side of 

the blade. The stem is from 1/3 to 1/5 of the total length, averaging about 

1/4. The width is 1/2 to 1/3 of the total length, but more commonly 1/2. 

Individual Point Provenience and Associated Traits: 
: Maximus Maxious Chert 

* Square Level Length Width Grinding © Color 

‘ 66 1:7 1 66 33 No Mottled grey 

242 2:2 6 73 29 Yes Pink/grey 

225 2:6 6 56 28 Yes Mottled grey 

308 2:4 4 - 24 Yes Grey /white 

 - 1:5 ll - -- No Grey/white 

537 1:2 14 “~ 31 Yes Grey/white 

515 1:2 18 -- 33 Yes Grey/white
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FIGURE 7. LANGTRY A PROJECTILE POINTS.
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Langtry B (Figure 8) 
This veriety of Langtry point is characterized by the possession of a 

distinct shoulder area. While specimen # 592 (Figure 6, b) might appear to 

more closely resemble Langtry A, this is to be accounted for by recent fractures 

in the shoulder area. In all, three specimens of this variety were present at E 

the site. 

Form: The contracting stem on two of the Langtry B points (# 537; - 

Figure 8, a and # 304; Figure 8, c) forms an obtuse angle with the blade while 

on the third point the shoulder area is short and inconspicuous. On the two 

nearly complete points, the sides of the blade are straight. The base may be 

classified as straight on one specimen (# 592) while a second (# 304) is irregu- 

larly slanted in relation to the long exis of the point. The basal form of the . 

third point is obscure because of breakage in this area. aH a 

ea eee : 

0 1 2 3 4 

f cn. 

a 537 
oo ¢ 304 

FIGURE 8. LANGTRY B PROJECTILE POLWTs.
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Techmigque: While secondary retouching appears along the edges of the 

blade, for the most part the points retain the bold primary flakes which vere 

skillfully used to form a flat biconvex section. Slight traces of a median 

tldge axe to be found on one fess of epoctnen # 992. Tresee of letersi grind 
ing are present ov the stems of the three projectile points. 

Material: The varieties of chert are pink-grey, grey and tan-grey in 

eller. 

Dimensions: 

: £ Range Mean 

Maximum Length. . . 1 67 oo (.) 

Maximus Width . . . 3 ‘3 39 3.0 

Maximus Thickness . 3 ? 0 

Sten Length... . 2 Is - 26 20.5 * 
Base Width... . . 2 4 - 15 m5" 

Oc ckees 1 13.7 13.7 (grams) 

On the single complete specimen the stem approaches 1/4 of the total length 

while the width is approximately 1/2 of the length. g 

Individval Point Provenience and Associated Traits: 
Meximm = Mexisun Chert 

&.. Square Level Length Width Grinding Color 

304 2:3 ll -- 39 Slight Mottled grey 

-  *. rv o 37 Slight White/grey 

592 1:5 18 “7 31 Slight Grey
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The term, Cooper point, has been given to « series of dart pointe 
which have not previously been formally described as a type. The name is 

derived from the Cooper Site (D1-33 and D1-49), a large Hopewellian village 

site located on Grand River at the mouth of Honey Creek (Bell and Beerreis, 

1951: 27-33) where these points were found in substantial mumbers. To 

clarify the description of the general type, particularly in relation to 

the characteristic dimensions, information pertaining to the Cooper Site : 

and its points is drawn upon in the introductory statements. 

Chin Genper gates 40 Gbeténd tate eines wententes dh eee age 

to be part of a continuum within a single point complex. All three varieties 

‘are characterized by an expanding or flaring stem which is produced by a 

net Gna Gegmdtty te Ge enue @ Gn tem. However, unlike point 

types such as Snyders, Marcos, or Marshall to name but a few, where the notch 

is formed in such a manner that both sides of the notch are of equal length, 

A the notch in the Cooper point is not symmetrical. In the Cooper point one 

side of the notch forms the flaring stem. The top of tlie notch forms the 

shoulder area which varies in degree of development in the Cooper A and B 

varieties. Cooper A comprises those points in which the shoulder is either 

straight (horizontal) or overhanging (slightly barbed). The barb, however, 

is never as pronounced as it would be in those types which have a diagonal 

sovch with epmnstrical sides. The Cooper B variety has 0 astch which doce 

mot penetrate as deeply into the blade of the point as in Cooper A, thus 

forming a shoulder area which is obtuse. Qunaiitp t ch wntemne Ge 

shoulder is formed as a smooth, continuous curve which merges with the ster 

but in Cooper B the shoulder does not attain a horizontal or overhanging 

form. Cooper C is a provisional variety which has a more nearly horizontal
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: placement of the notch but since it is not represented at Dl-47 it is not 

discussed further at this time. There are, of course, edditionsl attributes 

associated with this form which serve to define the point type. . 

In Cooper A the blade is most commonly convex and in some instances 

this convexity is sufficiently extreme to place the maximum width of the 

blade above the shoulder. The blade edge is also to be found in straight, 

end gore rarely, recurved categories. The base of the point is character- 

istically convex, either slight or pronounced in degree, but occasionally 

straight and rarely concave. The width of the base is always less than the 

width of the blade at the shoulder. : 

Im Cooper B the blade is convex but may also be straight. The base 

form varies between convex and straight, but is most often convex to markedly 

convex, though a few concave bases have been noted. While the width of the 

' Chats ab Ge Gauttee wants @ te quuner Gm Ge <t0b 0 Ge tom, Gem 

may often be a difference of only one to two millimeters between these two 

measurements, and in some instances the measurements are equal or the width 

of the base exceeds the width at the shoulder. i 

In an earlier classification of the projectile points from the Dela- 

ware County erea in Oklahoma, these projectile points had been designated 

Bl (Baerreis, 1951: 16) and their distribution in a series of Archaic sites 

described, This classification did not segregate the Cooper A and B varieties 

and may also have included some projectile points which would not now be 

placed in the type. The shape is also comparable to that of Ellis points o 

(Suhm, Krieger and Jelks, 1954: 420-1) but this type has a pronounced differ- 

ence in size range. Ensor points (Ibid, 422-3) also share many characteristics 

but would appear to be largely restricted to a variety with « shorter stem 

and broader base and thus more nearly resemble Cooper B and C varieties. 

The description of Lange points (Ibid, 436-7) would also seem to include
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common features and some points which ere illustrated in the Texas report 
(Plate 97, & and p) would in our series be classed as Cooper A. We would, 

however, visualize the Lange point as having the stem formed by removing 

a large triangular area from the corner rather than a notch, with a conse- 

quent tendency toward straight or even convex sides to the stem. The 

characteristic dimensions of these points may be compared with the Cooper 

points from the two major units of the Cooper site although the generalized 

statements on size derived from the Texas handbook are not adequate for 

this purpose. The Motley point, defined on the basis of its occurrence at 

the Jaketown site in Louisiana (Ford, Phillips, and Haag, 1955: 129-31) : 

would appear to be quite similar to Cooper A but in their description a 

resemblance to the Delaware County archaic points is denied (Ibid, 131). 

’ ‘The average length of the Motley point is stated as being 73mm. which is 

substantially larger than the Cooper points though if this size is derived 

solely from the sample of seven projectile points at the Jaketown site, the 

sample is doubtless inadequate for a generalization. Further comparison of 

these two types (Motley and Cooper) szems desirable.
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A comparison of Size Range of Cooper A and Related Types : 

Cooper A 
: Dl-33 D1-49 

(Col) (ov) Ellis Ensor Lange Motley 

- 65 22 
range 39-75 41-70 30-50" 30-70 50-85 55-98 

: mean 54.7 55.0 73 

' 82 86 
range 23-38 26-42 20-30 20-30 27-40 28-35 
mean 29.9 32.6 30 

Minimum : 

5 83 103 
range 15-24 14-26 
mean. 19.8 20.5 

' 76 % 
range 17-32 19-32 15-20 10- 17-25 
mean 25.1 26.6 

pm 66 106 
range 5-11 6-12 6-12 
mean 7.9 7.9 8 

a Stem Length iin = 
: range 7-18 8-18 

mean . 11.5 12.8 

mage 58 16 ‘ 
range 7.1-27.8 11.1-20.7. (grams) 

mean 12.8 -14,2 - 

Additional measurements beyond those which would serve to compare the 

Cooper point with the Texas and Louisiana points have been presented so that 

the large series from Dl-33 and D1-49 might be compared with the smaller 

series of points from the site (Dl-47) currently under study. The comparative 

measurements are from Suhm, Krieger and Jelks, 1954 and Ford, Phillips, and 

Haag, 1955. :
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ss fo further facilitate the comparison of the Dl-47 Cooper points with 

the larger series upon which the type standards were based, the dimensions of => 

Cooper B points from D1-33 and D1-49, the major units of the Cooper site, ere : 

presented below. It may be noted that in gross dimensions, such as length, : 

these mean sizes accentuate the difference between the Cooper point and the 

Motley point. 

Size Range of Cooper B Points from the Type Site 

D1-33 D1-49 

{Gol) Sov) 

7 <eeb ee so @6 & @ @ 28 15 ‘ 
Wamge «te tt hte ew eee 40-72 39-65 
mean 64 49 wo eee os 50.5 53.7 

. ; sat cee se eus 31 27 
Tenge «see ee eee eee 22-31 26-36 
mean (uaeebeee ees 27.6 30.1 

. ose ee 31 27 
Temge «sees eveveee 7-16 8-17 
mean eee eo ee ee ee 11.3 12.9 

: SCG HR Gee 6 as 28 26 
ee ee ee ee 16-24 18-26 

mean esses evevrveese 20.6 21.7 

' 744 50s 6 o% © 8 @ 28 25 
Temge «es ceeeeeves 21-31 23-32 
mean ee GR Re OO OS 26.4 27.1 

' Stee 104 OO HO Oo 31 27 
Tempe «sc eee ee ee eee 6-10 7-11 : 
wean (ae 6a 6 o &* Oe 8 7.7 8.3 

: ee a ee 26 14 
Wamge «cece eee eee 6.7-16.8 8.8-20.9 
mean e848 05% OO 11.0 13.8
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| ener Ay Dink? (Pigures 9-10) 
It will be recalled that Cooper A comprises the variety which is 

characterized by the possession of a notch which produces a horizontal or 

slightly overhanging shoulder. Thirteen points fell in this variety in 

D1-47. 

Form: Five of the Cooper A points from D1-47 have the notch placed 

in such a fashion as to produce a definite overhang or slight barb at the 

shoulder, On the remainder the notch curves outward to meet the blade in 
@ generally horizontal position. All but one of the points have convex 

sided blades. This single point, the blade of which is doubtless reworked 

and shows considerable asymmetry, has a recurved blade (# 432; Figure 9, f). 

Except for a single specimen where but a small portion of the point is present 

@ 294; Figure 9, 2. Ge eementey of Ge Vets to at sufficient to place 

tho cautans weden of thn thats deve Ge cieuites. 

The stem is flaring on all points, which is one of the constant features 

of the type, although a partial exception may be noted in one example (# 305; 

Figure 9, h). On this specimen, where there is only a one millimeter expansion 

to the base, breakage and secondary reworking appears to be responsible for 

its present form. (ie tees & cme © RS Ee, Gee Gon, 

and gtraight on two. 

‘ Technique: The points appear to have been initially shaped by percussion 

techniques and bold primary flakes are preserved on all points. Traces of 

primary flakes at the notches suggest that these were originally inserted by 

@ percussion blow. Subsequent pressure retouch at the edges produced the 

more symmetrical forms of the points. One specimen (# 535; Figure 9, e) is 

exceptional in having delicate pressure retouching along the edge of the blade. 

This may be due to late resharpening as the asymmetry of the blade would suggest. 

This suggestion is further confirmed by a marked plane-convex cross section
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mear the tip of the blade. On the other points a biconvex cross section 

prevails. Slight basal grinding is found on only two of the points (# 626; 

Figure 9, i and # 294, j) but there are also suggestions that some notches 

may have been smoothed by grinding. 

Material: All of the points are made from chert which ranges in 

color through white, pink and grey and is frequently mottled. 

—— himenations: 
he _ Range Mean 

Maximum “Length, . . 7 52 - 75 59.4 (mm.) 

Maximum Width... ll 29 - 38 aa Oo” 

Maximum Thickness . 13 6- 10 se * 

: Stem Length... . 13 9-0 ae * 

Minimum Stem Width. 12 18 - 26 = Cl” 

Base Width. .... 10 - De “7 h* 

Weight. ...++-s 6 10.4 - 16.6 13.8 (grams) 

"The stem ranges between 1/3 and 1/6 of the total length of the point, the 

average being 1/4. The maximum width of the point is close to 1/2 of the 

total th. 

, , 0 . = 3.4 
" cm. 

; t 

‘ iy 

3 ras | 

a F a a 
} a 

0 624 b 539 ec 2s 

FIGURE 10. COOPER A PROJECTILE POINTS.



Individuel Point Provenience end Associated Trsite: 
Maxinun Maxioum Chert 

+ -$ Samre = evel Length = Hiath Goler 
76 0:6 Top 2 1/2" 75 33 Grey/pink 

294 1:6 7 -- -- Grey /white 

- 624 2:8 8 56 38 Pink/white 

; 337 1:6 8 33 3% Grey/white 

305 1:3 9 -- 34 White 

295 2:2 10 oo 3% Pink 

526 1:5 10 oe 34 White 

295 2:2 10 -- oe White 

513 2:2 “4 57 35 Grey/white 

626 0:4 14 -- 30 Grey 

535 1:5 4 58 29 White 

432 2:1 15 66 31 Grey/white 

539 1:2 7 52 30 Grey/white 

Cooper B (Figure 11) 
It will be recalled that the Cooper B variety hus, in effect, a shallower 

notch, the upper segment merging from an obtuse shoulder with the flaring stem. 

Form: The characteristic blade shape is one with convex sides. While 

several of the points from Dl-47 show warked asymmetry or approach a short 

blade with straight sides (Figure 11, i-1), these clearly comprise points in : 

: which the blade has been reworked subsequent to breakage. The widest portion 

of the blade on all specimens is at the shoulder. The base is convex except 

im one specimen (Figure 11, h) whose irregular form is difficult to classify 

but might be designated recurved. 

Technique: As in the Cooper A variety, the points were criginally shaped 

by percussion techniques and large primary flakes are preserved on all points. * 

Pressure retouch has subsequently modified the margins of the points. Very ; 

slight basal grinding is found on s fev points and is most pronounced on three 
(Figure 11, a--# 531, b-<# 520 and d--# 539).
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Material: All of the points are made from chert which ranges in color 

from white through dark grey and « mottled pink-grey. 

Dimensions: 

A. Range Mean 

Maximum Length. . . 8 39-67 = 56.7 (om.) 

Maxioun Width... 10 2% - 38 29.2 " 

Maximum Thickness . 12 6-9 380" 

Stem Length... . 12 8-16 ce 

Minimum Stem Width. 12 16 - 2% a 6 |* 

Base Width. . ... 1: 19 - 32 26.8 - 7 

Weight....... ? 8.1 - 17.8 11.7 (grams) 

The stem ranges between 1/3 to 1/6 of the total length of the point, the 

average being 1/4. The maximum width of the point is about 1/2 of the total 

length. 

Individual Point Proventence and Associated Traits: 
Maximum Maxioum Chert 

A Square Level «=_- Length Width Color 

588 1:8 1 84 2% Grey/pink 

67 1:7 4 -- 26 Dark grey 

289 1:3 ? 56 25 White 

$23 2:3 12 -- -- White 

380 1:2 12 52 28 Grey : 

531 1:6 13 67 38 White 

: 520 1:2 13 60 - White 

528 1:3 13 39 35 White ‘ 

525 1:2 14 ce 32 Mottled grey 

538 1:4 15 of 26 White 

$12 1:3 15 53 29 Dark grey 

539 1:2 7 -- 29 ~ White
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Barbed Points (Figure 12) 

The group of “barbed points" represents a provisional sorting 

category for which we have not been able to resolve the question of type 

ansignment. The points share many features with the Williams Point 

previously defined in Texas (Krieger, Subm and Jelks, 1954: 490-1) but 

the larger series from Delaware County currently being studied indicates 

a somewhat deviant range of attributes from those illustrated in the 

Teport cited. Possibly two or more types are represented or a single 

Oklahoma type parallel to the Williams Point. rr 

The two specimens illustrate the broad range of variation within 

the group. It is possible that the smaller specimen could represent « 

reworked Langer form but it exhibits none of the thickness, steep flaking 

and asymmetry which usually accompanies such an operation. Both specimens 

: were initially shaped by percussion 

flaking and traces of the primary ——— 

flakes remgin, particularly on the ee 

larger specimen (Figure 12, a). 

This same specimen has a convex 

blade and base with the base being y 

slightly ground. It will be noted 

thet the smaller specimen tends to : 

have a blade with straight sides. 

Both specimens are manufactured _ 

from a grey chert. . _ b 442 

Figure 12. Barbed Points.
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Dimeasions: 
#230 # 442 

Maximum Length. ..... 77 41 (am.) 

Meximum Width ...... 7 — = 

Maxiown Thickness . .. . 7 ; ‘6 * 

Stem Length... 1... 13 : = * 

Minimum Stem Width... . 16 — * 

Base Width. ....+.+-+-. 21 ee * 

Weight... ..+e+es 15.6 6.0 (grams) 

The proportion of stem length to total length is 1/6 and 1/4 while the proportion 

of width to length is 1/2 in both instances. Specimen # 230 wes found in Square 

1:5, Level 5 and specimen # 442 in Square 0:5, Level 10. 

Sayders Points 

A number ¥f points from sites in Deleware County have been classified 

as the type named Snyders in a preliminary mimeographed description prepared 

by Edward G. Scully (1951: 12). We have attempted to restrict this point to 

the broad-bladed form intended in this description and illustrated in other _ 

a tee McGregor, 1952: Plate XIX, A). In the Oklahoma points so 

classified the outline of the point is ovate acuminate, the blade having 

strongly convex sides. The notch was inserted from the corner of the base 

and is wide and deep. Usually the width of the notch exceeds its depth 

although it may be equal or nearly equal to it. The stem expands to a convex 

or occasionally straight base with a sharp angle of juncture of base and stem. 

The stem is consistently short in relation to the total length of the point 

and due to the broadness of the blade, the maximum width approaches a one to 

one ratio with the total length of the point.
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A problem in classification arose in that some of the points from 

: the Delaware County sites are similar to the Snyders points in the form and 

positicn of the notch but deviant in blade outline and general proportions. 

These points have provisionally been classified as Snyders-like. Their 

outline approaches an elongated triangle or elongated oval. The sides of 

‘the blade are usually convex but sometimes straight. The deviation in form 

results in a higher ratio of maximum width to total length. While the notch 

te inserted in the corner of the point it tends to be aarrover and uot as 

deep as in Snyders. Sayders points in general show more careful and precise 

flaking than the relatively cruder flaking of the Snyders-like variety. ’ 

It may be of some assistance in clarifying the characteristics of 

the Snyders and Snydexa-like variants to contrast these points with Marcos 

points (Krieger, Suhm and Jelks, 1954: 442-3) which is the most similar large, 

corner-notched dart point defined in the Handbook of Texas Archaeology. Marcos 

points, aside from having a smaller average length (5-6 cm.) also have a notch 

which is proportionately aarrower and which produces a narrow neck. The blade 

shape also seems more commonly to be straight-sided. The stems, in combination 

with a straight base not commonly found on the Snyders variants, are proportion- 

ately shorter and have sharper corners. : 

Both the Snyders and Snyders-like varieties may have functioned as s 

knife rather than as a dart point in view of the deviation in size from the 

normal proportions of the projectile points. 

Snyders Points, Di-67 (Figure 13) . 
Only two Snyders points were present, both having the tip of the blade 

missing. In one of these specimens (Figure 13, a) the point may have been in 

process of being sharpened or worked to a shorter form when it was discarded 

in view of the irregular curvature near the break. ‘
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Form: Blades have convex sides with the degree of curvature sufficient 

, to place the maximum width of the blade sbove the shoulder of the point. The 

stem expands to a convex base. The notches, made Seen the corner of the blesk 

outline, are deeper than they are wide. 

intetee While the basic shaping of the point was achieved by per- 

cussion flaking, secondary retouch has been used to produce a symmetrical 

outline. One specimen (Figure 13, b) has extensive basal grinding. 

Material: Both points are manufactured from a white chert, mottled 

with grey or tan respectively. 

Dimensions: 
# 533 (a) # 533 (b) 

Width (blade). ..... 51 50 (am.) 

Width (base) ...... 31 _ * : 

Width (minimum, stem). . 24 = * 

Stem Length. ...... _ : ws 

— 10 se 

Both specimens are from Stratum 17 of Square 1:1. 

4 

; 5 

_ ' 

F} ; & 1 

| er” i — 

o 833  _ 

FIGURE 13, SNYDERS POINTS.
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eas Snydere-like Points (Figure 14) 
_ Four of the Di-h7 projectile points are placed in this category. It- 

"may be noted that as « group they do not attain the extreme breadth of the 
Snyders point. The "Snyders-like” group should be regarded as a provisional 

sorting category until more is known of this form. 

Form: Blades have either a convex side or approach a straight- ‘ 

sided form. The maximm vidth of the point is found at the shoulder ares. 

The stem uniformly expands to a convex base. The notches, made from the 

corner of the point, are of a depth equal to or slightly less than their 

width. ‘The stem is short in relation to the total length of the point. 

‘@echnique: Considerable skill is exhibited in flaking technique and 

lan: eal Ae eae gutmaig tee eae t cmeminy emia, ee 

basal grinding is found on two of the projectile points (# 4ho ana # 521). 

Material: Gray and mottled white chert. 

mensions: 

£ Range Mean 
Maximum length. . . . 3 Tl - 82 75.3 (mm. ) : 

Width (blade). ... 3 WO - he uo ° 2 

f Width (base). .... 4 26 - 29 m5 (°° 

Width (minimm, stem) 4 20 - 22 “2 * 

Stem length. .... 4 ln - 16 ne 

Max. thickness. . . . 4 7-9 is * 

ee 3 18.7 - 22.7 21.1 (grams)
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vidual Point Provenience and Associated Traits: 

Maximum Maximum # Squere. Level — 
- 1 5 “i he : 

’ 
4ho 0:7 il 73 . 
5a a5 ub " os 

r 539 : 1:2 i7 ee = 

4 

2 
3 

g Figure 14, : 
2 

. Snyders-like Points. ’ 

1 

0 

cm. 

ye | Le 
a 539 

4 
. 3 

: 

P E % 

“alt - 

” 
» 

b 52) e 440 d 237 :
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Fairlead Pointe 

sae The Fairland point as defined by Krieger, Suhm and Jelks in the Hand- 

book of Texas Archaeology (1954: 424-5) is restricted to a form which has a 

“base characterized by wide, deep concavity which produced very sharp corners." 

While points conforming to this description, as vell as to the other features 

_ ‘Which characterize the Fairland point, are present in the series of points : 

See Ties Cont, the ungertty of the potato tank to tive cumagn oF 

slightly concave bases. Consequently we have tentatively established two 

varieties of the Fairlend point, Fairland A and Fairland B. In the Fairlend 

A CUAgty @ tame shaseh Case potato WRG eammapenn to tn Suteand tap 

as described in the Texas Handbook. Points which sre like Fairland A except 

that they have a straight base have been y‘aced in the Fairland B variety. 

Fairland A - Dik] (Figure 15) 
Only two specimens from Dl-47 fall in this variety. The tip is 

| miesing on one specimen (# 526; Figure 15, b) and while the other specimen 

(# 618; Figure 15, a) was similarly broken, the tip has been resharpened. 

Many of the specimens illustrated in the Texas Handbook with a proportion- 

ately short, straight-sided body doubtless represent a similar reusing of 

broken points. : 

Form: The blade outline has slightly convex sides on one. specimen, 

with the other, the reworked specimen, being nearly straight. The stem 

is formed by a shallow notch and flares gently to a broad, concave base. 

Technique: Blade surface show a combination of flat, primary flakes 

and secondary retouch. ‘Made edges are carefully finished and symmetrical 

in outline. Specimen # 526 (Figure 15, b) appears to have been broken and 

retouched at the base so that the basal thinning is not as pronounced as
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on the other specimen. : 

Material: Both specimens are manufactured from a white chert. : 

Dimensions : 
# 526 # 618 

Maximum length. ........ - 56 (mm) 

“ Meximum width... +s cece 32 30 = 

: Maximum thickness ....... 8 6 ” 

Oe 17 »  * 

Minimum stem width. .....-s. 26 26 " 

Base width. ....2seeeses 32 32 an 

Weight. «sec ecsceevveees ~ 12.0 (grams) 

. Chert color oe ee tow © white white 

Specimen # 526 was found in square 1:5, stratum 10 while specimen # 618 was 

' found in square 0:8, stratum 4. : 

4. 

3 ‘ ‘ 

( . | 

Figure 15. 1 : 

Fairland A Points. 0 ‘ 

co. .;} 
, 4 

+ db 526 |
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: Fairland B (Figure 16) 
Six projectile points comprise the sample of this type, three of which 

are unbroken. 

: Form: The blade outline tends more closely to approximate a straight- 

sided form than in Fairland A. Another distinctive feature i» the presence 

of a short, slender tip to the blade (Figure 16, a-b, d) which has been noted 

in Texas projectile points in connection with the Williams points (Krieger ° 

Suhm and Jelks, 1954: 490-1). The base tends to-be thin and sharp. - 

: Technique: Careful work- 

manship is characteristic of z 

the group. Slight grinding ‘ d 

of the stem, but not the base, 4 

is present on a few points. 

Short, stubby points (such as 

a 439 b 443 

———T 
0 1 2 3 4 

J cm. 

a ’ — F 
c 132 d 376 e 3862 f Su : 

Figure 16. Fairland B Points.
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Pigure 16, e) may be revorked from larger specimens. 

“Material: AL are mmufsctured from chert, either grey, mottled grey, 
tan or white in color. - ’ 

og Range Mean 
Meximm length. ..... 3 5T = Gh 60.3 (mm. ) o 
width (ete)... 0... 202 5 a - 9 30.8 * 
Width (base). ...... 6 27 - 36 30.5 " 

Width (minimum, stem). . . 6 22 - 28 a.8 ” 

Stem length, ....... 6 1j-a 15.6 * 

Meximm thickness. . . < . 5 Tel 18") 

“OR vee ceeeees 3 12.7 - 14.5 13.7 (grams) 

Individual Point Provenience and Associated Traits: 

Mex imam Maximum 
£ Square Level Length Width 

376 1: 9 6h 3 i 

362 1:5 9 -- 2 

132 0:5 Top 2 1/2" - 33 

Sl 1:5 12 -- “2 

439 2:1 13 7 32 

hk 2 1b 60 28
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Cupp Points (Figures 17 and 18) 

"A new projectile point type has been provisionally established and 

designated the Cupp point. Its distinguishing characteristics include a 

rather bulbous stem vhich is combined with a slender, elongated blade. The 

Dlade has either straight or slightly convex sides and is occasionally 

serrated. The points are long, ranging from 64 to 96 ma. (mean - 82 m.), and 

narrow, the width ranging between 17 and 30 mm. (mean - 23 m.). ‘Thus the 

total length is three to four times the width of the blade. ‘The shoulder is . 

usually distinct and may be slightly barbed. ‘The stem is proportionately 

: short, averaging one-sixth of the total length. ll of the projectile points 

are manufactured from chert with the surfaces finished by skillful secondary 

flaking. To better illustrate the type, a series of points from various sites 

in Delaware County is illustrated in Figure 18. 

In many of the characteristics this point is not unlike the Palmilles 

points defined by Krieger, Suhm and Jelks (1954: 462-63). A range in length 

for these points of 30-60 m., however, falls below that of the Cupp points. 

In the series of Palmillas points described by Ford and Webb (1956: 63) the 

range in length is increased (42 - 70 ma.) and their illustrations enhance 

tee vecmmihence to the Gagp chengeted femm Wat the sunge 10 otéhl tandequste 

for the Delaware County series. 

Cupp Points - Dl-'7 (Figure 17) 

Only two fragmentary points of the Cupp type were found at D1-h7. 

Form: While a portion of the blede is missing from both points, the 

remaining section indicates that the original form was triangular vith : 

straight sides. The stem of # 30h (Pigure 17, b) is true bulb with « 

rounded base while the other point has a convex bese clearly demarcated from
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the flaring stem. Both points have distinct shoulder areas. : 

Technique: Skillful pressure retouching modifies the surface of both 

points. : 

Material: The points are made of a banded grey and tan and a mottled 

grey chert. 

Dimensions and Provenience: 

# 2h # 304 

Maximum width. .....4.. 20 : 22 

Maximum thickness. . .. . . 8 7 

Stem length. .... +5 1s l 

: Minimum stem width ..... lu 14 

Base width... 1s sees — a 

Specimen # 242 was found in square 2:2 at level 6 and specimen # 304 

in square 2:3 at level 1l. - 

4 \ : 

5 3 ; : 

2 

— 17... l : x 

Cupp Points. 0 >, 

cm. 

@ 242 b “304
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< . 

01297175 DI29A74 0148/1334 0148/1990 0148/2 33 

Figure 18. Cupp Pofnts from other Delaware County sites.
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Smith Points (Figure 19) 

In our current analysis of Delaware County specimens, we have 

redefined a variety previously designated El and £2 (Baerreis, 1951: 18-19, 

106, 107), as the Smith point. Since no chronological implications can as 

yet be ascribed to the variation in stem form recognized by the subdivisions 

El and E2, these have been dropped. It would be equally plausible to 

search for significance in the distinction between a simple shoulder and « 

markedly barbed shoulder found in some varieties but again, chronological 

implications of this attribute remain to be demonstrated. 

Only @ single Smith point (Figure 19) was found at Dl-k7 (specimen 

# 238) in square 2:2 at level 5. One of the barbs of this point is missing 

but the specimen was originally provided with prominent ones as can be seen 

in the complete side. ‘The sides of the stem are parallel and the base is 

straight and bears slight basal grinding. While largely shaped by percussion 

flaking, a secondary retouch modifies the form of the point. The material ' 

ie « mottled grey chert. The point is 78 m. . 

in maximum length but its maximum width can 

not be determined due to breakage. The , 

stem is 19 mm. long and 20 mm. wide. ‘The . 

thickness is 9 m. . 

0 
: : cm. 

: Figure 19, : 

Smith Points. , 

238
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Unclassified Large Projectile Points 
Also present at the site were a series of large projectile points 

that could not be classified as to type. Inability to classify arose through 

two factors. In part, it was due to the fragmentary condition of the points, 

a cuentah guuttene of thn wenn, chambtes ot bane being etentan. The points 

of this group are tabulated according to general characteristics and indi- 

vidually listed so their site location can be presented. While the group can- 

not be treated with precision typologically, it has been deemed essential 

to enumerate then since their presence is of utility in a tabulation of the 

frequency of projectile points and in an analysis of the proportion of large 

’ to small projectile outune. Because of their fragmentary condition, measure- 

ments and illustrations for this group are omitted. A second category, how- 

ever, consisted of those projectile points sufficiently deviant from 

established type categories so that inclusion in the group was questioned. : 

In these examples, the form was not present in sufficient numbers (in this 

site or in others currently being studied) to warrant a type or provisional 

| type designation. These points ate illustrated and measurements are given 

‘in the hope that they might some time in the future be identified. 

Contracting Stem Points. All eight projectile points in this 

; ; group with contracting stems had been broken at the base, thus removing — 

the feature which would permit them to be classified ~ either Gary or 

Langtry points. In view of their fragmentary condition, they are not il- 

lugtrated but the locations are presented below.
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| LL = ke t+ = ea 
2h3 0:5 7 koh - ss 8D : 

269 1:3 10 ALO O:7 n 

E 375 2:1 n- 526 1:5 210 

kok ork 10 B-6 2:2 10 

Notched Points: A group of nine points having a stem formed by a 

@eep or shallow notch are similarly in too fragmentary a condition to require 

. Measurements or illustration. All, however, are large dart points. Their 

locations are listed below. 

29 1:5 2 294 1:6 7 

8 = ah 6 307 2:2 n 
288 2:6 ; bh 2: 14 

287 1:7 7 592 1:5 18 

518 2:6 a 629 0:6 18 

The remaining points to be considered in the unclassified category, 

would appear to be potentially capable of being placed in a type though not 

in our present state of knowledge. We have therefore prepared an illustre- 

tion and a brief description of each of them in the hope, as previously 

mentioned, that they might at some time in the future be identified. Many 

of these, of course, could be derived from distant areas vhich would 

account for the lov frequency of the form in Delaware County. If this is 

infeed the ence, the deceription of these forms asoumss equal or even 

greater importance than the more numerous types. For convenience in 

reference, each of the points is numbered, the same numbers appearing on 

the accompanying figures.
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2). Specimen # 225 found im square 2:2, level 6 (Figure 20, 1). the 
fragment consists of the basal section of a point which at first glance re- 

sesbles a broad, lanceolate form. It is manufactured of a mottled grey and i 

white chert and skillfully flaked by « precise pressure retouch. Slight 

Grinding is present on the sides end perhaps also on the basal area though 

breakage at this latter point obscures vant was probably © concave bese. It 
is possible, however, that this point is an extreme form of a Langtry A point 

with « straight-sidea stem rather than the common form which is slightly con- 

cave. races of © change in curvature, suggesting the beginning of the blade, 

appear immediately at the broken section of the point. The width at the 

shoulder area is 32 mm. and the maximm thickness 6 m. 

(2). Specimen # 528 found in square 1:3, level 13 (Figure 20, 2). 

Tis basal section of « point is manufactured from a white chert, primarily 

by percussion technique. ‘The flaring sweep of the stem and the sharp corner 

produced by the slightly concave base resembles the Fairland point previously 

described. It is, however, © much narrover stem than thet commonly found on 

the type though alight grinding on the stem is also present. ‘The point is 

29 mm. wide at the shoulder and the stem length is 17 mm. ‘The minimm stem 

width is 19 mm. and the maximm thickness 9 m. 

(3)- Specimen # 337 found in square 1:6, leved 6 (Figure 20, 3). 
This point, mamfactured from a pinkish white chert, also bears a general 

resemblance to the Fairland point. The irregulerity of the blade area 

suggests that some reworking has taken place and a break at the base makes it 

impossible to determine vhether the form originally had « straight or slightly 

concave base. Slight grinding is present on the sides of the stem. ‘The 

point ie now 25 m. in width at the shoulder and the stem is 8 m. in length. 

The maximum thickness is 7 m. ye
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(). Specimen # 5990 found im square 2:1, level 7 (Figure 20, 4) 

and.f 127 (Figure 20, 5) appear to represent the same form category. ‘The 

stem is formed by « very broad, shallow noteh which produces an inconspicuous 
shoulder area anf a base about equal in width to the shoulder. ‘The point is 

relatively thin and sharp at the edges, no traces of grinding being present. 

While the form is sufficiently rare in Delaware County to prevent the pre- 

sentation of a formal type description, it would appeer to represent ; 

variety that is common in the state of Missouri. Chagman (1948: 117) in pre- 

senting the traits of the Boone Focus, a Woodland complex, illustrates points | 

of this form (Figure 28, especially 10 and 11). Similar points recovered in 

; the urvey of the Table Rock Reservoir Area of Stone County, Missouri 

(Chapman, Maxwell and Kozlovich, 1951: Figure 3) are designated Type Y. ‘They 

are also reported for the Pomme de Terre reservoir area in Missouri where they 

; were provisionally designated Yl, Y2, and Y5 but it was concluded that these . 

variants vere related and could be combined into one type (Chapman, 195%: 

Figure 22 and pp. 98-99). Although the Type ¥ projectile points are not 
specifically attributed to this complex, it would appear from the excavations 

at the Raymond Site in the Pomme de Terre reservoir that the points are 

associated vith a Late Woodland complex (ibid, p- 85). The form also appears 

to be present in Greene County, Missouri (Marshall, 1955: Figure 3). In 

exeavations conducted in the Table Rock Reservotr at the Rice Site, Bray 

(1956: Figure 23 and p. 127) places generally similer points in « provisional 

type designated Rice Side-notched. The point type would appear to be 

aseociated with both the middie and late complexes at the Rice site, the 

letter being cited as similar to the Neosho Focus of northeastern Oklahoma 

(ibid., pe TL). 

. If the provisional type, Rice Side-notched is sustained, it is
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Probable the tvo Oklahoma points should be placed in this category. 

‘Specimen # 590 is manufactured from a pink and grey chert by precise 

Pressure retouch. ‘he point is 26 mm. in vidth at the shoulder area and 29 

m. in vidth at the base. The minimm constriction of the stem gives « width 

Of 25 mm, and the stem is 15 mm. in length. ‘The maximm thickness of the 

point is 6 m. 

(5). Specimen # 127 found in square 1:4, level 4 (Figure 20, 5) 

; is the second point suggested as possibly falling in the Rice Side-notched 

eategory. It is manufactured from a mottled light and dark grey chert 

: (Boone chert ?) and has been largely shaped by bold percussion flaking. The 

stem merges so imperceptibly with the blade that it is difficult to deter- 

mine the precise point of juncture. ‘The maximm vidth of the blede is 29 m. 

and the width at the base 30 mm. ‘he stem is 2) m. in width at its point 

of minimum constriction. ‘The maximm thickness is 8 m. 

(6). Specimen # 378 was found in square 1:4, level 10 (Figure 20, 6). 

‘It was manufactured by a combination of pressure and percussion techniques 

from a grey-brown chert. ‘The blade is long and narrow and the stem formed 

by side notches. The base is markedly convex and the edge of the stem 

rounded. The point might be regarded as a deviant Cupp point but the marked 

breadth of the stem coupled with an appearance of shortness seems to place 

it owt of the range of the norm form. ‘The maximm width of the blede is 

20 mm. and the width of the base is similarly 20 mm. ‘The stem is 14 m. in 

length and the maximm thickness is 6 m. 

(7). Specimen # 591 was found in square 2:1, level 9 (Figure 20, 7). 

While the point gives the appearance of being a contracting stem form, this 

impression is created by the concave shoulder area. ‘The basal section of the 

stem is clearly squared and extensive grinding is found on the sides and to
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Figure 20. Unclassified points.
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; @ lesser extent on the nearly straight bese. ‘The general form of the stem is 

loser to the Smith point than it is to Langtry but it is of e somewhat inter- 

mediate category that makes classification difficult. ‘The manufecturing 

technique is largely of the percussion variety though the form is sodified 

by an edge retouch. The blade is slightly recurved. In dimensions, the 

point is 35 mm. wide at the shoulder and 21 m. wide at the base. ‘The stem 

length is 22 m. and the maximm thickness 10 m. 

(8). Specimen # 70, found in square 1:5, level 4 (Figure 20, 8), 

has a fragmentary stem which makes it difficult to determine whéther it 

has a straight-sided stem like the Smith point or « contracting stem. The 

point is manufactured from a white chert and bears a precise pressure re- 

touch. The point is 29 mm. in width at the shoulder and has « maximm 

thickness of 9 m. 

(9). Specimen # 308, found in square 2:4, level 9 (Figure 20, 9), 

has a shape which has been extensively modified by several large thermal 

spalls. Its appearance suggests both the shallow notches of the Rice Side- 

notched and the straighter stem of the Smith point. In its overall dimen- 

sions, however, the point is smaller and narrover than both varieties. It 

was manufactured from a banded brown and grey chert by pressure retouching. 

The maximum length of the point is Gl m. 

(10). Specimen # 590 was found in square 2:1, level 7 (Figure 20, 

10). It was manufactured by percussion and pressure techniques from a 

aevhes grey cart. The prominent, sharply-flaring stem does not fit readily 

in the point categories that have been established. The generally obtuse 

shoulder areas and the stem which shifts from straight to slightly convex 

sides where it merges with the convex base remove it from such a category 

as the Cooper points. The point has a maximm blade width of 37 m. and «
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: width et the base of 29 mm. ‘The stem is 20 mm. in length ené the mxima 

thickness is 8 m. 

(41). A second point from the same location (Figure 20, 11) is also 

mamifactured from a mottled grey chert by pressure and percussion techniques. 

Geo ceeciean Thee capese to 0 eenmtat cocthe-dse tp. The stem is produced 

by @ technique that suggests a strong relationship with the Pairland B 

points and, like them, the sides of the stem are ground. The stem, hovever, 

appears to be proportionately narrower and the flare is less accentuated. 

Since the base of the point is broken, information is lacking on this area. 

The blade has a maximum width of 26 m. and the maximum thickness is 7 m. 

(12). Specimen # 529 was found in square 1:4, level 12 (Figure 20, 

12). Crudely manufactured, primarily by percussion technique, from e dark 

grey chert, the implement could readily be either a knife or point. It is 

assumed, hovever, thet the rounded end consists of a contracting stem of 

generally Gary characteristics. ‘The specimen is 67 mm. in maximum length 

and 25 mm. in mximm width. ‘The stem is 17 mm. in length and the maximm 

thickness is 10 m. 

(13-16). Four projectile points vhich my comprise a group of inter- 

related forms are illustrated in Figure 21, 13-16. ‘The task of their 

description is complicated by the fact that the generally similar projectile 

points found in the Delaware County area are not present at site I-47. 

This latter group consists of the points which, in an earlier analysis of 

the Archaic complexes of Delavare County (Beerreis, 1951) had been given the 

Provisional designation of Type C (ibid., pp. 17-18; Fig. 6, a-f; Fig. 11, 

asc). In his analysis of the Rice Site in Stone County, Missouri, Robert T. 

Bray (1956: 127-8) has designated a similar form Table Rock Stemmed. Although . 

the illustrated Missouri series is small, there would appear to be some
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slight differences between whet are regarded as the modal characteristics in 

‘the two areas. In the Oklahom points the base is commonly convex and 

occasionally straight in contrast to the Missouri base described as straight 

or slightly concave. The stem of the Missouri points is described as square 

to slightly expanding toward the base while the Oklahoma points would 

charecteristically have 0 alight flare to the base though stems with « 

straight-sided expansion to the base are also present. Finally, the f 

Missouri points are described as having a blade with edges straight to 

slightly convex while in the Oklehoma points the convex blade is a character- 

istic feature. A more systematic comparison of measurements may also reveal 

-gome size differences. Those available suggest the Oklahoma points tend to 

be somewhat narrover but larger samples from both areas may erase these — 

: differences. Despite the stress upon the differences, there would appear 

to be little doubt that we are dealing with related forms--the similarity in 

workmanship, extensive grinding on the stem and base and general character- 

“Astics of form and size are striking. ‘The differences which have been cited 

may well be due to the small sample available for analysis at the Rice Site. 

Consultation with Mr. Bray and examination of the collections at the Univer- 

sity of Missouri indicates the same range in features in the points of the 

two areas. It is possible, however, that the modal form of the two regions 

may vary. To further facilitate comparison, « series of Table Rock Stemmed 

points from Delaware County are illustrated in Figure 21, 17-26. With this 

as background information, we may return to the problem of the description 

of the specific points from Dl-k7 for which broad (or remote) relationships 

with the Table Rock Stemmed points were suggested. 

5 (13). Specimen # 532 was found in square 2:2 at level 15 (Figure 21, 

13). It is manufactured from a white chert by percussion technique with
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extensive reshaping by pressure fleking. The convex blade combined with a 

flaring stem and a markedly convex bese fit the general for charecteris- 

ties of Table Rock Stemmed. However, the extent of lateral grinding on the 

stem is slight and the base appears not to be ground. The stem is slightly 

broader in its proportions than is common and the shoulder is somewhat more 

strongly developed than in the model Table Rock Stemmed form. The specimen 

fo $5 am. te tengeh, 30 am. Side ot the cheulder and the coun te 13 an. in 

length. The base is 20 um. in width and the stem is 16 mm. wide at its 

narrowest point. The thickness of the point is 8 m. 

(14). Specimen # 536 was found in square 1:4 at level 13 (Figure 

21, 14). It is manufactured from a light gray chert by similar techniques to 

the preceding specimen but is not quite so skillfully finished. The 

edges of the blade tend to be scmewhat more straight-sided and the juncture 

of the flaring stem with a straight base produces sharp corners to the stem. 

No grinding is present on the stem or base. Since a small portion of the ‘ 

tip is missing the maximum length of the point cannot be obtained. The 

maximum width is 27 mm. at the shoulder and the base is 18 mm. wide. The 

stem is 15 mm, wide at its point of minimal constriction and has « maximum 

length of 12 am. The maximum thickness is 9 am. 

(15). Specimen # 530 was found in square 1:3 at level 12 (Figure 

21, 530). While similar in general size characteristics to the previously dis- 

cussed specimens, the pronounced barbs give the specimen a distinctive appear- — 

ance as does the straight sides of the blade. The projectile point is largely 

formed by percussion flaking and is manufactured from a dark grey chert. No ; 

grinding appears on the side of the stem and the basal form cannot be deter- 

: mined due to breakage in this area. The point has a maximum width of 

approximately 31 um. and the maximum thickness is 7 um. Due to breakage on
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the stem, the only measurement which can be determined is the minimum stem 

“width of 13 mm. 
| (16). Specimen # 529 vas found in square 1:h, level 12 (Figure 21, 

26). The point is precisely manufactured from a white chert by a combination 

of percussion and pressure techniques. It deviates from the Table Rock 

Stemmed point in the ctraightness of the blade outline, in the possession of _ 

@ straight base and in the sbsence of grinding on the stem and base. ‘The 

point is 60 mm. in maximum length and 23 mm. wide at the shoulder. ‘The stem 

ie 10 mm. long and 12 mm. at the point of minimm stem width. ‘The maximm 

thickness of the point is 7 m. , 

In the preceding group (points 13-16) the relationships to projectile 

points in Missouri, particularly Table Rock Stemmed have been stressed. Aside 

from these particular points, it should also be noted that other projectile 

points in the Missouri area (e.g., Bray, 1956: Figure 23 and 26) show a 

similar range in form although these have not been given formal type names. 

Two additional projectile points should be considered in the broad 

unclassified category. hese apoctnens (Pigure 82) deviate in gmeral cise 

characteristics from the large projectile point group and comprise an inter- . 

mediary category between the large and small projéctile points.. In view of 

the smaller end of the range of Table Rock Stemmed points (e.g., Pigure 21: 

21 and 26), however, it is perhaps not inappropriate to consider them as the 

smallest expression of points which still belong in the dart point category. 

(17). Specimen # 29 was recovered fron square 1:5, level 2 (Figure 

22, 17). Both faces of the blade bear large primary flakes while rather 

steep retouching appears on the margins of the blade. The steepness of the 

retouch in this area as well as the asymmetry of the blade suggests the 

possibility that the projectile point has been reworked from a larger form.
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The specimen my have originally had slender, pointed barbs that are nov 

broken. If this is the case, it would appear that the form wes essentially 
one of diagonal notches produced from the corner of the point. ‘The form of 

the base is obscure. ‘The point hac a maximum width of 22 m. and a meximum 

thickness of 5 m. It is manufactured from a mottled dark grey and white 

chert. 

(28). Specimen # 243 was found in square 0:5 at level 7 (Figure 

: 22, 18). It is manufactured, with a delicate pressure retouch covering 

both faces, from a mottled brown, grey 

and white chert. Breakage at the A 

corners again obscures the form which ; 

appears to have also been one making use ’ 

of @iagonal corner notches. ‘There is 2 

perhaps much less justification for the 1 

inclusion of this form with the large 0 

projectile points since no revorking of (17) #29 (18) #243 ” 
a larger sized point is indicated. The  Pigure 22, Unclassified points. 

specimen originally had a length of 

approximately 35 mm. and a maximum 

: thickness of 5 m. ‘ 

®
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Projectile Point With Graver-like Tip 
This specimen (# 5h1, Figure 23) consists of a large projectile 

point whose tip has obviously been reworked in order to produce a small 

graver-like spur, 2 mm. in length. It was found in square 2:1 at level 18. 

In view of the asymmetry of the blade shape, this is clearly a case of re- 

working rather than a blade form intentionally produced with a needle-like : 

spur. It is possible, of course, that in reshaping a projectile point with 

& broken blade that this form was utilized to produce a sharp point. How- 

ever, it seems more likely that the point may have a more specialized 

function as a result of the reworking. Resemblance of the form to a graver 

- is accentuated by the fact that the spur wants to be somewhat planoconvex 

in section. The original form of the projectile point is obscured by 

breakage in the shoulder area. It is manufactured from a white chert. The 

"specimen has a maximum length of 64 m., a width of 43 mm. and a thickness 

of 12 m. 

\\ x2 

Figure 23. Projectile 

point with graver- 4 

like tip. 
3 
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In the analysis of the Archaic material from sites in Delaware County 

(Baerreis, 1951), two projectile point forms were classified as bunts. These 

a@iffered from the normal projectile point in that the end or tip of the blade 

was intentionally rounded rather than pointed and further could be separated 

from stemmed scrapers possessing steep retouching from one face which pro- 

duced the characteristic scraper edge. The two varieties of bunts were 

daengin to be possibly « vesuht of usnge rather then 0 primary éifference tn 

function. One form had a rounded and sharp edge, produced by careful pressure 

flaking from both faces, while the other had e similar edge that was blunted 

and battered, appearing to have been struck against a hard surface. At the 

same time the possibility was recognized that the sharp-edged form could have 

served as a knife, rather than e blunt tip for stunning game (ibid., pp. 20- 

2). This letter possibility still exists, the primary function of the tool 

not being resolved. 

A single example of the sharp-ciged bunt (specimen # 541, Figure 2h) : 

was found at Dl-k7 in square 2:1 at level 18. ‘The specimen, manufactured 

from a grey chert, is carefully shaped by pressure and percussion flaking. 

The point form appears to be of the Snyders-like variety and the dimensions 

of the specimen are: length - 46 m.; maximum width - 41 m.; and, maximm 

thickness - 8 m. 
D 4 

3 

Figure 2. 2 

Bunt. 1 

0 

cn.



sight into mumfacturtig processes used by the occupants of Dl-K7. One 
| gpecinen (# 37%; Figure 25, a) appears to have been broken vhen about one 

half of the point was completed. It is possible that this specimen involves 
the revorking of « larger blade or point since large primry flakes are to 

be found on both faces of the specimen. The curvature on one side of the 

Dlade has been nearly completed. A diagonal notch also appears on this side 
of the point. ‘The other edge of the blade has not been similarly retouched 

and the implement is broken at the point where the other notch would be in- 

serted. It is possible that this break occurred at the time the manufacture 

of the notch was attempted. If this is the proper interpretation, it would 

. appear that the work habits involved the preparation of one side of the 

point to nearly its final stage before work wes attempted on the opposite 

side. Of interest also is the fact that on the unfinished side retouching 

has produced a steeply beveled edge like that of a scraper. Such a bevel 

. could represent the striking platform on which the final retouch to produce 

the bifectally beveled blade was executed. The suggested vorking 

procedure differs from that previously suggested for the Archaic horizon 

ease 9% cumteh int Gn sendin Gtigin tame Vem Gn test Games preteee 

on the implement (Baerreis, 1951: 33-4). ‘The specimen was found in square 

2:7, level 8. 

A second specimen (# 77; Figure 25, >) is a clear example of the 
reworking of « broken fora. In this instance the broken specimen bears a 

dark grey patination while one edge which is retouched on both faces is of 

@ light white color. The working procedure appears to have been the same 

im both specimens. In this second ewample one edge has been reshaped to
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the desired form while the other bears no evidence of such reworking. The 

specimen was found in square 0:3, in the top 2.5’. 

5 

4 

3 

: 2 

' 

0 

; : , cm. 

# 3% #77 

Figure 25. Unfinished projectile points.
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‘dn objection has been previously raised to the practice of designat- 

ing small projectile points of simple geometric forms by type names which 
might result in their being given an erroneous or misleading cultural, time 

and space comotation (Baerreis, 1954: 43). he varied distribution of such 
| forms in Oklahoma sites is briefly discussed in the paper cited. ‘The same 

Sem Geheguies exe SuBRewel 1m this repert, teres Giviciens being reqsized 

for the points of Dl-47. 

Simple Triangular Points (Figure 26) 
The simple triangular points have straight to slightly convex sides, 

but even in the case of the latter the point of maximum width is at the 

base. In form, the base is either concave, slightly convex or straight. 

In manufacturing technique these +. 

points exhibit the most delicate a — 

pressure retouch found at the 2 f * | 

site. One specimen (# 290, 
Figure 26, ») bears a large flake ' eet 

&.@ 225 b e290 

AABala 
cc Se a 267 e 241 f si q@ 622 h 81-4 

Pigure 26. Simple Triangular Points.
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Maximum length... .. 5 1+ 3h 25. (mm) 

Maxime width. ..... 8 13-18 150 * 

Maximm thickness... 8 2-4 30 * 
ee S$ 5-17 +95 (grams) 

Individual Point Provenience and Associated Traits: 
-t Sgmmre = Level = Length width Ghert Color 
225 2:6 6 3h 16 = White/grey 

290 2:4 7 30 14 White 

: Pt 1:5) 7 ~- 16 Grey 

7 eT 1 22 1h Witte 
622 2:8 7 - 13s Dark grey 

m9 ‘2136 10 - 14 Grey 

52 2:5 12 18 18 ~—s Grey 

of (with Burial 1) 23 15 Brown/white 

Lanceolate Triangular Points (Figure 27) . 
The lanceolate triangular point is to be differentiated from the 

simple triangular point in having the point of maximum width located above 

the base. Obviously then, all points of this form have convex sides. Base 

A forms are straight or concave. The points fall into two groups in terms of 

@egree of finish and thinness of the point. Figure 27, a-e, comprise the 

thin points thet bear delicate pressure retouch on both faces. Figure 27, 

6-i, consist of thicker points but with « similer pressure retouch over both 

faces except in one example. Plate 27, f, consists of e point which is
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of this primary flake scar remain on both facts with oaly the edges being 
retouched. All of the points are manufactured from chert, either white, 

grey or of a pink tinge. 

Dimensions: 

: £ Range Mean 

Se ee ? 25 - 36 32.0 (mm.) 

Maximum width... .. 9 ‘-» wa * 

ee isssas 8 ‘s «2. * 

Thickness ....... 7 a9 a 

i, ks he 4 6 1.0 = 4.3 "2.2 (grams) 

i Ary 

-@ 266 b 301 c 224 @ 296 @ si 

— ss 3 q : ‘ 
LB en 

ss 2 A 

HA Se eoNt BE Wa ca 
al 

# 301 ™ @ 6i9 h 226 i 

Figure 27. Lanceolate Triangular Points.
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= Same Lesh Lemme) ice chert Coder 
226 1:4 5 3s ae Grey/brown 

« ‘9 1:8 5 36 17 Grey/pink 

| 226 1:6 6 36 ‘16 Brows 

228 2:6 6 ~ = White 

301 2:5 7 % 7 Grey/pink 

: 286 2:7 7 25 rn Dark grey 

301 2:5 7 28 8 White 

296 1:4 8 30 ll Grey/brown 

511 1:5 a2 - 12 white : 

Small Lanceolate Points (Figure 28) 
The small Lanceolate point consists of those forus in which taere 

is a continuous curvature from the sides of the blade througk the base. 

Thus the base cannot be clearly differentiated from the remainder of the 

point form, As a group these points are cruder in vorkmanship than the 
other small projectile points and it is possible that in part they represent 

unfinished specimens. Traces of percussion flakes remain on both faces 

though all have bifacial pressure retouching. Grey and pinkish-white chert 
were used as materials.
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suggestive of « heat fracture. Specimens 392 and 618, Figure 29, k-1, 

“wore retouched at the base and along the side of one face, but evidently 
never completed. The tip of # 294, Figure 29, j, appears not to have 

been completed and # 244, Figure 29, u, is retouched only on one face. 

Specimen # 76, which is not illustrated, has a simple trianguler form and 

is also retouched on only one face. : 

+. Sauere Level Ghert color ¢ Square Level  Chert Color 
76 0:6 top 2.5" Red 

os 8 4 Grey 2% = 6 7 Grey 

_ = = A Grey 29103 ? Pink 

2256 6 Pati 266 6 ? white | 

= 6 Black 28 8 Grey 

294 1:6 7 ' White 79 0:1 top 2.5° Grey 

2860s? 7 Grey 519 6 10 White/pink - 

261 w. «oS Pink 521 1:5 li Grey
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’ ‘wore crudely made thet do not conform in specific detail to the named types. 
The point under consideration, for example, could perhaps be a cruder variant 

Of the Seallorn type (Subm, Krieger and Jelks, 1954:506-7) but in its more 

bulbous base tends toward the concept of the Alba type (Beli, 1958:8-9). It 

_ fe Likely that it represents a distinct type and perhaps should be grouped 

with Types 6 and 7 identified at the Brackett site in Cherokee County, Oklahoma 

@areis , 1955:14). : x 

The Dl-47 specimen is manufactured by pressure flaking techniques. 

The blade seems to have originally been recurved and the edges are serrated. 

The stem (G mm. in length) flares to a rounded 
base-(9 mm, in width). The maximum width of ; 3 

the point at the shoulder is 10 am. and the Be: 

maximum thickness is 5 m. — 

3 Lo 

Figure 30. Smell serrated point. —
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; mives 

Specimens placed in the knife category include those implements which 

eppear to have primarily a cutting function, as in the modern knife. They are 
classified in large part on the basis of shape and size. While some possess 

@ sharp, pointed end suggesting a penetrating function like a dagger (or a 

guadeasite gates), Guan taptanseee @> ent dates tm oles and pocpeutions we 

the normal range of dart points. It is possible that such pointed specimens 

could have been attached to the end of a spear or dart, but there is no way in 

which they can be distinguished from a knife that might similarly be attached 

to a handle. It should aleo be mentioned that in conformity with an earlier 

analysis of materials from this area (Baerreis, 1951:21-22), a distinctior is 

made between “knives” and “core knives". The latter group consists cf a series 

of implements of generally the same size and shape as the knives but represent 

eruder specimens. having a more irregular outline, generally a greater thickness 

and are shaped largely by a percussion flaking technique. They may represent 

unfinished knife forms or blanks from which other implements were to be manu- 

factured. Such implements are discussed following the description of the 

: knives. he te the sepert previously cited, the bnife feuns have been grouped 

in size ranges including large knives 80 mm. in length and above and knives of 

eodiun cise ranging tetmnen 50 and 80 em. 

Large Ovate-Acuminate Knives (Pigure 31, sc) : 
Three knives have o general willow leaf shape, a rounded base and sides, 

and taper to a sharp point. The dimensions of the knives are given in the 

accompanying table as well as a description of the chert color. One specimen 

_ was found in two pieces, the base in square 2:1, level 16 and the tip in square 

2:1 South, level 7. As explained under excavation procedure, these are adjacent 

squares, not the same square. Since large rock masses in the floor of the
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| esters waco ctunth ot the taghentng at Novel 8 to oqsese 2:1 Sheth, tho tntte 

may have been dropped and broken at or near the original surface of the shelter 

im this square. Half of the knife then perhaps remained et this level while 

the remainder fell to level 16 in the adjacent square (2:1). Obviously when 

level 7 of square 2:1 South was occupied, square 2:1 was open to the depth of 

level 16. 

The specimens in this group have been shaped primarily by a percussion 

technique with a secondary retouch used to sharpen the edges and produce sym 

metrical forms. Specimen # 540 (Figure 31, b) is the most carefully finished 

im the group and is also characterized by rather extensive grinding of the 

mt i 2 

PY jy 

By Ab aoe 
AS Nx ‘ 

OK 4A ¥ be 
ey AIG 

A 4 ¥, N 

) LS Loy 
o 405 b 590 cc Se2 

540 e 

Figure 31. large ovate acuminate knives.



ie | ame ee oo eat tan cme ote. ‘This grinding extends to a meximun of 

| geetiion is found on all specimens. : 

Specimen Provenience snd Associated Traits: ~~ 

@easurements in um.) 
— Sauere Level Length Width Thickness © Chert Color 

405 2:1 12 108 32 10 Dark grey 

soe sk 16 
590 2:1 South 7 118 34 12 Mottled grey 

592s: S 18 82 31 16 White 

Large Ovate to Elliptical Knives (Figure 32, a-e) 

Unlike the ovate-acuminate category, both ends of these knife forms 

are rounded, Use as a piercing implement is therefore precluded. Considerable 

Cattenten te imme te tte when, tammen, cengiey tome Gn guepeetinnnte 

short and broad specimen # 514 (Figure 32, a), to a nearly elliptical specimen 

(@ 405, Figure 32, b), and to those with a more pronounced taper (Figure 32, 

e-d). 

It will be noticed that four of these specimens bear the same number 

(405), indicating that they were found in the same square and level. Another 

squats Gin Gino cam tectaten ten ten quuctensly Geantines ta Gn exe 

acuminate class (Figure 31, a). The daily field notes report that a group of — 

six knives were found within a 26" area in this square. It is of interest to 

note that a similar cache was found in the Neosho Focus horizon of another 

Puff shelter, D1-55 (D1SeI) in this region (Hall, 1951:38). 

While the faces of the specimens as a group are shaped by percussion 

techniques, the flake scars though large are shallow and show an excellent 

control of technique. A pressure retouch was utilized to produce a sharp . 

and symmetrical edge on the biconvex blades. One knife (# 405, Figure 32, 4)
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: bears very extensive grinding on the larger, rounded end comparable to that 
previously noted in the ovate-acuminate knife illustrated in Figure 31, b. 

‘The grinding is even more extensive on the specimen which is ovate in outline 

- and would clearly appear to have been designed to dull the end rather than : 

eteg devtued Seen weeps. The grinding extends too seximm of 16 mm, above — 

the lowest portion of the base. None of the remaining specimens bear a 

comparable smoothing. 

Specimen Proventence end Associated Tratte: 
; : (Measurements in mm.) : 

+ Savere evel Length Width Thickness © Chert Color 

405 2:1 12 95 an 12 Mottled grey 

aos 2k 12 Lis 3 nu Dark grey 

405 2:1 12 124 41 12 White 

7 ° #1 12 122 61 15 Grey/pink 

514 2:1 17 82 56 10 Light grey 

: Ovate-Acuminate Knives of Medium Size (Pigure 33, o-£) 
The ovate-acuminate knives of medium size, like their larger counter- 

parts, comprise a group which is pointed # one end and rounded at the opposite 

end. —— eee 

; ae distinct base. These two groups, however, clearly merge with each other by 

imperceptible degrees. 

The variability in guaguentuns is great (Figure 33). Individual 

_ Measurements are given in the following table. A biconvex cross section is 

characteristic of the group. The specimens appear to be primarily manufactured 

by percussion flaking with secondary flaking used to sharpen the edges and 

create more symmetrical outlines. One specimen (Figure 33, <) etuengee from 

z the remainder of the group in being finished on both faces with relatively : 

precise pressure flaking. ;
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Enives With Distinct Boge (Figure 34, o-s) 
A separate form category has been established for those knives possessing 

|g distinct base, While the knives with « convex base approach, for example, 
the ovate-acuminate knives they may be recognized by a distinct point of 

juncture between base and sides of the blade. The group varies considerably 

im degree of finish of workmanship. # 592, Figure 34, a, is thin with « neat 

symmetrical outline produced by a careful pressure retouch along the edges of 

both faces. The remaining specimens exhibit much greater irregularity of 

outline. Two types of bases are present: convex (Figure 34, a-e), and straight 

: (Pighre 34, fg). The letter specimen now appears to have « slightly concave 

Rane es 0 unmade Of hue So jetege 6 cnesth tench. Gines al of Gn epeet> 

mens are fragmentary, the complete outline of the form could not be determined 

and only a limited series of measurements could be taken. 

:
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; a #32" = eu ae 

4 oe Se, a 

na ow me ee 1 ‘Mottled grey 
ce eie ‘ Ma 432 a2 1s é * 10 Light grey i 

*. , — = 50 7 Mottled grey 

; S41 21 18 a 9 white 

| Unclassified Knife Pragwents (Figure 35, o-s) 
‘The knife fragments placed in this category consist of fragments of 

the tip or mid-section of bledes or, in a few instances, the tapering, 

bluntly rounded end may represent a basal sector but this cannot be determined 

with certainty. Because of their fragmentary condition, the specimens are 

not classified in either size or shape categories. 

# Square level Width Thickness © Chert Color 

80 Ori top 2.5" -- 9 White 

é 69 1:4 4 - 8 Banded grey : 

302 1:4 9 39 8. Light brown 

403 0:3 9 36 9 Mottled grey 

383 2:1 2 - ll White 

530 1:3 12 51 12 Mottled grey 

530 1:3 12 32 7 Mottled grey 

528 1:3 13 a 9 Pink 

528 1:3 13 30 6 Light grey , 

24h 0:6 7. - 9 Light grey - 

‘ 378 1:4 10 - 9 Mottled grey 

539 1:2 7 -— 9 « —
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ae oe ep ce ‘scare produced in the shaping of the original 

section toward the pointed end has been modified by pressure flaking on 
CS both faces, The specimen is 65 mm. in length, 22 om. in width and 6 m. 

im thickness. The knife is manufactured from a grey chert and was found 

im square 1:7 at level 7, es tk ’ 
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the kmife category but are shaped primarily by bold percussion flaking with 

only cecastons! preseure retouch slong the edges. Such a description does 

; not serve to differentiate this category from knives proper, but in general 

it is a category of crudely manufactured implements with more irregular 

outlines and heavier and thicker than the knives. Although it is « subjective 

depeteds <2 Ge euler <6 cine, @ eaten cette ¢ quite 

from northeastern Oklahoma (Baerreis, 1951:63-64) served to demonstrate that 

core knives occurred with a higher frequency in early archaic levels than in 

later ones. 

The core knives are present in several shape categories. Six (Figure 37, 

a-f) represent an ovate-scuminate form, These are tabulated below, together 

4 with an indication as to whether pressure flaking is present to modify the 

edges of the form. 

: Qvate-Acuminate Core Knives 

Pressure Chert 

+ Square level Length Width ‘Thickness Fisking Color 
436 1: 1l 65 43 12 Yes Mottled grey 

384 1:3 10 3s? 34 12 No Light grey 

537 1:2 4 85 61 16 No Mottled grey 

436 1:2 il 79 51 13 No Light grey : 

435 1:1 12 73 40 16 No Dark grey 

436 1:1 ll 79 47 18 Yes Dark grey
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A second category in the core knife class consists of those specimens 

possessing a distinct basal form (Figure 38, a-e). These include implements 

having a straight base (a-c) as well as those with a rounded base (d-e), the 

latter resembling a form with a distinct contracting tang. 

Gore Knives With Distinct Base . 
. Pressure Chert 

— Savere evel Length Width Thickness Elsking Color 

435 asl 12 79 ag 12 Yes Mottled grey 

435 11 12 8 39 a No Red/white 

528: 1:3 13 73 42 12 Yes Mottled grey 

124 1:3 & 78 39 12 No Mottled grey . 

627 0:5 14 -- 42 13 No ‘Mottled grey 

The remaining core knives consist of a series of fragments from which 

only limited data can be secured. The fragments are tabulated below and 

illustrated on Figures 39-40. oo 

Core Knife Pragments . 

Pressure Chert 

4 Square Level Width Thickness © Fisking © Color 
ey 530 1:3 12 (40) lL Yes Dark grey ‘ 

3300s 3 12 50 11 _ No Mottled grey : 

436 isl ll (45) 14 Yes Mottled grey 

436 1:1 ll (59) 14 No Pink/white - 

541 2:1 18 (51) 12 Yes Light grey ‘ 

198 1:2 7 4 f 9 Yes Light grey : 

287 1:7 7 40 14 Yes Mottled grey 

288 1:4 7 (50) 1 No Mottled grey 

591 2:1 19 (53) 12 No Light grey
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Eccentric Flint (Figure 42) 
An unusual specimen found in square 2:1 at level 10 is illustrated 

in Figure 42. It is manufactured from a rather sandy-textured grey-brown : 

chert, primarily by percussion sochndques but with a pressure retouch 

along the sides of the blade. In form, the specimen resembles a large 

contracting stem point of Gary B type to which has been added a series 

of three broad and deep notches on cash side of the blade as well as a 

sharper notch on each side of the stem. The latter notch appears to have 

been cut by a knife--the material in this section of the specimen being 

softer and sandier than at the tip. The specimen has the following 

‘ dimensions: length - 113 mm.; maximum width - 39 am.; maximum thickness - 

9 mm. 

The specimen is reminiscent, though simpler 

in form, of the large group of eccentric flints 

purportedly found in Delaware County (Clements and 

Reed, 1939). Considerable doubt was cast on the 

authenticity of these specimens by the analysis 

of H. Holmes Ellis (1940). It should be noted 

that the Dl-47 specimen bears a dark stain near 

the tip which is one of the features which led : 

Ellis to discredit the eccentrics (ibid:6). It ‘ j ° 

is not known at present aes the stain on am }¥ 3 

two specimeng is identical. > - 2 

hg 1 
Figure 42, Becentrie flint. ye 
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-——— daatignated by 0 variety of descriptive terms: “four-edged knives” (Kiddel, 

1932:31); “diamond-shaped knives" (Krieger, 1946:102); or, "diamond-beveled 

knives" (Lehmer, 1954:153), to cite but a few instances. The implement has 

@ generally thomboidal fore and is further characterized by having the two 

opposite (parallel) edges beveled in the same direction as opposed to the 

two adjacent edges which are beveled on the opposite face of the tool. The 

earliest archaeological investigator we have found who described this imple- 

ment as a distinctive and specific form was J. V. Brower (1899: Plate VII 

and p. 109). Brower used the term "Harahey knife" to designate this particu- 

lar implement type, although unfortunately also to designate other knife 

forms characteristic of the area he identified as the province of Harahey. 

We suggest that the term Harahey Knife be restricted to the rhomboidal form 

“with alternate edge bevel. : 

The analysis by A. V. Kidder of the Pecos specimens draws attention 

to another aspect of the specimens which should be described. He notes 

in describing this form as well as a "two-edged" which has a basically 

triangular form and the beveling only on the two long edges, that “when 

one of these knives is held point outward, the bevel lies on the left 

edge; this makes the tool a very handy one for use in the right hand, the 

cutting or whittling motion being toward the body. Such tools are reversi- 

ble, for if turned over, the bevel on the other side will occupy the same 

relative position as before” (Kidder, 1932:30). Thus the knives will be 

described as having « left bevel if the bevel lies on the left edge when 

held point outward, or right bevel if it is found on the right edge when



: ne 

held in the same position. So far as the Pecos specimens are concerned, 

Kidder noted that in a sample of 50 specimens only four percent had a right 

: bevel. } 

Only s-tingle complete specimen of the Harshey knife was found at 

Di-47. This implement (# 121) was found in square 0:4 in the top 2.5' of 

the deposit. The faces of the blade are relatively flat and shaped by 

large percussion flakes. Each bevel is formed at about a 45 degree angle, 

much like a scraping edge, by pressure retouching. The edges are worn ; 

and bear numerous flake scars formed in the course of use. It is clear : 

that the implement was used extensively in whatever specialized operation 

it performed. The bevel is a left bevel and the implement is manufactured 

from a mottled grey and white chert. The 

dimensions of the specimen are: maximum 

length - 106 mm.; maximum width - 34 m.; : 

and, maximum thickness - 8 mm. 

Figure 43. Harahey knife. 
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Beveled Knife Fragments 
3 Two fragments of blades with alternate bevels were siso present. 

a , 3a Beth instances Chey ore beehen ot euch « point that ‘t is impossible 

ie + go demonstrate whether or not the originel form had fcur beveled edges - 

or only the two now present. Both specizens have a ieft bevel. 

One example, specimen # 24% (found in squars 2:2, level 6) is 

manufactured from a grey chert bearing occasional white flecks and streaks. 

The straight sides of this specimen esate vo the shape characteristics 

of the Harahey knife. The fragment (Figure 43, a) has a maximum width of 

32 mm. and a thickness of 7 mm, 

The second specimen (# 536) which was found in square 1:4 at level 

13 is manufactured from a speckled grey and black chert of exotic appearance. 

The sides of the blade are slightly convex, thus deviating from the standard 

Harahey knife form, and the degree of workmanship exhibited seems finer. The 

fragment (Figure 43, b) has a maximum width of 33 mm. and a thickness of 6 m. 

4 

‘ 3 

2 

1 

( ; 0 

a. # 242 b. # 5% = 

Figure 44. Beveled knife fragments.
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Implements classified as scrapers are divided into end or side scrapers 

‘depending on whether the steeply retouched scraping edge is located at the 

: end or side of the tool. End scraper varieties are grouped by means of the 

technique of manufacture and extent of modification into a series of pro- 

visional types. In nomenclature, these follow a system previously used for 

scrapers in this area (Baerreis, 1951) although additional ecenaadhee have 

been added as a refinement of the original types. While the subdivisions of 

Type A, for example, are uot present st this site (D1-47) it is thoughtthat 

on the basis of the larger regional sample now under analysis that this might 

represent culturally significant variants. : ; 

Type A-1 (Specimen # 381, from square 2:3, level 11) 

_ This scraper, formed from a large flake, has a ventral surface consisting 

of a single flake scar. A large bulb of percussion is adjacent to the butt end 

which consists of an unmodified striking platform. The dorsal surface is re- 

; touched at the scraping edge and along one side, the remainder of the surface 

being unmodified. It is manufactured from a white chert. 

Dimensions: : 

Maximum Length - 47 mm. y —"" 3 . 

Maximum Width - 41 mm. b Ww 3 

Thickness - 13 mm. ey 2 

Figure 45. \ yl 

Specinen # 381. Sadi ca.
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Type 3-2 (specimen # 289, from square 1:3, level 7) 

' ‘The ventral surface of the scraper is formed by a single flake scar, 

: but unlike scrapers of Type A, there is no indication of the presence of a 

bulb of percussion. The butt end consists of a straight fracture. The 

dorsal surface is unmodified except where there has been retouching on the 

scraping end ond « portion of the sides, The materiel is white chert. 

Dimensions: ; 

Maximum Length - 51 am. : 

Maximum Width - 58 am. 

Thickness - 11 mm, 

: . siete waa 5 

Lx 
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Figure 46. Scraper, Type B-2. Specimen # 289.



Type C-3 (Specimen # 307, from square 2:2, level 11) 

The ventrel surface of this scraper was formed by a series of primary 

flake scars. Despite some itregularity, the ventral surfece is essentially 

flat in contrast to the convexity of the dorsal surface which is shaped by 

@ combination of primary and secondary fisking. The edge is turned to produce 
* i 

@ steep scraping edge at one end while the opposite end is formed by a straight 

fracture. The material is a chert of light grey color. 

. Dimensions: Maximum length - 47 mm,.; maximum width - 39 am.; maximum 

thickness - 12am. 

aa (ae 
«si | Fes 
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’ 

Figure 47. Scraper, Type C-3. Specimen # 307. 

Type B-4. Four scrapers from Dl-47, together with a larger series 

from Delaware County, have been grouped under this type designation. As 

@ group they have two features which make them stand out from
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‘may be present. The butt end may be pointed or it could comprise « small 

facet, perhaps the remains of « striking platform that has been nearly 

‘Two of the specimens from D1-47 (# 516 and # 622, Figure 47) are 

00d examples of the type. # 516, manufactured from « pink and grey chert, 

Le modified by retouching only slong the edges, the remainder of the dorsal 

— qurface bearing large primary flake scars. The sides of the scraper taper 

. to the butt end which comprises a small area having « straight fracture. 

# 622, manufactured from « light grey chert, is thinner and bears more 

“extensive modifications on the dorsal surface but also has extensive re- 

touching slong the edges. The sides taper to a point at the butt end. 

Two additional specimens (# 288 and # 434, Figure 47) are tentatively 

classified as variants of Type B-4 though it will be noted that the extent : 

of the taper of the sides is not as pronounced with the result thet they 

do not have the markedly triangular outline. Both specimens are manufactured 

from a white chert and having retouching at the scraping end and at the sides 

but retain primary flakes in the central portion of the dorsal face. # 288 

appears to have a small portion of the striking platform at the butt end
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point. The butt end of # 434 consists simply of a straight fracture and 

; the absence of a bulb of percussion precludes its identification as a : 

striking pletform. 

Individual Scraper Provenience and Measurements 
: Meximum Maximum Maximum 

— Square level Length Width © Thickness 

516 1:7 9 4 19 5 

622 2:8 7 4 21 4 : 

288 1:4 7 40 22 6 

434 0:4 9 : 40 24 7 
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‘The four end scraper fragments placed in this category cannot be 

 @haseiiftied Because of their fragnentary condition. Three (specimens 225, 
536 and 619) are clearly of Type A or Type B but ave broken transversely 

at nearly their mid-point so that the butt end which would allow more 
~ precise classification is lacking. All, however, have a ventral surface 

formed by a single flake scar. Specimen # 289 also has a ventral surface 
formed by a single flake scar but if it is appropriately classified as un 

end scraper, the scraping end is missing. The Sutt end would appear to 

consist of a small portion of a faceted striking platform. The specimens . 

are illustrated in Figure 49. 

Scraper Provenience and Chert Color 

, 3 Square Level Chert Color : 

228 2:6 5 White 

536 Lrs 13 White/grey 

619 1:8 5 White/grey 

-m 86643 7 Banded grey 
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ee Pigure 49. Eni soraper fragnents. 
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The side scrapers are highly variable in form with the scraping 

- edge present on the long side or sides of the flake which is plano-convex 

im cross section. The plane surface consists of a single flake scar which 

is unretouched except in the case of specimen # 285 which bears slight 

' geworking near the pointed tip. This specimen is also retouched over the 

entire dorsal surface while the other two are retouched only at the scraping 

edge. 

Provenience, Dimensions and Chert Color 

# Square Level © Length Width © Chert Color 
129 0:1 top 2.5° 82 51 Mottled grey and white 

285 2:6 7 47 35 Mottled grey 

291 2:3 7 64 42 Banded grey 

: b>. ‘ e 

me \ ~ 
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Figure 50. Side scrapers.
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: Type FP Scraper 

A single specimen, # 216, found in square 1:5 at level 4 is tenta- 

tively classified a Type F ceraper. The epecinen, aensfectured free 

@ reddish-brown chert, is ovate acuminate in outline. Gennd the taptonees 

is bifacially retouched, resulting in a biconvex section, the pointed end is 

-— fimterpreted as being the butt end of the scraper while the brosd, rounded 

end is turned to produce the scraping edge. The scraping edge is not 

‘qu steeply retouched as in most carefuily finished scrapers of the type 

but the battered appearance of the edge does appear to be the result of 

usage. The lack of clear definition of this sector of the implement, how- 

ever, aches 6 classification senswhat provisions!. The dimensions of the 

specimen indicate that it is a quite small implement for the category. 

The maximum length is 34 m., the maximum width, 16 am., and the maxisum 

thickness is 6 mm. a 

7 3 

2 

1 

-- 0 
ca. 

' Pigure 51. Gasper, tye # Of. 
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one of the sites in Delaware County placed in the early archaic Grove Focus, 

Di-59 which was formerly designated DICsI (Baerreis, 1951: 42-43). The 

single unbroken scraper of Type F at D1-59 was 43 am. in length but
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the two broken spectsens (73 ma. and 50 mn. in length) indicate « substan- 
tially greater average length. Scrapers of Type F appear in much greater 

shendence ot the Woodland sites on Bency Crock (D1-33 and B1-69) and aay 

_ well be one of the distinctive implements of this culture compiex. They 

are again substantially larger then the D1-47 specimen, ranging in length 

from 67 to 84 mm. If the Dl-47 specimen belongs in the same type category, 

it clearly has undergone © reduction in size which would be in keeping with 

the smaller size range of many Neosho Focus scrapers. 

Stemmed Scrapers 

: This group of scrapers consists of projectile points having the 

* geuminel portion of the blade aedified to produce 0 scraping ofge. 

In general this tip is not as steeply retouched as it is on the other 

groups of scrapers. Specimen # 80 would appear to be an exception to 

this generalization in that portion of the scraping edge which remains. 

Specimen # 591 may not belong in this category but instead consist of a ‘ 

modified bifacial blade. 5 

Individual Specimen Provenience and Associated Traits 

—f&. Square level Length Width Point Type  Chert Color 

80 O:1 top 2.5' - 51 Cooper Dark mottled grey 

1271: 4 46 27 ? pink /grey 

132a 1:6 5 aa 30 Gary/Langtry Light grey 

293 Ct 8 70 32 Langtry A White 

462 0:5 10 - 31 ? White 

5910s 2:1 19 - 50 ? Tan /white
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As the analysis of archaeological materials from Delaware © 

County has proceeded, an attempt has been made to group the chipped stone 

drills into a series of categories based upon method of manufacture and 

form. Size has also been utilised to place the specimens within more re- 

stricted groups in some of the categories. It is not yet evident, since 

the number of drills which can be assigned to specific culture horizons 

ee is limited, whether the proposed groups are useful horizon markers. $‘nce 

the available published literature in most instances is not sufficiently 

; clear to permit an adequate distributional analysis, their status as 

péesible indicators of « local tradition is also unclear. In view of 

this it is not expedient to propose the groups as types. They are simply 

gues eo vevtantes~unten which may have regional or temporal signifi- 

eance when fully investigated. Present knowledge suggests that they may 

be one of the implement forms suggesting marked cultural continuity in 

the area for similar varieties appear both in an archaic context as vell 

as in late horizons. 

The chipped stone drills from D1-47 do not provide an adequate base 

for the discussion of the major varieties since nearly all of the six 

specimens are fragmentary. Further, the tentative suggestions which 

may be made as to grouping in this instance suggest a limited range of 

varieties for this site. ‘ 

: Drill, Variant D. The most common drill shaft found in the Dela- 

ware County sites is proportionately long and tends to have sides that 

are either parallel for most of the length and contract but slightly. Vari- : 

ant D, however, was established to accommodate those specimens having a drill 

Ta shaft which expands abruptly and continuously to the junction with the
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base of the drill. 
One specinen, # 288 (Figure 53, a), is an excellent example of 

the emall size group within this variant. The drill shaft expands con- 

tinuously to a rounded base which consists of a flake, modified by re- 

touching only at the edges. Although « small portion of the tip is missing 

this section probably does not exceed 1-2 um. so that the present length of 

23 mm. closely approximates the original. 

The contrast between the drill shaft of Variant D and other 

varieties of drills is best seen when illustrated next to the other 

forms. The fragments from D1-47 (Figure 53, b-e), however, tend to have 

the same feature of shaft expansion. 

Drill, Variant F. This variety was established to accommodate 

one of the forms which is prepared by modifying a projectile point. In 

Varient F, a portion of the original blade of the point below the drill 

' ghaft remains intact while in other varieties the modification proceeds 

to the shoulder area or even to the stem of the point. fe ctughe quet- 

men placed in this category (# 534; Figure 53, f) was probably made from a 

projectile point with a contracting stem but a portion of the stem is 

missing. The drill shaft is much more carefully beveled than in the com- 

mon specimens of the area and here again the tip is missing. The chert 

from which this specimen is made appears to be somewhat exotic in com-. 

parison to more common materials which may indicate thet it is « trade 

specimen.
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Gore Toole (Figures 54-57) 
A group of fourteen artifacts are here listed simply as core tools. 

Im on earlier report of specimens from Archaic sites in Delaware County, 

euch artifacts were described as choppers and cores (Beerreis, 1951: 26-28). 

While some of these specimens may be the residual blocks from vhich flakes 

were struck, no clear identification of flakes or fleke tools produced 
from them can be made. In general they do bear edges that show slight 

wsage marke--either from chopping, cutting or perhaps scraping. The 

core tools appear to be implements that were used casually and then 

discarded, probably serving multiple functions and in no instance shaped to 

@ stenderdized form or size. The tools are bifacial and shaped by bold 

percussion flaking. 

Implement Proventence and Associeted Traits 

130 0:2 top 2.5' 76 48 16 White 

307. 2:2 re - - 19 White /pink 

307-2: rT % 62 a Mottled grey 

307s 2:2 ul 64 60 16 White/grey 

382s S 9 99 52 15 white 

60s u a 54 29 White 

437.—i«wsa2 dd 14 83 62 20 Mottled grey 

4370 2s. 14 73 40 7 Mottled grey 

527 2:2 13 75 48 26 White 

$2722 13 79 41 18 White/grey 

530 :3 12 73 54 2 Dark grey 

530 «s3 12 79 38 17 Grey 

5300s :3 12 108 61 20 white 

697 test pit 61 51 17 Grey
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Uetlised Flakes (Figures 58-59) — 
Many of the flakes found at the site show evidence of use on their 

| margins, either through « delicate retouch or usage marks. Wo uniform sise 

or shape is evident. The specimens illustrated in Figure 58, a-1, and 

Pigure 59, a-b, i, are unifacial while the remainder show bifacial re- 

touching, flaking on alternate edges (Figure 59, c-d) or on all edges 

(Figure 59, e-h). : 

Specimen # 511 (Figure 58, g) is steeply retouched along one edge 

and thus approaches the form of a scraper. A scalloped edge has been pro- 

duced by the retouching on specimen # 88 (Figure 58, 1). Specimen # 534 

(Pigure 59, b) is steeply retouched along both edges and has a sharp tip, 

possibly for use as an engraving tool. - 

The maximum dimensions of the 21 utilized flakes ranges from 29 to 

59 om., with a mean of 41.9 mm. 

Individuel Flake Provenience and Chert Color 

—# ‘Square level Chert Color —# Square Level Chert Color 

«436 Ash Ml Mottled grey = 88 2:4 6  Grey/pink 

532 2:2 15 Pink 307 2:2 ll Tan 

287 1:7 7 Mottled grey 534 1:7 8=— 8s White 

536 1:4 13. Mottled grey 536 1:4 13 s«Red 

536 1:4 13° Pink 68 1:6 3 = Pink 

536 1:4 13s Pink as) 1:5 7 ~—s White 

511 1:5 12 White 530 1:33 12s Mottled grey 

531 1:6 13. White 374 2:7 8 White 

619 1:8 5 Pink 

288 1:4 7 Grey 374 2:7 8  Red/white 

264 0:7 7 Grey 541 2:1 18 Mottled grey
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Unmodified Flakes 

Tabulated below are the unmodified flint chips Qmne to the de- 

posit. It is not, however, possible to say that this is the totel number 

originally present since some may have been discarded in the field. It 

is assumed that they are a random sample of the flakes of substantial 

eles pecsent end thevetere their solétive frequency to the verteus sence 

will reflect the extent of flint knapping in the particular cultural hori- 

son. The 75 flakes found in square 2:2 at level 11 certainly is clear . , 

. ‘indication of artifact fabrication at that particular spot. 

& Square Level A. Square Level 
16 outer ridge top 2.5' 382 1:5 9 

29 Lis . 432 (2) 2:1 15 
79 0:5 top 2.5' 434 Ct 0:4 9 

198 1:2 ? 441 (2) 0:5 nu 

199 2:2 7 ms) 2:1 14 

224 1:4 5 521 (2) 1:5 rey 

225 2:6 6 527° (2) 2:2 13 

238 2:2 5 529 1:4 12 

243 (2) 0:5 7 530 (2) 1:3 12 

286 1:7 ? 534 (2) 1:7 8 

287 2:7 7 , 3536 @) 1:4 13 

293 2:3 8 618 (2) 6:3 4 

303 2:4 1 619 (2) 1:8 5 

307 (75) 2:2 u 60 2:8 6 

346 : 2:4 > ¥% 621 (2) 1:8 8, <



Unclassified Chipped Stone Implements 
Three specimens do not fit readily into the categories pre- 

viously discussed. In view of the absence of comparative information that 

would suggest that the implesients are standardized tool types, they are pro- 

visionally pleced in this broad category. 

Specimen # 621 (Figure 60, a) resembles in its general outline 

and in the retouch on one edge the end scraper category. The sinuous 

outline of the retouched, edge, however is not in keeping with the scraper j 

category. The irregularity of this edge ie due to the use of the tool 

since the concave areas are battered and fractured as a result of striking 

the implement against a hard surface. Only this limited sector of the 

implement shows these usage marks. They resemble the battering thet could 

be found on an extensively used gun flint or on the flint trom a strike- 

a-light. Since the shape and the native variety of mottled grey flint do 

not conform to a gun flint interpretation, possibly the implement served 

to Ge cum epetey @ 2 erthe-otige. Its dimensions are 36 x 33 x 

12 am. The specimen was found in square 1:8 at level 8. 

Specimen # 289 (Figure 60, b) may have had a use similar to the 

gueceting implement though it differs considerably in shape. The im- 

plement was shaped from a flake struck from a pebble of dark grey chert, 

the cortex of the original pebble remaining at one end. Like the preceding 

implement it is planoconvex in section but in this instance with « 

greater amount of percussion flaking on the plane surface. In its elon- 

gated form it resembles a small side scraper but the section of the 

implement that shows extensive usage marks is an area 18 mm. in length ad- 

jacent to the cortex at what might seem to be the butt end of the implement.
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he imensions of the implement are 50 x 25 x 10mm. It was found in 
: square 1:3 at level 7. 

The third specimen ( # 226; Figure 60, ¢) is not to be placed 

: in the same functions] category. The implement, carefully manufactured from 

@ grey-white chert, is a small bifacially flaked tool which perhaps : 

: may be a omall knife. If so, it would not seem to be an efficient 

: tool unless it was designed to be used in a handle. The dimensions are 

36 x 23 x 9 mm. Tt was found in square 1:6 at level 6. 

C 

ae chipped stone implements. 
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GROUND STONE ; ‘ 

Grinding Besine 

The deposits contain a small series of artifacts comprising stone 

slabs on which seeds have been ground in the preparation of flour by means « 

of a smaller, upper stone. Some of these slabs have a depression which is 

circular in outline suggesting the possiblility of a rotary or pestle-like 

action in the grinding process. Such basins, however, are not deep and 

no instances of pestles themselves--implements of an elongate or modified 

cylindrical shape with the grinding surface on one end--have been found. 

: lees cemmenty, epeching te poems of the total distribution of these exti- 

fact forms, are found those artifacts with a shallow, oval depression 

which have been frequently designated basin metates. Recently Krieger 

(1945: 51) has proposed that this term be dropped since "the simple un- 

shaped slabs in which round or oval basins are worn by a rotery motion , 

should . . . not be called “metates" at all, but by some such term as “seed 

sieb." Whatever appropriate tere will be established by usage, it is by 

no means clear that the oval basin form is achieved through the use of a 

| rotary motion as seems to be the case with the specimens having a circular 

outline. The Delaware County specimens appear to be closely comparable to 

many of the block and slab metates of Ventana Cave in Arizona (Haury, 1950: 

305-8 ). In the discussion of these specimens, Haury states: 

"Many showed only a slight worn surface and those used over 

a longer period of time developed elliptical grinding de- 

pressions. What should be noted is the freedom of the 

grinding axis. This could be either straight down through 

the center or by curving strokes to the right or left. A 

true rotary motion was not used.” (ibid, p. 306)
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| A perceptive functional analysis by Albert Mohr of a comparable 

form in California designated a "“deep-basined metate” comes to similar 

conclusions about the use of a reciprocal motion Mohr , 1954). These 

_ analyses would be equally appropriate for Cony of the Oklahoma specimens 

which.do demonstrate the presence in the area of a mano and metate tech- 

nique in the preparation of flour. The individual specimens found at 

D1-47 are described belov. 

(1) A email, mortar-like grinding basin with a depression roughly 

circular in outline, present on both faces, was found in square 0:2 in the 

top 2 1/2 feet of the deposit. The artifact was manufactured from a 

fine-textured limestone and had overall dimensions of 20 fs 18 x8 cm. The 
grinding surfaces attain a depth of 1.5 and 2.0 ca. 

\ 

e 

Figure 61. Grinding basin from square 0:2. Max. length - 20 cm.
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(2) A second small, mortar-like grinding basin wes found in 

square 0:5, level $. The basin is unifacial, the side opposite the grind- 

ing surface being rough and unmodified. The artifact was manufactured 

from a fossiliferous limestone which is still fine in texture. The over- 

all dimensions are 30 x 27 x 8 cm. with the grinding basin 14 cm. in 

diameter and 2 cm. deep. 

Pigure 62. Grinding basin from square 0:5.
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(3) A grinding basin found in square 2:4, level 11, shows a 

multiple use in that one face has a small mortar-like @xpeneeten which is 

"(A em. im diameter and about 2 om. deep while the opposite face bears : 
@ portion of a large elliptical basin. Since this latter grinding surface 

is clearly but a portion of the original grinding area, it would appear 

that the specimen is broken and only a portion has been preserved and 

perhaps re-used in connection with the smaller depression. The large 

1 grinding area has a maximum depth of 3 cm. and the overall dimensions of 

the specimen are 29 x 23 x 7 cm. The artifact ie manufactured from e 

exystalline limestone. : 

Figure 63. Grinding basin from square 2:4.
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. Mutting Stones (Figure 64-65) 
e A flat slab of fossiliferous limestone found in square 2:5, . 

level 6, bears on ome face a series of five circular holes about 2 cm. in 

diameter and 1 cm. deep. The opposite face is flattened but shows no clear 

evidence of use. The circular depressions in the stone would have been of 

considerable aid had the specimen served as an anvil in cracking nuts. : 

The overall dimensions of the stone are 21 x 17 x 4 cm. Both faces of the 

‘ artifact are illustrated in Figure 64. ; a 

In addition a series of smaller stones, comprising blocks of 

sandstone or limestone, are placed in this category because of small pits 

present on one or more faces or edges. The dimensions of the cavities vary 

widely about the size described for the first specimen, ranging between 

16 and 41 am. The number of pits varies as follows: 

, (1) single pit on one face (Figure 65, f-g); | i - 

(2) two pits on one face (Figure 65, e); 

@) two pits on one face, one on opposite face (Figure 65, d); 

<4) single pit on one face, three on opposite face (Figure 65, c); 

(5) two pits on each face (Figure 65, b); 

(6) two pits on each face and on each edge (Figure 65, a); 

No uniform size or shape is to be seen. C and d have irreguler outlines, 

b is sub-rectangular and g is oval in form. The edges of a and b are : 

battered as if these stones served the dual purpose of nutting stones and 

hammerstones. The single — of d is large and shallower than ¥ 

any of the others, suggesting that it may have served as a small grinding 

basin. Specimen # 297 (Figure 65, a) is basically similar to the manos in 

its shape characteristics and may be « revorked specimen of this category.
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-~& Square Level Length Width Material Diameter Cavities 

1280 1:3 4 112 s-102_—S—i=simestome 41, 33, 22 

232s 6 151 107-—s-iAimestone 16, 26 

2310? 6 136 112:~—s sandstone © 20, 24, 35, 25 

306: 8 79 77 = Mimastone = 27 

297-26 8 140 82 sandstone 21, 28, 18, 25, 25, 21, 
24, 17 

3082: 9 137 = 12S pandstone 22, 17, 25, 28 

-— w A 84 58 limestone 23 

Figure 64. Nutting stone from square 2:5. Maximum length - 25 cn.
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a. # 297 » 

b. # 308 
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| om. 

e. # 231 4. # 128 
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f. # 5% oe 

e. # 232 Figure 65. Nutting stones.
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Manos (Pigures 66 - 69) 

The bulk of the eanos from the site were probably held in one 

hand and used with « back and forth motion on a grinding slab. All are 

too short to have been comfortably held with both hands. They have been 

grouped according to the number and position of the grinding surfaces on 

the implements. i 

Manos with two opposed grinding surfaces 

Both faces of the manos have been used for grinding. Either 

one face was used until the surface became too smooth for effective use and 

then the mano was flipped over to the other face, or both faces were used 

alternately. The result of such use is that the faces are roughly parallel 

except on two specimens which have a wedge shaped transverse cross section. 

The manos have either oval, sub-rectangular, irregular, sub-ellipti- 

cal or circular outlines. The specimen with a circular outline (Figure 69, 

# 230) represents a deviant form in that it is the single specimen for 

which a rotary grinding motion can be suggested. The edges and ends of ail 

specimens were carefully shaped by pecking before use as was the surface. 

In transverse cross section the manos are oval except for two 

(Figure 66, # 237 and # 232) which are wedge shaped. The wedge shape pro- 

bably results fren raising the for edge of the wane to cotch the core or 

seeds, thus applying the greatest pressure to the near edge, an interprete- 

tion suggested by Woodbury (1954: 69). The thicker edge of the wedge : 

shaped manos is flat, while the thinner edge is rounded. The edges of the 

parallel faced manos are rounded to slightly flattened. 

The longitudinal cross section of the manos is also oval through 

the combination of nearly parallel faced and rounded ends except for speci- 

mens # 337 and # 529 which have a more strictly rectangular section.
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: Over half of the manos have small, shallow pits in the center of : 

ene or both feces, 2 feature which aay have Hed © functions! connsction with 

the grinding process. 

: Specimen A3-1 is an example of newly made and barely used mano. ° 

One of the grinding faces is pecked and shows little wear while the center 

of the opposite face still retains part of the cortex of the block of 

limestone from which the implement was manufactured. This, as well as the 

greater thickness of the specimen, tends to confirm the suggestion of lack { 

of extensive use. : 

Provenience and Associated Traits 

# ‘Square level Length Width Thickness Material Pit 

300 s«O:d 3 123 ss 4 limestone X 

237 1:3 5 - 90 43 sandstone XX 

232 1:4 6 149 84 49 sandstone X 

a3-1 0-2 6 158 lil 64 limestone xX 

291 2:3 7 - : 40 limestone - 

2980234 a - 95 33 limestone  - 

337 1:6 8 : 76 30 limestone X 

299° —s3 8 122 101 42 Limestone 

$29 1:4 12 ~ 85 35 sandstone = - 

a “ 84 “a sandstone = - : 

2302s 1:5 5 7 n 38 sandstone X
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Figure 66. Manos with two opposed grinding faces.
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: Pigure 69. Manos with two opposed grinding faces. 
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‘ Only one mano, with an irregular outline, has a single grinding 

surface. This face is slightly convex while the other face is more marked- 

ly convex and bears no indications of usage. The edges and ends are 

rounded. It was manufactured from a compact sandstone. The specimen 

(# 540), found in square 2:1 at level 16, is 107 mm. in length, 81 mm. wide, 

and 62 mm. thick. 

4g 7] | : F : 0 

cn. 
Figure 70. Mano with single grinding face.
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Mano_blank i 

: Specimen # 239 is probably a mano blank. The two parallel faces, 

and the flat edges and ends have been pecked to shape the stone but there 

are no indications of smoothing through use as a grinding tool. The speci- 

men is of limestone and was found in square 1:3 at level 6. Its dimen#ions - 

are 123 x 84 x 53 mm. : 

Wp 
| 

0 

Cm. 

Figure 71. Mano blank.
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Migcellensovs Grinding Stones 
Two sandstone blocks of irregular shape have smooth surfaces 

suggesting use in grinding or abrading. Wear facets, however, are not suf- 

ficiently pronounced for classification with the manos. 

One specimen, # 78, has two pits on one face and one on the oppo- 

_ site face which resemble both the cavities on the nutting stones and the 

pits pecked in the face of manos. This specimen is biconvex in cross 

section and both faces appear to show some smoothing through use. The 

implement was found in square 0:7 in the top 2.5' and has dimensions of 

112 x 116 & 36 mm. : 

; A second specimen, # 621, has what appear to be two adjacent 

grinding surfaces on one face producing a generally wedge-shaped cross sec- 

tion. It was found in square 1:8 at level 8 and has dimensions of 112 x 103 x 

35 om. 

A small fragment, probably of a mano (# 383) has two grinding 

denen nt erttmes of Gepine Guta tametes on Ge ehetien otto. One 

face and part of the broken edge have remnants of red pigment on then. 

Since the paint is found on the broken portion, it suggests the possibility 

of use to grind pigment after the original implement was broken. The 

s Gengunen eae Ghent te cquene fet ot tenek © ent euesmes $9 2 99 5 9
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Hammers cones “ 

Two hammerstones were recovered from the site. One specimen 

: (# 77) is made from a compact sandstone and bears hammering facets on the 

somewhat pointed end shown in the upper left corner of the illustration as 

well as on the more bluntly rounded basal end. It measures 77 x 52 

x 31 mm. and was found in square 0:3 at the top 2.5! 

The other hammerstone (# 525) appears to have been a river worn 

pebble of reddish-brown quartzite. Some hammering scars can be seen at one : 

edge of the pebble and more extensive marks of use are present on portions 

of the faces adjacent to this end. The opposite end is broken, evidently 

through use. One face of the stone is fire blackened. The dimensions of 

the specimen are 75 x 59 x 33 mm. and it was found in square 1:2 at level 

14, 

; ‘ 5 

: 4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

cm. 

; 7 #525 ; 

Figure 73. Hammerstones.
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Shaft Smoothers (Figure 74) 

A total of ten pieces of sandstone bear grooves on one or more 

faces, designed to smooth or polish the shaft of a dart or arrow or to 

sharpen the point of an implement. It appears desirable to separate, if 

possible, these two distinct functions--the smoothing of a shaft as op- 

posed to the sharpening of an implement. R. B. Woodbury in his analysis 

of the stone implements of northeastern Arizona, differentiates between 

the term “grooved abrader" and “shaftsmoother": d 

“First, those with little or so intentional shaping 

ey The grooves 

vary greatly in number, size and shape. Second, those of 

intentionally produced shapes have been called Shaftemoothers. 

A variety of materials is included, but the grooves are all ‘ 

rounded in cross-section, and of a size and shape that 

could have accommodated a slender wooden shaft, either for 

abrasion or for heating and bending (1954: 101)." 

While the distinction in shape or the degree of modification of the : 

basic shape of the stone block is doubtless of considerable importance in 

typological studies, it is suggested that greater stress should be placed 

on the character of the groove in the segregation of the two categories. In : 

the description of the Oklahoma specimens, if a straight-sided groove ' 

which is U-shaped or rounded in cross section is present on the specimen 

then it is classified as a shaft smoother since this would appear to be 

the primary function, irrespective of whether the block of stone has been 

carefully shaped or not. On the other hand, if the block of sandstone bears 

grooves that are V-shaped in cross section or rounded yet do not continue 

across the entire face of the implement so that it would not seem possible 

to use it as a shaft smoother or polisher, then the implements
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_ ate classed as grooved abraders. Such forms appear to be the primary 

component of Woodbury's Simple Grooved Abraders although, be vould in addi- 
tion, include those whose grooves are “identical with those on shaftsmoothers" 

(ibid: 102). The use of the term shaft smoother is established in the 

literature of Plains archaeology (e.g. Hill and Wedel, 1936: 45-7). Hill 

and Wedel conclude in the study just cited that the small shaft smoothers 

of irregular shape with multiple grooves, which are comparable to the D1-47 

specimens, are broken end re-used fragments of the larger, paired shaft 

smoother bearing but a single groove. We are inclined to the opinion 

that these are rather distinct types, an interpretatic: suggested by W. D. 

Strong's use of the designation “nail buffer" type as opposed to the paired 

variety (1935: 141). 

D1-47 Specimens 

_ A total of seven specimens are placed in the shaft smoother 

category (Figure 74). Although somewhat irregular, all tend to have a 

generally rectangular outline. A tendency toward a rounded section, sug- 

gests 2 resemblance to the “nail buffer" category previously mentioned. 

The length ranges between 31 and 53 mm. but some of the specimens may be 

fragments of originally larger implements. Indications of supplemental 

can Gi Gen gnteen. # 20 bears a smaller V-shaped groove on the face 

opposite that bearing the primary U-shaped groove. Specimens # 229, 227 

"and 623 bear one or more grooves on the sides which may have been intended 

for sharpening purposes rather than for use as a shaft smoother. The color 

of the sandstone from which the implements were manufactured is also 

variable. Specimens # 229 and 227 are manufactured from a light tan sand- 

stone; # 290 from a mottled red and brown sandstone; # 293 from a dark grey
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Figure 74. Shaft smoothers.
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a as Grooved Abraders (Figure 75) 
Three specimens are classed as grooved abraders. Two of these 

are small implements (# 240 and 296) quite similar to the shaft smoothers 

in appearance. In each instance, however, they lack the deep, U-shaped 

groove which characterizes this artifact category. In specimen # 240, 

: traces of what appear to be a U-shaped groove appear on the rounded 

‘face and the area adjacent to this has been broken off. It is possibly 

_@ shaft smoother which, subsequent to breakage, has been utilized as an 

abrader. The groove present on the flat face is straight sided but 

considerably shallower and more variable in depth than those of the 

shaft smoothers. This implement was manufactured from a grey sandstone. 

: Specimen # 296 has also been broken and may similarly be a reworked shaft 

smoother. Four grooves are present which are most distinctively broad 

‘and V-shaped in section. This implement is manufactured from a light 

tan sandstone. 

: The third abrader, # 125, is a large, irregularly cocnngutes 

block of reddish sandstone (89 x 67 x 26 am. in dimensions) with multiple 

V-shaped grooves on the two opposite broad faces and single grooves on 

each of the two long edges. While the longitudinal grooves are broad and 

deep, the area of greatest depth is in the central portion of the speci- 

men, the ends being considerably shallower. On the face oppesite from 

that illustrated, the grooves terminate abruptly in a rounded end before 

the margin of the implement is reached. Implements such as this speci- 

men are clearly not modified shaft smoothers.
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Grooved Abrader Provenience and Dimensions 

A. Square Level Length Width Thickness 

240 0:2 6 30 26 19 

296 1:4 6 34 aS. - 

125 1:4 —* 89 67 26 

a # 240 b # 296 

4 : 

3 i. i 

2 y a e 

r Pe - 
1 * 

0 + 

ce # 125 

Figure 75. Grooved Abraders.
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Abreder 

Specimen # 296 consists of a small rectangular block of mottled 

_ ted and brown sandstone with dimensions of 43 x 37 x 23 mm. which was found 

in square 1:4 at level 8. One face is smoothed while the others are 

a a 

have been utilized as an abrader or that the object represents an un- 

finished grooved abrader or shaft smoother in which the grooves have not yet - 

been produced. 

Hematite 
One small piece of hematite having an irregular outline (# 344) 

is ground on three adjacent flat faces and has one concave face. Marks 

of abrasion indicate clearly that the specimen was used as a source for 

red pigment. The specimen is 25 x 16 x 7 am. in dimensions and was fouhd 

in square 2:4 at level 1. 

A second lump of hematite does not bear such clear marks of 

usage but one face does seem to have slight smoothing marks upon it. This 

specimen (# 57) was found in square 0:3 at level 6. 

Boatstone (Figure 76) 

A fragment of a single boatstone (specimen Al) was found in 

square 1:3 at level 4. The ‘terminology used in the description of che 

boatstone follows that proposed by J. T. Patterson (1937: 11). 

The specimen is manufactured from a fine, grey sandstone and 

consists of a portion of one end, perhaps one-third of the original ob- 

ject. The base has been excavated to produce a smoothly rounded cavity. 

The convex surface comprises a smooth and continuously curved surface except 

for a flattened facet at the end. Obviously the variety lacks a keel. On 

the flattened facet at the end a perforation has been drilled which is
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: Figure 76. Boatstone
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directed at a slight angle toward the base. The perforation hes been 

drilled entirely from the convex surface and tapers in diameter from 13 mm. 

to « diameter of 5 mm. in the cavity. The fragment is 35 mm. long, 34 am. ; 

wide, and 29 mm. in height. The distinctive and variable form of the . 

boatstones suggests that these artifacts, presumably weights for spear 

throwers, way be of considerable utility as horizon markers if they are care- 

fully classified as to type. The absence of adequate comparative material 

Seem Ghbdiums clnes pueshetnn eng) en ctummpe ot the putnent ttm. :
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Miscellaneous (Figure 77) 

A roughly boat-shaped piece of limestone was recovered from 

square 2:1, level 6. The exterior of the stone is irregular and shows no 
indication of extensive shaping, though slight modification in shape and 

form may have taken place. The interior cavity, however, does show signs 

of abrasion over the entire oval surface. The function of the implement 

is not clear. The object measures 53 x 34 x 19 mm. 

4. 

CSD 3 

ie 
1 

Top View : Side View 0 
: cm. 

2 Figure 77. Boat-shaped stone.
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Be the description of the tens tuplansnte, on te other cate- 

a gories, we have attempted to conform to typological groups esteblished by - 

prior archaeological analysis. In addition, we have preferred to select 

descriptive names wherever possible rather than types designated by 
tetene do tatber Gunma 6 Gn tunstndte euibenten conned by 0 autet- 

tude of different varieties designated "Type 1". Precision in the 

description of bone implements is further facilitated by the use of a 

proper nomenclature in reference to the landmarks of the bones from which 

the implements were manufactured. As a standard guide, we have made : 

: use of The Anatomy of the Domestic Animals by Sisson and Grossman. 
This abundantly illustrated handbook is both readily available and 

widely used in comparative anatomy and veterinary science. 

Vina dwls (Figure 78) 
Awls manufactured from the ulna had the shaft ‘thinned and 

ground to a sharp point. Aside from a polish and smoothing of the sur- 

: face, which perhaps was largely derived from use, the shaft is the only 

section of the bone modified to form the awl. ‘Two specimens were manu- 

factured from deer ulnas and one from the ulna of a racoon. 

Provenience and Length 

gf Square Level Length Species 

253 2:4 7 120 mm. deer 

250 2:4 ? 151 mm. deer a 

A19-2 2:1 9 81 mm. racoon



ir
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7 Rib-Bdge wl (Figure 79) 
The single specimen (# 464) in this category consists of the 

butt end of the awl. The implement is triangular in cross section with ; 

smoothed cancellous bone exposed on one of the faces, The butt end 

proper is bluntly rounded. ‘The fragment is 85 mm. in length and has a 

maximum width of 8 m. The specimen was found in square 0:5 at level 9. 

Although we have retained the name “rib-edge awl" (Kidder, 1932: 216-7) 

for this distinctive Plains artifact, we recognize the possibility of 

it being a misnomer since the source, as Wedel has suggested, could be 

the anterior margin of the dorsal spine of the thoracic vertebrae of the 

bison (Wedel, 1955: 119-20). 

, 
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Figure 79. Rib-edge awl. :
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Ganmon-bone fwle (Figure 80) 

The term, cannon-bone avl, is reserved for those bone avis wanv- 
factured from the cannon-bone (metacarpal or metatarsal) where the distal 

end is left intact to serve as « handle. The technique used in their ; 

Geneteetinte eae 0 Gree aaay © pasties of the exnester os peanerter cor 

face of the bone and then to dress the cut section laterally to form a 

sharp point. An altersiative manufacturing technique is to be seen on 

"specimen # 642 consisting of the more slender bone of a deer fawn. Here 

the tip is produced by cutting diagonally from the side of the bone. 

In specimen # 365 the sharpened end appears to have been pro- 

duced by initially deepening the vascular groove and then trimming away 

@ portion of the posterior surface. The tip of this awl is missing. in speci- 

men # 465, a sharp, transverse cut has been made on the posterior sur- 

face and the bone neatly trimmed away to about half the thickness of 

the bone. In this specimen the ridges of the distal end have also been 

trimmed. A transverse groove has also been cut across the posterior sur- 

face 34 mm. below the distal end. The modifications described may have 

been designed to allow the addition of some kind of covering to the 

handle. Another specimen, # 406, is manufactured from an immature deer 

in which the epiphysis had not consolidated and is not present. A frag- ; 

mentary specimen, # 587, may be of the same variety but the distal end, 

most of the shaft, and the tip are missing. The specimen has been burned. 

Cannon-bone Awl Provenience and Length ; 

+. Square level Length + Sauere level Length 

365 2:1 ‘TL 199 om. + 642 2:1 19 83 mm. 

465 2:1 15 89 mm. 587 1:8 3 55 mm. + 

406 0:7 9 84 mm. +
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Figure 80. Cannon-bone awls.
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Elat Split mls (Pigure 81) 
The awls of this category are comparable to those placed by 

A. V. Ridder in his category b, "Head of bone unaltered except by origi- 

nal splitting” (1932: 211). This group is described by Kidder as fol- 

lows: 

“twls of this type, as is shown by the illustrations, 

- are stout and heavy-butted. Almost all of them were 

produced by splitting a deer metapodial and using the re- 

y sultant half, third or quarter, of the articular end as a 

butt; the shaft has been tapered by grinding and the 

_ tip brought to a sharp, but seldom extremely keen, point” 

(ibid.) 

Two specimens from D1l-47 conform to this category which for the pur- ) 

poses of classifying the Oklahoma specimens might be further delimited. 

While made from the split cannon-bone, all make use of the proximal end 

of the bone as a handle. It might be noted that this is probably the 

ate end of the bone which could conveniently be split into thirds or 

quarters. While the edges of the awl retain their original shape with ; 

little modification, they are smoothed for the entire length of the 

specimens. In one specimen (# 284 from mm 1:3, level 8), the manu- 

facturing process involved splitting through the vascular grooves. The 

second specimen (# 249 from square 1:3, level 5) is the only complete 

one and measures 142 mm. in length. While probably split in the same : 

fashion, the edges are more extensively worked.
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Figure 81. Flat split awls.
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Splinter #wls (Figure 82) 

: Dr. A. V. Kidder also makes use of the term splinter awl to 

designate those bone awls which are manufactured from a splinter of 

long bone and where the only shaping or sharpening occurs at the tip 

of the specimen (1932: 213). As Dr. Kidder has suggested, the raw 

Gatented Cee euch exte guatatitg cum Suen tense agbtt fer the eapsestion 

of marrow or from waste products in the manufacture of the larger awls. 

6 Giles <0 @ chin He at ae © & @ ee i 

abrupt taper of the pointed end of the implement. The specimens : 

do not appear to have the long slender tip which is frequently found in 

other specimens. One specimen, # 161, retains a portion of the proximal end 

of a deer cannon bone at its butt end. Despite this, it is not grouped 

with the flat split awls because there is no sharpening or smoothing of 

the specimen except at the worked tip. 

Splinter 4wl Provenience and Length 

& Square Level Length 

161 1:3 4 70 am. 

: 255 2:7 7 65 um. 

. 339 1:2 11 113 om. 

394 2:1 4 74 + wm. (tip missing)
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Figure 62. Splinter awls. -
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Minute Avls (Figure 83) 
A further category recognized by A. V. Kidder which is also present 

as a single example at D1-47, is one designated as “minute awls." This group 

is described for Pecos as : 

", . . really in a class by themselves, for while they 

are not very much shorter than the shortest examples a 

the types described above, they ave so slender and so 

carefully made that they must have had an entirely dif- 

ferent function. One has been prepared by pointing a thin 

_ splint-bone; two are thin slivers, presumably of long-bone; 

and one is worked from the little dew-claw of the deer, the : 

only case from Pecos in which this bone has been used as an 

implement." (Kidder, 1932: 213) 

The thin, slender awl of this variety from D1-47 is speci- 

men # 643 which was found in square 1:2 at level 19. The implement is 

52 mm. in length and manufactured from a thin splinter of long bone. It 

— a oe a ae 

been manufactured from bird bone in view of the thin walls of the bone. ‘ 
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Figure 83. Minute awl.
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Rod-like fwls (Figure 84) 
: Unfortunately all four specimens which may be placed in this 

category are fragmentary so that full details on shape and size can not 

be provided. They comprise a group of awls manufactured from a bone 

splinter in which the entire surface is modified, smoothed and polished 

r to produce a shaft which is circular to oval in cross section. Since the 

butt end is not present this feature can not be described. 

Proven i Tr. of j-1 1 

= Square Level Cross Section 

133 0:4 top 2.5' eircular 

; 187 1:2 9 oval 

260 1:4 7 circular 

we 2:6 9 oval 
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a #133 b #187 +c # 260 a # 577 

Figure 84. Rod-like awls. :
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Awl Fragments (Figure 85) 

The remaining artifacts grouped in this category are fragments é 

of awls which cannot with certainty be placed in the previously described 

‘groups. They represent either sections of the shaft or tip of the awls. 

# 600 is burned. 

Fragment Provenience 

Square Level ee Square Level 

46 isS 2 575 1:2 16 

338 0:4 ll 576 1:2 12 

481 1:4 13 600 1:8 - 

: . ; 

3 

‘ 1 
Sf 
; { o 
; cm. 

a # 338 b # 576 ec #481 d #575 e # 600 f # 576 

: Figure 85. Awl fragments.
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Deer Cannon-bone Beamers (Figure 86) 
Seven beamers, all recovered in fragmentary condition, were manu- 

| factured from deer cannon-bones. The technique of manufacture involved 

i the deepening and widening of the vascular groove with the central por- 

tion of the shaft cut to give a shallow concavity to the working edge. A 

working edge, sharply beveled inward, is present on both sides. 

Two specimens (Figure 86; # 613 and 27) are fragments at the 

proximal end of the bone, while two additional specimens (Figure 86; # 160 

and 269) are from the distal end. Specimen # 269 has been broken in such 

a fashion that a beveled working edge remains only on one side near the end 

of ‘the fragment. Specimen # 27 has just the beginning of the beveling visible 

at the point where the break occurs. It may be noted that the groove on 

the plantar surface has been widened and extended toward the condyles. 

That specimen # 276 was manufactured from the bone of an immature deer is 

indicated by the absence of the condyles. Specimens # 102 and 157 are 

shaft fragments that were broken both longitudinally and transversely but 

each still retains one beveled edge to document their use as beamers. : 

Beamer Provenience : 

A. Square Level & Square Level 

102 0:2 top 2.5' 269 2:4 8 

157 0:3 top 2.5° 276 233 ll 

160 1:2 2 613 . 14 

27 0:3 6
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Figure 86. Bone Beamers. e Ss FF 8 
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Neural Spine Beamer (Pigure 87) . 

One beamer, also a fragment, was man@tactured from the neural 

spine (thoracic vertebra) of a bison. The concave working edge, the 

sides having a sharp inward bevel, was produced on the posterior edge of 

the spine by removing the cancellous tissue and shaping the compact surface 

bone. This specimen (# 356), now 184 mm. in length, was found in square 

2:5, level 7. The normal edges of the bone and a portion of the worked edge 

are obscured by extensive rodent gnawing. J 

| s 

: 

ee 
cm. 

Figure 87. Neural spine beamer.
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Worked Deer Mandible (Figure 88) 
The right half of a deer mandible, specimen # 496, lacks the verti- 

cal part of the ramus, probably through breakage rather than by intentional 

modification. The incisor teeth have been removed by cutting through the 

eumy of the ramus which in addition removed some of the symphyseal ‘ 

surface. The cut edge has been smoothed and subsequently polished through 

use. The most extensive modification on the mandible is to be seen on the 

ventral border which retains the original curvature but has been flattened 

from the angular process to the symphyseal surface by removing part of the 

border with a knife. Numerous longitudinal knife marks are visible on this 

flattened border although it has been polished through use as has been the 

medial border. The buchal surface of the — has also been slightly 

worn and polished. Since the amount of teeth wear is minimal, the 

specimen cannot with certainty be identified as a device to remove 

kernels of corn from a cob. Such a function would not appear to account 

for the extensive reworking of the ventral border. The specimen is 180 mm. 

in length and was found in square 2:3 at level 13. ; 

° ; 5 

= cm. 

Figure 88. Worked deer mandible.
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Bison Scapula Implement (Figure 89) 
One spatula-shaped implement, manufactured from a bison scapula 

was found in square 2:1 at level 9. The implement is 223 mm. in length 

and 45 mm. in width. The longitudinal axis of the implement comprises 

the base of the spine which has been removed by chopping and is present 

only as a low ridge of cancellous bone. The width of the specimen has 

been attained by removing a portion of the anterior border near the an- 

terior angle and by trimming through the infraspinous fossa close to the 

spine. Fine knife marks may be seen in this area. The sides of the im- 

plement are thick, blunt and smoothed and polished through use. The 

rounded end is slightly thinner and would appear to be the major func- 

tional sector of the implement. The opposite end, near the neck of the 

scapula, is roughly trimmed and bears little smoothing Such a specimen a 

: obviously does not fit into the traditional scapula hoe category of the 

' Plains, but may have been used as a digging tool as was suggested by 

Wedel in connection with a somewhat similar specimen found at the, 

Steed-Kisker site (Wedel, 1943: 80). 
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Figure 89. Bison scapula implement.
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; Turtle Carapace Bowls (Figures 90-91) 
“Only @ single turtle carapace bowl was, found at the site in a 

nearly complete condition (Figure 90). The edges of the shell were cut 

and ground to form the container. All projections on the interior of the 

<abapintn cate eat G08 nd Guemnt deme @ Gime 6 Gueth eurten. Numerous 

knife marks and « slight polish are visible on the interior and the exterior 

: is polished near the edges. 

‘(ee Gees Ce eee ee es dé @ es ee ’ 

as the complete bowl (Pigure 91, a-k). The interiors are cut and ground to 

Temove projections except for eqestiens # 190 and 112 which have polished 

interiors but lack grinding. All were probably portions of bowls. It is 

interesting to note that none of the turtle plastron fragments from the 

ee 

Individuel Carapace Provenience 

> Square Level : i Square Level 

112 0:7 top 2.5' 413 ‘0:4 & 

9 0:6 ” _ = 10 

109 1:7 5 387 0:5 il 2G 

188 1:2 ? 475 1:3 12 ae 

190 2:2 7 386 2:1 13 s 

: 265 1:6 7 389 2:1 15
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Figure 90. Turtle Carapace Bowl. 
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Figure 91. Turtle Carapace Bow! Fragments 
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Antler Flekers (Figures 92-93) 
_ Twenty-six antler tine sections, probably used to flake stone 

implements, were recovered in the deposit. All were out or broken from a 

longer piece of antler leaving an irregular or angled butt end except for 

two (Figure 92, d,h) which have straight fractures at the butt. It would 

appear that there was no effort made to finish the implements at the butt 

end for all signs of work or wear appears at the tip. The cancellous tis- 

sue on some flakers is missing at the butt end, but this is probably the re- ; 

sult of rotting rather than any attempt to hollow out the flaker for hafting. 

The length of the specimens is variable (37 to 157 mm.) however, some have 

fresh breaks at the butt suggesting that the flakers were originally longer. 

The tips of the flakers either exhibit an angular wear facet and 

show some battering from use (Figure 92, a-d); are rounded off and are 

battered (Figure 92, e-1); or are rounded or pointed and exhibit wear facets 

(Figure 92, m; Figure 93, a-k). A few are polished at the tip or along 

part of the shaft, but many are so worn or lime encrusted that polishing 

is no longer visible, if it was ever present. 

Also placed in this category are two polished antler tips, 23 and 

24 am. in length (Figure 93, l-m). Both are burned grey and black, and have 

a high polish on the surface. The tips are faceted and bear usage marks. 

It might be noted that 10 of the group of 24 listed above also show exten- 

sive burning. .While it is possible that any bone splinter or implement 

might accidentally be burned, this is a very high percentage and perhaps 

indicates the use of fire to harden the antler implements. 

‘Two additional flakers (# 112, 463) of similar characteristics, 

are not illustrated. The scale at the top of Figure 92 refers to all fiakers 

except #'s 119, 254, and 493 which have scales immediately to the left.
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oo Antler Fisker Provenience and Length 

ff Square Level Length ~# ‘Square Level Length 

119 0:1 top 2.5" 132 2. sh 

97 «0:5 top 2.5" aS. 422 0:4 9 4s - 

112 0:7_~—s top 2.5" 2793 9 4s 

63 1:7 2 353 1:4 10 63 

49 x6 4 a ama: 10 38 

2s 5 a4 426° 226 a 94 

173s6 6 7 276 2:2 u 24 

168 1:5 6 58 269 2:4 12 47 

_ | 6 23 4753 12 ai 

256 02:3 ? 149 416 2s 13 65 

5792s ? 38 3942 6 % 

2% le ? be. 613 0:5 v9 63 

338 sé 8 78 sols 18 84 

ao 1:7 8 37 o 0:6 18 85 

7 \
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Thinned Antler Tips (Figure 94) 

Three sections of antler shafts near the tip of the antler but 

unfortunately with the actual tips broken off, suggest use as flakers 

of’ perhaps awls. Two (Specimens 21 and 419) have been thinned tovard 

one end by the removal of thin sections of the outer layer. Both have 

irregular butt ends. The third specimen (# 255) has been thinned along 

one side go that it is planoconvex in cross section. A very small 

portion of the tip of this specimen remains. It appears to be rounded and 

somewhat battered as are those implements classified as flakers. 

Provenience: -_ Square Level ; 

2 1:7 6 

2 255 2:7 7 

419 0:6 9 : 

4 

: 3 

2 

1 

0 

a # 255 db # 419 © #21 - 

Figure 94. Thinned antler tips. 
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Worked antler Shafts (Figure 95) 

While in the preceding group designed "thinned antler tips" 

the manufacturing techniques are such that the normal taper of the antler 

Cty tb cetanenh, Che Wess exttsects plas t2 ate conngety bere 6 

nearly uniform diameter for the length of the shaft. However, since 

all three are small fragments a precise description of the total form is not 

possible. All have round to oval cross sections with « portion of the spongier 

bone exposed on one side. Two have what appears to be a blunt tip re- 

maining which is slightly faceted and suggests an assignment to the 

flaking tool category. Since this blunt end occurs on the slightly nar- 

rower end of the shaft it does not appear likely that this represents the 

butt end. : 

Provenience: # Square Level © Max. Digmeter 
168 1:5 6 9 =m. 

252 1:7 ? 7 -. * 

265 1:6 7 10 mm. 

: : 3 

2 

1 

b # 252 
ce # 265 . : 

a # 168 

Figure 95. Worked antler shafts.
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Deer Vine Flakers (Figures 96-97) 
The deer ulna was also used as a flaking tool. To produce a flaker 

. do chads was hawtnens ext cuentes to 0 bent tip. Guattanss ese of the 

implement appears to result in a gradual shortening of the shaft. The 

1 6 As os Eh Gabe Quite ple_& Ge apy & 

worn and battered through use as are the tips of the antler flakers. 

The shaft of specimens # 33 and 32 (Figure 96, a-b) illustrate 

the extreme degree of wear which may be found, the shaft of # 32 having 

; been split in use. Specimen # 501 (Figure 96, f) has also been broken 

and shattered through use. Pour of the flakers (Figure 97, a-c, Figure 

96, e) were made from the ulnas of immature deer as evidence by the lack 

of epiphyseal union. 

Flaker Provenience and Size 

. wf Square Level Length -£ Square lovel Length 

158 = 0:4 ~—s top 2.5" 92 um. os 2 - 3 88 mm. 

97 «=O: 5 * 115 om. = 3 73 mm. 

. > ww ” 104 om. 166 02:6 5 98 mm. 

33:7 " 88 am. 4753 12 . 

330: ° 9S mm. 617 0:6 18 87 om. 

157 0:3 * 89 um. 50i =A: 18 | (82 am.
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Worked Deer Ulnas (Figure 98) 
Two deer ulnas bear evidence of transverse knife cuts across 

the shaft below the semilunar notch. It would appear that the shaft had 

been snapped off after a deep notch was made. Indications of longitudinal 

knife marks in this same area are also present. Evidence of polish 

through use is also present over most of the surfaces. while the two 

specimens might be regarded as discarded sections of ulna from which 

the usable portion of bone has been cut, it is clear that they very 

likely functioned as implements prior to this action. They could, of 

course, have been either ulna flakers or awls. 

Specimen Provenience 

. Square Level Length 

412 0:5 12 56 mm. 

46 1:5 2 79 om. 
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Figure 98. Worked deer ulnas.
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Narrow Antler Bracelets (Figure 99) : 

Two specimens placed in this category resemble small animal ribs 

although it is likely that they are manufactured from an antler section. 

One piece of thinned antler (specimen # 470), roughly oval in cross section, 

has comntios tissue exposed on one surface while the other consists of 

compact bone and is smoothed and slightly polished. The object has a slight 

: longitudinal curvature and measures 47 mm. in length, 7 mm. in width and 

S te: tn Chtehecss. Both ends ove broken. The specimen was found in square 

1:6 at level 10. The second specimen (# 171, from square 1:7, level 6) is 

more pronouncedly oval in cross section and while traces of what might 

be cancellous tissue appear on the interior, the entire specimen is com- 

pact. A more pronounced longitudinal curvature is present on this speci- 

men. The polished exterior surface bears a section of a perforation 

drilled from the exterior immediately at the break on either end. The 

perforations would appear not to extend through the object, but may only 

be sunk on the exterior for decorative effect. This specimen is 40 mm. in 

length, 6 mm. in width and 3 mm. in thickness. 

‘ : 
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‘ Figure 99. Narrow antler bracelets.
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While the term bracelet is more commonly used in connection with 
the broad, thin bracelet or wrist guard of antler which frequently appears 
in Plains sites, it hes also been used in connection with thinner forms 

described as being made from the rib bones of small animals (Will and 

Spinden, 1906: 172). What appear to be comparable objects are also 

reported from Nebraska sites (Hill and Cooper, 1936: 245; Hill and Met- 

calf, 1941: 200). It is possible too that objects that have been designated 

“needles” belong in the same category (e.g., Strong, 1935: 191). 

Longitudinally Perforated Deer Phalange (Figure 100) 
A distinctive artifact form is represented by a single worked 

deer phalange (specimen # 507) found in square 1:2, level 18. The proxi- 

mal end of the phalange has been cut off and the cancellous bone removed. 

A notch has been cut in the groove between the two condyles of the distal 

end of sufficient depth to provide a small perforation to the interior. 

The specimen is identical to that described for the Steed-Kisker site in : 

Missouri (Wedel, 1943: 80) and the Schrader site in Nebraska (Hill and 

Cooper, 1936: 245) and may also be classed with other ensertele in Neb- 

raska (Strong, 1935: 192; Hill and Kivett, 1940: 163; Wedel, 1955: 127) 

and South Dakota (Hurt, 1951: 30). They have been variously identified 

as clothing bangles and as part of a ring-and-pin game. 

4 

Figure 100. Longitudinally : 3 
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Laterally Perforated Deer Phalanges (Figure 101) 
Two deer phalanges (specimens # 192 and 37) have been perforated 

through the medial and lateral surfaces near the proximal end of the bone and 

the cancellous tissue removed. Specimen 192 was found in square 2:2 at 

level 6. Specimen 37 was found in the outer ridge in the top 2.5' of the 

deposit. The third phalange (# 410 found in square 1:7 at level 8), unlike 

the other two, has only been perforated through one surface, but again has 

been hollowed out. 

Objects similar to these, though made of a bison phalange, have 

been found in sites on the Plains (Wedel, 1935: 202; Hill and Kivett, 1940: 

163; Hill and Metcalf, 1941: 199), but on tliese the perforation is through 

the ventral or dorsal surface and does not extend through the opposite surface. 

They are thus more like specimen # 410 from Dl-47 than the other two phalanges 

from this site. Wedel (1935: 202) suggests that they were used in gambling 

* games, the holes serving as markers. Hill and Metcalf (1940: 163) feel it 

unlikely that the perforation was made simply for marrow extraction os 

suggest the possibility of use as a rest for the base of a drill or awl. 

The partially perforated phalanges could have served the same purpose while — 

those fully perforated could have been strung. However, since none of the 

surfaces of the bone are polished and the holes are carelessly made, it does 

not appear that the phalanges were used to a great extent. 
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Figure 101. Laterally perforated deer phalanges. .
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Antler Drifts (Figure 102) 
Three specimens consist of cylindrical sections of antler wien 

rounded and smoothed ends and have been designated drifts. One (# 490 

found in square 2:4 at level 12) is 69 mm. long and 14 mm. in diameter at ' 

the center of the shaft. One end is slightly larger than the other since 

it includes part of the burr. Sections of the exterior surface have | 

been splintered from the shaft as though through hammering. The second 

specimen (# 259 found in square 1:3 at level 7) is 56 mm. long and 19 mm. 

in diameter and has been cut from the shaft proper with no section of the 

burr present. The. antler is worn and some of the cancellous tissue has 

rotted way. No trace of splintering comparable to the other specimen is 

present. The third specimen (# 287 found in square 1:7 at level 7) also has 

a small remnant of the burr at one end. This drift is 183 mm. in length and 

20 mm. in diameter. 
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Figure 102. Antler drifts.



Shaft Straighteners (Figure 103) 

Current archaeological literature in the Plains and adjacent 

areas is sbout equally divided in designating the common perforated bone tool 

whose primary function seems to have been to strighten a wooden shaft, 

as a “shaft straightener" or a "shaft wrench." They were designated an 

arrow straightener by Kaj Birket-Smith (1929: 105) who also cites the 

‘ ethnological distribution of the trait. W. D. Strong (1935: 99) who — 

also gives supplemental ethnological data pertaining to function, uses the 

broader term shaft straightener which would seem preferable for an archaeo- 

logical context where the shafts might be either those of darts or arrows. 

Three specimens were found at D1l-47, all manufactured from deer 

long bone. All are fragmentary, the break occurring at the perforation, 

but it/ seems probable that only a single perforation was present. The 

alain appear to be markedly elliptical in outline. The maximum width 

of the perforation can be determined on one specimen as 10 mm. This same 

specimen (# 586) is decorated by widely spaced engraved lines forming a 

diamond pattern. One end of the diamond terminates at the perforation, 

as can be seen on the illustration. 

: Specimen Provenience 

4. Square Level Material — 

586 1:8 2 tibia (right) 

166 2:6 5 tadius (left) 

466 1:4 14 radius (right)
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j Figure 103. Shaft straighteners.
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Miscellaneous Worked Bone 

Bone Tube (Figure 104, specimen # 578) 

A fragment of bird bone, 74 mm. in length, has a polished sur- 

face which also exhibits longitudinal knife marks. One end of the bone is 

broken while the other, and parts of the shaft, are so rodent gnawed that 

: exact functional identification is impossible. The specimen was recovered 

im square }:2 at level 15. 

Patella (Figure 104, specimen # 359) 

A burned patella has cancellous tissue exposed on one side suggest- 

ing preparation for use as a paint brush. However, the exposed tissue ' 

j doe’ not appear to be smoothed and ao traces of paint stains are present 

so that the nature of its use is doubtful. The specimen was found in 

square 1:4, level 11. : 

Perforated Deer Scapula (Figure 104, specimen # 161) 

A deer scapula, found in square 1:3 at level 4, has a perfora- : 

tion with dimensions of 42 x 35 mm. in the blade. A very small portion of 

the edge of the perforation is smoothed and the anterior and posterior 

borders of the scapula are pelished through use near the neck. 

Notched Bones (Figure 104, specimens # 102 and 59) ; 

A fragment of deer cannon-bone (specimen # 102) found in square 

0:2 in the top 2.5' has had four transverse notches (8mm. long and about 

1 mm. wide) cut into one edge of the bone. The notches are carelessly made 

and additional transverse knife marks are present. 

A rib fragment, 97 mm. in length, has transverse notches 2 mm. in
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Figure 104. Miscellaneous worked bone.
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length and less than 1 mm. in width extending the length of the bone along 

one edge. The specimen (# 59) was found in square 1:2 at level 1. 

Racoon Penis Bone (Figure 104, specimen # 609) 
A section of the shaft of « racoon penis bone with both extren- 

ities missing bears a high polish and a few knife marks. The specimen was 

: found in square 0:8, level 6. 

- ftLer Sections Pigure 104, specimons # 385 and 258) 
; A cylindrical section of antler shaft, 62 mm. long and 25 mm. in 

diameter, has been produced by rough chopping at both ends. The ends 

" are sharp and angular, not worn as in the case of the drifts. The arti- 

fact, found in square 0:3 at level 19, has been burned. 

A flat section of antler from the point of juncture of two tines 

teat teem eaaity Redine 0 Gao chp ct tee Cn oe 

eurface suggesting usec os on eavil. The specimen, found in square 

1:4 at level 7, has also been burned. 

Qther Worked Bone (Figure 105) 

Eleven fragments exhibit knife marks aud/or polishing on the 

surface. Two are distal ends of cannon-bones. Of these, one (specimen # 51) 

has transverse cuts near the broken edge while the other (specimen # 467) 

bears longitudinal knife marks. Seven bone fragments (Figure 105, c-g) 

are polished and have longitudinal knife marks. Specimens ¢ 253 and # 98 

appear to be from cannon-bones and have widened vascular grooves. Specimen 

# 191 has transverse knife marks at one end of the fragment. Specimen 

# 353, a bone splinter, is smoothed and polished along the cut edge. Much 

of the material in this group may be raw material discarded in the produc- 

tion of tools.
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Figure 105. Worked Bone
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SHELL IMPLEMENTS 

Of the sixteen artifacts of shell at the site, fifteen comprise 

mussel shells with worn edges which we have designated scrapers. Either 

the right or left valve of the mussel shell was utilized. On all but one 

valve, the posterior portion of the ventral margin has been worn down and ane 

smoothed, probably through use rather than deliberate shaping. The scrap- 

ing edge of two shells (both specimens numbered 134, Figure 106-7) is 

convex. On all others it tends to be straight and the wear tends to make 

the posterior edge pointed. On specimen # 261 the central portion of the 

ventral edge is worn and smoothed, leaving the anterior and posterior 

edges in their original condition. 

One valve, # 118, has been perforated at the dorsal edge near the 

teeth. The oval perforation was made from the outer surface of the shell 

by cutting or sawing through to the inner surface (Figure 105). We are - 

indebted to Mrs. Patricia Habeck for the identification of shell species. 
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Figure 105. Perforated mussel shell.
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Shell Scraper Identification and Location 

——— 

‘° 

| | i ' 

i ;75/ 93 | i 
407 |X x 102 | 46) Ligumia recta latissima 0:3 9 

246 |x x lis j49}  * . . 1:4 6 
lis |x x 84 | 43| Ptychobranchus fasciolarus 0:4 6 

363 x x 90 | 35 | Ligumia recta latissima “Tis 9 

363 | x x 69 | 35| Ptychobranchus fasciolarus ly 9 

61 |x x 96 | 38] Ligumie recta latissima 1:@ 1 

134 sis 80 | 48| Ptychobranchus fasciolarus 1: 4 

134 se 75 | 48| Actinonaias carinata i: 4 

577 |x x 63 | 34] Ptychobranchus eontaiinn 2:@ 9 

192 sis 88 | 48 . * 2:4 6 

262 |x x 77 | 45 . ” 2:9 9 

261 |x . 84 | 44 « ° dad 6 

261 x X| 81 | 52] Actinonaias carinata 2: 6 

247 |x x 85 | 46] Ptychobranchus fasciolarus 1:3 6
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BASKETRY 

A small fragment of twill plaited basketry was found in as- 

sociation with Individual 5 of Burial 1. ‘Two small sections made from 

split cane (Arundinaria) were recovered, the largest being 43 x 23 m. in 

in, ltt Ce anes te tan O46. 0 cit. A sketch of the 

two sections (Figure 108, a and b), permits a reconstruction of the — 

weave (Figure 108, c). — 

: three-under-three in a diagonal weave. There is a shift of two strands 

in each adjacent warp element to produce the diagonal. The result is that 

the weft pattern alternates between over-two-under-one and over-one-under- 

two.
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Figure 108. Twill plaited basketry.
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; The ceramic sample from Dl-47 consists of 1102 sherds and three 8 

partial vessels. It is evident that at least three distinct cultural com- 

plexes are represented by the ceramic material--Woodland, Caddoan and 

Neosho Focus--so that the descriptions are so grouped. Differences from 

established types are noted where they occur. ‘ 

. Woodland Ceramics 
One partial vessel, one rim sherd, and twenty-seven body sherds 

are considered to augue the Woodland ceramic complex at the site. Two 

: previously represented types, Cooper Zoned Stamped and Cowskin Dentate 

Stamped, are present among these sherds though not in their classic 

: form. A brief review of the nature of the Woodland ceramic complex as it 

is presently known in northeastern Oklahoma is presented as an aid in 

setting the material corewnty under discussion in proper perspective. 

As yet the contents of the Woodland village sites, of which the major com- 

ponents are located at the mouth of Honey Creek (D1-33 and D1-49), have not 

been fully described. However, a brief summary of the cultural complex 

has been published (Bell and Baerreis, 1951: 27-33) as well as a descrip- 

tion of the major covante types based upon the two components listed . 

(Beerreis, 1954). The two components do show a shift in ceramic types and 

by comparison with the sequences of other areas, D1-33 (DICoI) would be 

the older of the two. The ceramics at Dl-33 have been described under 

the canes Cooper Zoned Stamped, Ozark Zoned Stamped and Honey Creek 

Plain, At the later component, Di-49 (DICoV), Cooper une Stamped and 

Honey Creek Plain continue as minor elements, but with the major type con- 

sisting of one designated Cowskin Dentate Stamped.
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It will be noted from the foregoing statements, which can be sup- 

plemented by reference to the woks cited, that the one decorated type, Cooper 

Zoned Stamped, has been defined in such « fashion that it reflects con- 

tinuity over a period of Woodland occupation in the area. Variations in 

; decorative pattern, however, permit a more precise suggestion as to time 

placement within the Woodland horizon and use will be made of this approach 

in discussing the Woodland ceramics from D1-47. : 

Cooper Zoned Stamped 
Three of the body sherds and the partial vessel are placed in 

this type. The vessel, # 335 (Figure 109), is incomplete, but a portion of 

the rim and most of the lower half of the body were available for recon- 

struction. As a result a complete vertical section from lip to base was 

present. 

: The presence of frequent fractures parallel to the lip of the 

vessel suggests the use of a coil technique in manufacture, in contrast 

to the suggestion in the type description, but markedly convexo-concave frac- 

, tures are lacking. The temper is a sparse, fine (1-4 mm., av. 1 mm.) shell 

with an occasional particle of grit in contrast to sherds of thig type 

from the village sites. The sparsity of the grit suggests that it was not 

intentionally placed in the clay. Vessels walls are compact although lim- 

ited sections of the interior and exterior surfaces have flaked off. The 

hardness is 3.5. The exterior surface of the vessel is a buff color, 

ranging to a darker brown. The interior surface is buff, brown or reddish 

with Iimited blackened areas. The surface colors extend 1 to 2 mm. to the 

sherd interior which is either black or grey. The surface of the vessel 

has been smoothed and in some areas has a slight polish.
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The lip of the vessel is slightly flattened. The rim is verti- 

cal and then expands gently to a shoulder area marking the maximum diameter 

of the vessel. Below the shoulder the walle contract gently to « sharply 
rounded base. Wall thickness is 7 mm. at the lip, 11 mm. at the shoulder 

and then thins to 8-8.5 mm. at the body. The maximum thickness, 14 m., 

is found at the base. The diameter of the orifice is 17 cm., and at the 

shoulder, 19 cm. The vessel height from shoulder to lip is 4.3 cm., and 

the maximum height is 29 cm. ; 

A diagonal band of straight dentate stamped elements (27 mm. in 

length) is found on the rim area and terminates at the shoulder. Whether 

this band initiates at the rim cannot be determined from the rim fragment 

present. Diagonal streaks of a black pigment extend over this same area 

and for some distance (c. 6 cm.) below the shoulder. Whether these are 

burned grease marks or intentional painting cannot be determined. As- 

pects of the decoration which should be noted are the absence of em- 

bossed nodes and a broad incised line bordering the band of dentate stamp- 

ing. Their lack would tend to place the vessel in the latter part of 

the range of Cooper Zoned Stamped. 

Two body sherds (specimens # 41 and 196) have a similar, temper, 

paste and surface finish to the vessel just described. Both bear a decora- 

tion of parallel magguestene of a straight, dentate stamp. It is pos- 

sible that these are a portion of tne vessel previously described, or 

one of the same characteristics. 

These paste characteristics are not shared by a third body sherd 

(specimen # 454) which is comparable in aij aspects to the pottery of the 

type site. The paste is compact and tempered with fine grit ranging between :
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1-2 mm. in size. The outer surface is a dull brown-red which merges into 

a buff color in s zone less than 1 mm. in thickness, contrasting sharply with 
the black core. The surface is soft nt ee ent, tg deen, appears 

to bear a decoration consisting of dentate stamping bordered by a broad 

incised line. 

. The final sherd of this type (specimen # 319) is clearly a rim ' 

sherd although the lip is missing. The paste is more crumbly in texture j 

i ome 0 Ghee Os Gee meting Hee 1 Be. © oe. 

Sparse flakes of fine shell are also present. The core is dark brown in color 

with the smoothed inner and outer surfaces of a black color. The vessel wall 

is 7 mm. in thickness. The vessel bore a decoration consisting of 

diagonal dentate stamped impressions at the upper rim, bordered below by em- 

‘ bossed nodes punched from the interior. At the very bottom of this small ; 

sherd is the edge of a broad incised line which possibly originally bordered 

a band of dentate stamping. 

Provenience of Cooper Zoned Stamped Sherds 

| Square Level 

: 335 2:2 1l (partial vessel) i 

41 (2) 0:1 3 

196 2:2 6 

454 2:4 il 

319 2:2 10
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a Rim sherd of recontructed vessel, # 335 : 
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Figure: 110. Cooper Zoned Stamped sherds.
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Gowskin Dentate Stamped 

A single rim sherd consisting of two sherds (specimen # 451) is 

placed in this category. Like several of the Cooper Zoned Stamped sherds 

it is atypical in temper in primarily having inclusions of shell (ranging 

between 1-5 mm. in size) as well as sparse fine grit. The surface and 

core are a dark brown color with the interior black. The paste is com- 

pact with a surface hardness of 2.5. The outer surface is smoothed except 

on the rim adjacent to the lip where traces of cord roughening remain. 

The diameter of the vessel at the orifice is 16 cm. and the rim curves 

gently outward from this point toward the shoulder. The vessel wall has 

a uniform thickness of 7 mm. The sole decoration consists of a series of 

notches across the lip formed by a cord-wrapped stick or by the edge of a 

cord-wrapped paddle. The notches, placed on a slightly flattened lip, are 

5 a in width. This specimen was found in square 1:1 at level 11. 

Woodland Body Sherds 

: A series of 22 sherds are classified as Woodland primary on the Piss 

basis of paste and temper characteristics. A difficulty encountered in 

such a segrugation is that body sherds of a vessel comparable to that 

described in the Cooper Zoned Stamped type would be extremely difficult to 

separate from the shell tempered Woodward Plain type of the Neosho Focus. 

The body sherds here segregated are those which have predominantly grit 

temper or a substantial amount of grit mixed with the shell temper. 

A group of four sherds (in the total of twenty-two), however, 

may also be differentiated through the possesgion of a cord roughened sur- 

face. The paste is compact, the temper a mixture of fine shell os grit, 

and the surfaces grey to grey-brown in color. This group is uniformly 6 m. 

in thickness, somewhat thinner than the average om ~~ other
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Figure 111. Woodland pottery from D1-47. a. Cowskin Dentate Stamped; 
ig b-c., cord roughened body sherds. é
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sherds classified as Woodland. The count of four sherds is reducad to 

: three by the joining of two specimens (# 330 and 336). Specimens # 553 

and 515, however, are from a different vessel. 

* The remaining chatde ove quseth surfaced and ere verisble to 

surface color ranging through buff, red and dark brown. Coarse grit 

temper associated with sparse shell, a single example of grit alone, and 

a combination of grit and shell represents the temper range. Hardness 

is uniformly 3.5 and the range in wall thickness is between 7 and 12 mm. 

A group of seven sherds, 3 of which join, appear to be from the same 

vessel. The distribution of-the sherds is as follows: 

As. Square Level Temper 

555 (7) lil 17 predominantly grit 

568 (2) lik 18 predominantly grit ‘ 

562 is5 14 grit 

325 1:6 7 : predominantly grit 

J 550 is3 13 predominantly grit 

446 (2) 2:1 4 predominantly grit . 

555 1:1 +a) grit and shell 

332 1:4 9 "grit and shell 

_ She 0:3 ret grit and shell 

451 1:1 ll grit and shell 

' 96 1:4 13 predominantly grit (cord roughened) g 

553 is3 15 predominantly grit (cord roughened) 

336 2:2 il predominantly grit (cord roughened) 

330 1:3 9 predominantly grit (cord roughened; 

joins # 336) :
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Unclassified Vessel (Figure 112) 
One vessel, as reconstructed from four sherds, cannot strictly 

be classified as a piece of Woodland ceramics, but deserves consideration 

. with this group. The four sherds join to form two large sherds to produce 

a small cup-like bowl which appears to have been beaten out from a lump of 

clay in view of the absence of coil fractures and surface irregularity. 

The temper is shell (1-6 mm. in size) in moderate amounts. The sherds 

are compact in texture and 3.5 in hardness. Surface color varies con- 

siderably, particularly on matching sherds, suggesting that there has been 

considerable modification subsequent to breakage. A grey to reddish 

brown appears characteristic. The surface is generally smooth, despite 

its irregular contours. The lip or the vessel is rounded and the maximum 

diameter of 95 mm. occurs at this point because of a slight outward 

thickening of the lip. The vessel wails are generally straight and : 

merge with a rounded base. The height of the vessel is about 80 mm. The 

wails increase in thickness from 8 mm. near the lip to 10 mm. near the base. 

A design, crudely incised on the surface, is reminiscent of the 

zoned technique found on Cooper Zoned Stamped though in the latter case : 

executed with dentate stamping bordered by incised lines. Nearly vertical 

incisions form a zone 20 mm. in width below the lip which is bordered by 

an incised line. Below this is another zone of diagonal lines bordered 

by incisions to form another band. The entire area from lip to base is 

decorated. : , 

The sherds comprising the vessel were found at the following loca- 

tions: # 326 - 2:3, level 9; 334 - 2:3, lewel 11; 462 - 2:3, level 11; 331- 

2:4, level 9. F
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Figure 112. Unclassified vessel (sherd #'s: 326, 334, 462, and 331).
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Disevscion 

It has been previously noted in connection with the description 

of some of the Woodland ceramics, particularly the Cooper Zoned Stamped 

_ vessel and sherds, that the Woodland pottery deviates from the type speci- 

mens in paste characteristics and particularly in the abundance of shell tem 

per. If the significance of the vessel just discussed is properly assessed, 

the two lines of evidence may converge to indicate that the Woodland occupation 

witnessed the impact of a new tradition of shell tempering in pottery manu- 

facture and that in part we see evidence for acculturation. The decorative 

attributes of the Woodland pottery in themselves appear to be late in that 

horizon so that such an interpretation is not incongruous. 

Since dae envetent distribution of the Woodland sherds containing 

shell temper (see table, Site Inventory.by Assigned Cultural Zones) pri- 

marily fall in what is regarded as an Intermediate Zone or in levels that 

cannot be assigned to particular horizons, the latest Woodland occupation 

in the shelter may overlap in time with that of the Neosho Focus. 

* While such an interpretation aids in the general time placement 

of the Woodland horizon and in conjunction with other evidence leads to 

a belief that the Woodland peoples visited the shelter intermittently over 

a considerable period of time, it again draws attention to the difficulty of 

segregating this hybrid pottery--at least in undecorated body sherds--in 

the cultural complexes present at the shelter. : :
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Geddoun Pottery (Pigure 113) 
The general term “Caddoan pottery” is here used to designate cera- 

mic material from cultural complexes normally placed within the Gibson or 

Pulten depects. Tt is used es « convenient label for e enall series of 

sherds, clearly exotic to Dl-47, which can be identified as of Caddoan ori- 

gin but because of the small size of the sherds cannot with certainty be 

placed in a more specific pottery type at this time. Labeling this limited 

body of material as Caddoan leaves unresolved the question of whether some 

of the plain shell tempered pottery classified as Woodvard Plain might not 

aleo be considered as part of the Caddoan ceramic tradition. This point 

to wenaned Gertie to connection with the dismecten of Centvaré Pista. 

Specinen # 82. A smooth surfaced sherd with a brown exterior and 

interior and a black core. The temper (below 1 am. in size) appears to be 

a fine grit with an occasional speck of what might be bone. The sherd, 5 am. 

in thickness with a hardness of 3.5, appears to be a section of the body 

of © tutete eid teste 6 Gites cnguased Guensnstes consisting of two parallel, 

curved lines (concentric circles ?) spaced 7 mm. apart. 

| Specimens # 223 and 457. ‘Two sherds, possibly from the same 

vessel, having a smooth, dark brown exterior and a grey core and interior. 

The paste, but not the exterior surface, is speckled with small particles 

of shell temper less than 1 am. in sise. The two sherds are 3.5 to 4 m. 

tm maximum thickness and hove s hardness of 3.5. The decoration on the ex- 

terior surface is engraved, consisting in one instance of a single engraved 

line (# 223) and in the other (# 457) of an excised, triangular area
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scope used for temper examination, traces of what appear to be red pig- es 

_. (ent appear in the excised or roughened area. Sake the reuniting apeet- 

men, the sherds are probably sections of the body of « bottle. 
Specimen # 460. The smoothed exterior surface is black and rests 

upon a thin brown undercoat which in turn appears on a light grey core 

and interior. The temper (clay 7) consists of fine (generally less than 

1 am. im size) specks of black material in the grey groundmass. A single 

line is engraved on the exterior surface. The sherd is probably a por- 

tion of the body of a bottle and has a thickness of 5 mm. and a hardness 

of 3.5. 

Specimen # 457. ‘This small sherd with a smooth surface is a uni- 

form grey color on outer and inner surfaces as well as in the core. The 

Guanes Sebeune te Ue & Cate gute Claes Gab 8 de. tm ct Oe 0 Ow 

specks suggestive of bone. The curvature of the sherd suggests that it may 

be from the edge of a flattened basal area with a thickness of 6 mm. and 

a hardness of 3.5. 

Specimen # 320. The specimen consists of four glued sherds with 

@ curvature suggestive of the body of a bottle. The inner and outer sur- 

faces are a light grey with a black core, the outer surface also bearing 

a dark fire bloom. The temper is a fine abundant shell with an occasional 

flake reaching 4 mm. in size but nearly all below 1 mm. in size. The 

surface is smoothed, but not polished, and undecorated. The form of the 

vessel, the fine temper, and the hardness (3.5) suggest the probability of 

it being a Caddoan vessel rather than an example of Woodward Plain. ‘Two 

additional body sherds from the same location cannot be fitted on the 

restored vessel section and a third body sherd from this location (#320)
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Joins « sherd from the same vessel with the specimen number 140. 
Specimen # 564. A strongly curved body sherd having a smooth, 

black exterior surface, a dark brown core and grey interior surface. The 

temper appears to consist of crushed sherds vhich are seen as black specks 

in the brown groundmass. When the sherd is broken, the tempering particles 

also break--a portion being retained by each fresh surface. Although they 

: only range up to about 2 mm. in size, when examined under the microscope : 

small particles of a different color are seen in the tempering gesthates. 

Surface hardness is 3.0 to 3.5. Wall thickness varies between 4-5 m. 

Specimen # 82. This specimen, from the same location as one of 

the small polished and engraved sherds previously discussed has euseth, 

grey-brown surfaces on exterior and interior with a grey core. The temper 

consists of very fine particles of clay with occasional rounded, black par- 

ticles (clay 7) no harder than the paste of the sherd. The very compact 

texture and speckled appearance of surface and cross section of this sherd : 

differentiates it from sherds of characteristic Woodward Plain out. 

Specimen # 454. Consists of two joined sherds from the same lo- 

“ eation, clearly from a globular body. The temper is a sparse, fine shell and 

the texture is compact, hardness being 3.5. Aside from texture, the sherd 

i marked by @ polished surface bearing fine striations or polishing marks 

1-2 am. in width. Wall thickness ranges between 5-6 mm. The surfaces 

and core are a tan color with small, grey fire blooms. 

Specimen # 551. This final sherd is perhaps less deviant from 

Woodward Plain in general appearance but does have slightly polished dark 

grey surfaces with a lighter core. The paste is very compact and the temper, . 

consisting of fine particles of shell less than 1 mm. in size, is general- : 

ly inconspicuous. Wall thickness is 4 mm.and hardness 3.5. $
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Other than the larger undecorated sherds ond vessel section dis- 

cussed, the largest of the small polished sherds with an engraved decoration 

“has a maximum length of 28 am. which is inadequate for typological identi- 
Seectiich atte, Gee Cn Camas, to wo tengity Gxgenten equ Gemeente 

and vessel form. Variations in paste and color suggest that at least nine 

| wessels are represented by the sherds. At present, we are unable to 

place them precisely within the Caddoan tradition. The provenience of the 

-  gherds is given below. 

A. Square Level A Square Level 

82 0:5 top 2.5° 320 1:4 8 

223 0:6 7 140 1:3 4 

457 0:4 9 564 1:6 13 

460 0:4 ll 454 2:4 ll 

457 0:4 9 ssi 1:4 12 :
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NEOSHO FOCUS POTTERY, 

j "Two pottery types, Woodward Plain end Neosho Punctate, have 

Cae geuiliinetp Gnacethee ant cantgues to Ge Genthe Sess. The undecor- 

ated variety, Woodward Plain, was described by Robert L. Hall (1951: 19-21) 

im connection with his anslysis of the ceramic levels of the two Smith Site 

bluff shelters (D1-55 and Dl-42). The second type, Neosho Punctate, has 

5 - been used in archaeological literature (Baerreis, 1951: Plate III; Bell 

and Baerreis, 1951: Plate 13,) but a formal type description was not pre- 

pared until 1952 when one was presented to a conference on Caddoan Cera- 

mics held at the University of Oklahoma. These two type descriptions _ 

have been used as a point of departure in the analysis of the shell tempered 

ceramics at DI-47. 

The analysis, however, has proceeded with an awareness of — 

eral problems that arise f~-om the distribution of shell tempered pottery 

in eastern Oklahoma. It is clear that shell tempered pottery is char- 

acteristic of the Fulton Aspect in the region and that it is possible, though 

not yet adequately demonstrated by site analysis, that shell tempered pot- : 

tery is also to be found on the earlier Gibson Aspect horizon. Since the 

type name Woodward Plain has been proposed, it has been applied to shell 

tempered pottery from several sites in this region. In all instances it is 

not clear that the assignment of the name implies that essentially identi- 

cal ceramic complexes are present in the sites under consideration (i.e., 

identical to the extent that there is no question but that ceramic com- 

plexes with direct historic relationships are under consideration) or whether 

the name Woodward Plain is simply being applied to a generally similar 

shell tempered fabric. In the latter instance, the use of the name Wood- 

5 ward Plain would have no more significance than the retention of the
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: tubric, shell tempered pottery. This would, we feel, be a misuse of 

the concept of pottery type as we have visualized it. We should like to 

restrict the use of the term Woodward Plain to a precise complex of 

ceramic traits and only apply it in those instances where a similar com- 

plex of traits is present. The use of shell temper and firing under . 

oxidizing conditions are not adequate sorting criteria for assignment 

: to this ceramic complex. Such traits are too widespread and can easily 

be found in unrelated ceramic complexes. It is obvious, therefore, that 

attributes of vessel shape, vessel size, and appendages must be used with 

considerable precision to determine whether two ceramic complexes are re- 

lated or not. Up to the present time such comparisons would have been 

virtually impossible since only the sample described for the Smith Sites 

by Hall has been available. This situation, however, we hope to remedy by 

~_ series of sites now being analyzed. 

Although we have urged caution in extending the name Woodward 

Plain to the general series of shell tempered pottery to be found in sites 

in Eastern Oklahoma, we also recognize that it may be found proper to do 

so. The extension of the name to the widely distributed pottery in the 

eastern part of the state, however, would then imply that such pottery is 

derived from a common source and is indicative of cultural relationships 

i within the area. Such a conclusion, if it is reached, will be an important 

step toward an understanding of the prehistory of the region.
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Woodward Plein 

Since the type description for Woodward Plain as prepared by 

Robert L. Hall forms a point of departure for our analysis, we have repro- 

duced # modified version of his description below. The modifications made 
consist of the deletion of s small series of decorated sherds which we 

would place in the category Neosho Punctate. . 

TYPE MATERIAL: 463 sherds including rim sherds of an estimated original 

series of 29 vessels and basal portions of an estimated 13 vessels. 

PASTE: ; 

Method of manufacture. Coiling is to be inferred from the direction- 

tates of fractures, the appearance of the fracture edges, and the or- 

fentation of individual flakes of temper when viewed in a vertical 

fracture. : 

Tempering. Particles of crushed clam shell up to 2 mm. in diameter 

with an occasional inclusion of 3 mm. diameter make up a possible 

third of the bulk of some vessels but usually fall considerably short 

of this proportion. No exact physical determination of percentage of 

aplastic to plustic was attempted. Leaching was minimal, accounting for 

the pocking of a few sherds. 

Hardness. Ranging above 3.0 (Mohs scale). A compact, enoothed sur- 

face easily abrades both silver coins and copper pennies (hardness 

3.0). 

Color. Surface, light buff ranging to orange-brown or dark grey with 

firing clouds. A sherd may have a slaty core with inner and outer 

vessel surfaces reddish or may be uniformly reddish or dark. 

SURFACE FINiSH: ' 

Modifications. Interior and exterior smoothed but never polished.
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Tempering is typically visible on both surfaces. 

‘ FORM: 

‘Bim. Unthickened, sometimes tapering slightly. Rim curvature as seen 

im vertical section suggests three categories of rim form; a) incurving, 

b) flaring, ¢) recurved. 

Lip. Both flattened and rounded. 

: Body. Gach caattan Waste end Gnugne-Retiad, ghetuher weatehe a 

= found, the latter accounting for all of the class "C" (recurved) rims 

and many of class "A" (incurving). 

Base. All sherd sections identifiable as bases were flat. One vessel 

"may have had a round bottom, though this can only be inferred from the 

projected curvature of the shoulder area. 

Thickness. 4 mm. to 15 mm. for vessel walls, varying with over-all 

vessel size between 6 and 10 mm. in the shoulder region, with the 

greatest thickness confined to the areas of juncture of vessel base and 

wall. One base has a thickness of 20 m. 

Vessel diameters. 21 to 45 cm. for four olla forms, measurements 

taken in the shoulder regions; 22 to 31 cm. for three bowl forms, 

measurements taken at shoulder or rim, whichever was widest. 

Appendages. Limited to strap handles, tabs rising from the rim, and 

conical nodes applied to vessel wall. Four handles were found, three 

from D1SmII (D1-42) and one from DISmI (D1-55), uh ein : 

@ different vessel. Handles when present were probably to be found 

only two to a vessel, sometimes but not always riveted, and set high on 

the rim footing on the lip. (Hall, 1951: 19-21)
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Woodverd Plein from D1-67 

' We have discussed the distribution of Woodward Plain at D1-47 in 

terms of « series of vessel shapes. First to be treated are the bowls 

which are subdivided into the following shape categories: 

Category A. The walls of the bowl are convex sided and are close 

to vertical near the orifice or slant inward to create a decrease in maximum 

| diameter as one approaches the orifice. ; 

Category B. The maximum diameter is clearly at the orifice with 

a marked contraction in diameter beginning immediately below it. This 

"  eategory may be further subdivided into a form (Bl) with straight-sided 

walls and (B2) with convex-sided walls. i 

Category C. Unlike categories A and B which represent a simple 

bowl form, Category C has a composite profile consisting of a short ver- : 

tical rim above the contracting body. 

‘ A separate category has also been established for a series of 

small bowls. Categories A through C in all probability have a flat base 

since this is the only form represented in the shell tempered ceramics from 

the site. Such bases as are present, however, are not appropriate for the 

small bowl category which may well have a rounded basal section. 

Woodward Plain - Bowl, Category A 

Five rim sherds are placed in this category. One is a composite 

sherd formed by matching rim sherd #'s 41 and 86, together with a body 

sherd numbered # 41. The reminder are single sherds and of the total of 

: five sherds or vessel sections thus produced, all seem to represent different 

vessels. One rim, # 202, because of the presence of vertical lip tabs is 

cus eo 0 Qantas emmemy 8 Camgmy 6.



Category A Rim Sherds 

Thickness Lip Diameter 
— Ser ws ip) fom Orifice 
457 0:4 9 5 mm. round 14 em. 

139 1:5 4 _ S- flat 46 (2) cm. 

202286 ‘ 5 mm. round 20 em. 
456 2:5 7 6 om. flat -- 

41 On 3 6 mm. flat 22 em. 

86 0:2 top 2.5' (sherd attaches to # 41) 

The diameter of the bowl when computed for sherd # 139 is 

46 cm., the curvature being remarkably slight. Since the portion of the 

rim preserved is only 65 mm. in length, it is, of course, possible that 

the curvature was not uniform throughout the entire diameter of the orifice. 

Specimen # 202 represents a variant of the bowl form in that 

the lip bears two triangular lip tabs (13 mm. at the base and 4 mm. high) 

placed vertically on the lip. They are spaced (center to center) 22 mm. 

apart. —— ee 

possible to determine whether these are continuous for the entire rim or not. 

y No specific discussion of temper, hardness or texture is pre- 

sented for the various vessel categories unless these differ markedly 

from the general description of the type. :
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Pigure 114. Category A bowls, Woodward Plain.



Necdvard Plain - Devi, Category 8 
A mach Larger series of rims fit in Category B which is essentially 

| characterized as 4 vessel with, « much sharper contraction in vessel wall 
| toward the base, the contraction beginning imediately below the orifice. 
. Two subdivisions are made on the basis of form into those having nearly 

straight walls (Bl) and those with markedly convex walls (B2). The 

| qttributes of straight or convex walls are determined by placing « straight- 
: edge upon the vessel wall, not simply by inspection. Where the amount of 

_ curvature does not exceed 1-2 mm. in a 5 cm. length, the rim is placed in 

the straight category since visually it has that appearance. 

: —— 

roughened or brushed surface. The striations, in the rim area, are gen- 

erally vertical and range from relatively coarse to fine. One of the rims 

with fine striations (# 331) has these superimposed in such a fashion that 

they suggest or simulate a fabric impression. The detail, however, is not 

sufficiently clear to permit a firm identification. Rims with coarser stri- 

ations on the exterior also tend to have horizontal smoothing marks or 

striations on the interior. 

The dimensions, location and other attributes of the Category B 

sherds are given on the following table. :
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Category B Rim Sherds : 

Thickness Diameter Lip Rim 

#. Square Level (lip) _ Orifice Form Form Surface 

147 0:2 top 2.5' 5 mm. 20 cm. round Bl smooth 

196) 2:2 6 4m. aoe round Bil smooth 

557 1:6 12 4m. 22 cm. round B81 smooth 

8 02:3 7 8 m. 36 em. flat Bl smooth 2 

39 (0:3 6 4 om. --- round Bl brushed 

. mo 9 4 mm. --- round Bl brushed 

20 «0:7: ~© top 2.5' 5 mm. 20 cm. round Bl brushed 

ie A22-1 2:1 ll 5 mm. 30 cm. flat Bl smooth 

- - o-oo Coe mes —— ee 

556 2:3 14 5 om. --- flat B2 smooth 

i" 399 O:4° #2310 6 mm. 20 cm. round 82 smooth : 

12 1:4 4 7 =. 15 cm. round 82 smooth 

m= 1 #8 © ? =. oe round 82 smooth 

; 543 2:2 13 6 mm. 15 cm. round 82 smooth 

75 Top 2.5' 0 row 6 am. 22 cm. round 82 smooth 

‘397 0:7 ll (joins # 75) 

‘ 213 2:4 6 (5 mm.) 20 cm. horizontal tabs on lip; B2 

84 6 (8 mm.) --- horigontal tabs on lip; B2 

‘ j Specimen # 12 represents sections of a vessel presently consisting : 

of two large rim sherds, each formed by joining two individuel rim sherds 

and one having in eddition three body sherds attached to it. The form, | 

paste, and texture suggest that specimens # 372 and 543 may be of this 

same vessel despite their markedly different location. 

Specimens # 213 and 84 comprise a distinct variant in that they
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. have @ series of lip tabs projecting nearly horigontally from a slightly 

flattened lip. In specimen # 213 two contiguous tabs, 16 mm. in width, 

are present on the section of rim available. It cannot be determined whether 

these continue around the entire rim or are placed in groups. In speci- 

Gen @ GA, only 0 ciaglc ctatior tad te found on 0 short rin section. Pre- 

sumably multiple tabs were originally present. 

Pg : Attention should be paid to the rim profile of specimen 

A22-1 which is classified as a Bl rim. The top 8 mm. of the rim are 

straight sided but below this a marked curvature is present. Two vessel 

forms may be present in this bowl category -- one with straight sides con- 

tinuing to a flat base and a second having a combination of straight and 

convex sides. 

“ 4 

3 

2 
. . 

e #213 0 
ca. 

» ¢ 84 

Figure 115. Rim profiles of Category B2 bowls with horizontal lip tabs.
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Figure 116. Rim profiles of 

Category Bl bowls. 
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cag a ee 

a 1 ae 

A single rim sherd (@ 565 found in square 1:4 at level 13) is 

placed in Category C. The form appears to be a composite one in that 

there is a roughly vertical rim 38 mm. in height, below which the bowl con- 

tracts sharply to the base. The lip is rounded and has a thickness of 

: 4 mm. It is unfortunate that the rim is a rather small one which does 

not permit vessel reconstruction with great precision. 

3 

: 1 i 6 

0 : 

: cn. 

Figure 118. Rim profile of Category C bowl, Woodward Plain. 

. ' 5
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| Woodvard Plain - small Bovis 
We have placed a series of rim sherds derived from small vessels 

in a separate bewl category. In their form attributes they are similar 

to the Category A rim having convex sided walls that are nearly vertical 

or slent tmvard. Mowever, so flat bases of « sise appropriate for these 

small vessels were located so that it is possible that they might have a 

rounded basal section. 
Thickness Diameter Lip 

aA. Square Level (lip) Orifice § Form 

556 2:3 14 3 mm. ‘wile flat 

697 test pit 2 mm. 6 om. round 

459 0:6 10 3 mm. wie : flat (polished) 

: 543 eas \ 5 mm. 6 cm. round : 

202 2:6 6 5 mm. 6 cm. round 

314 2:7 . 3 mm. 7 ca. round : 

: 202 2:6 6 (joins rim # 314) 

: 318 2:3 7 (joins rims # 314 and 202) 

Of the above specimens, # 459 with a smooth, slightly polished 

; black surface, is somewhat deviant from the general characteristics of 

Woodward Plain. It is, however, tempered with a fine shell though some- 

what more compact than normal because of the small size of the temper. If 

it were not evident from the number of other sherds derived from small ves- 

sels, it would be tempting to place this sherd in a Caddoan category.
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Unclassified Bowl Rime, Woodverd Plain 
_  & series of rim sherds, sufficiently large to determine that they : 

are derived from bowls, but with an inadequate portion of the lip pre- 

sent to permit precise orientation of the sherd are placed in this cate- 

gory. Provenience, lip form and thickness are given in the table below. 

+  Sausre Level Lipform = Thickness (ip) : 
: 140 1:3 4 flat 5 mm. 

336 2:2 ll flat 5 am. : 

139 1:5 4 flat 5 mm. 

150 0:2 6 round 5 mm. 

323 2:5 8 round S mm. 

Woodward Plein, Jar Forme 

: We have subdivided the jars into a series of lettered form cate- 

gories comparable to the procedure followed with the bowls. The form 

categories take into consideration both the height, curvature, and dis- 

tinctiveness of the rim as well as the definition of the shoulder area | 

below the rim. The characteristic jar form of Woodward Plain appears to . 

have a proportionately broad orifice which is but slightly smaller than 

the maximum diameter of the vessel. The rim itself is joined to the 

shoulder by a gentle curvature and in no instance was there a sharp line 

of juncture between the a and shoulder area. Jars are rarely equipped 

with vertical lip tabs, as found on bowls, and occasionally have strap 

handles.
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ff la —_— tential. A single sherd (# 450) was provided with « strap 

fH auase Laws Lip ore Thickness (i) Stier 
72 86 9 flat om. 18 cm. 

46937 9 flat 6m, -- 

450 (0:6 9 round —_ 16 ea. 
142 1:3 3 flat 4m. 32 cm. 

-— -— flet . 8m, - 

85. @2) 0:6 =—s top 2.5" round 6 um. 26 cm. 

ase 6 flat 5 mm. 12 em. 

a ow 6 flat 6 m. - 

39:3 > flat 6 mm. -- 

22> - 6 flat 4m. 24 em. 

; 221 0:5 7 flat 6 mm. 18 cm. 

; 211 1:4 5 round 7 =m. oe 

SS ee 20 cm. 

— © flat 5 mm. - 

S51 2 flat 6 mm. 20 cn.
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( cid @ # 142 

a #373 
j e # 450 

b # 449 \ 

\ k # 221 

s # 84 : 

: £ #85 i #39 
e # 142 j # 232 

h # 84 

4 

3 

2 

m # 147 1 

o # 551 
n # 401 . 0 

1 #2211 cm. 

q #85 r #12 

Figure 120. Rim profiles of 

Woodward Plain, Jar Category A. 
f p # 460
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Mecdverd Plein, Jer Category B 
We may contrast this Jar category with the preceding one by 

stressing the presence of a short rim, either vertical or slightly flared. 

In contrasting the height of the rim area, Category B ranges from 12 and 

14 mm. where it is distinctly demarcated, in contrast to 18-31 mm in Cate- 

gory A. The B form also includes rims that are generally inslanting though 

these latter also turn vertically immediately at the orifice as can be seen 

from the rim profiles (Figure 121). Category B rims are tabulated below. 

‘Diameter é 
Square Level Lip Form Thickness (lip) Orifice 

697 test pit flat 4 om, 20 cm. 

203 1:4 6 flat 5 mm. 24 cm. 

196 2:2 6 round 4 om. 20 cm. 

197 2:2 7 (joins # 196) 

448 0:4 8 round 5 mm. 20 cm. 

450 0:4 9 (Joins # 448) 

:. - 6 round 6 mm. ) 22 em. 

560 1:4 15 (joins # 8) 

325 1:6 7 round 6 mm. -- 

a 7 round 4 om. -- 

Specimen # 325 is equipped with two vertical rim tabs which are 

triangular in outline (19 mm. at base, 9 mm. in height) which may continue 

around the circumference of the vessel. Specimen # 697 appears to have 

been originally equipped with a handle but presently only the riveted sec- 

tion at the base remains. Aside from the rim sherds listed as actually joining 

in the table above, it cannot be determined whether additional sherds are : 

derived from the same vessel.
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Figure 121. Rim profiles, Woodward Plain, Jar Category B.
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Woodward Plein, Jaz Category C 

While Jar Category B includes sherds possessing 2 moderate amount 

of flare, it is specifically characterized by a rim that is of very slight 

height. Jar Category C is designed to accomodate the flaring rim of some- 

what greater height. Like Categories A and B, the shoulder does not extend 

greatly beyond the orifice diameter and the angle formed by the shoulder 

area with a horizontal plane is greater than 45 degrees. Only two rims are 

. placed in the category with certainty. One (# 144) was originally equipped 

with a strap handle, 25 mm. in width, only the base now remaining. : : 

Rim # 331 probably falls within this category since the rim is high 

and flaring. Since the shoulder area is missing, it is possible that the 

sherd may belong in Category D. : 

; Diameter 

144 1:4 4 flat 5 mm. 16 cm. 

209 1:5 5 round 3 mm. 20 cm. 

331 2:4 9 round 4 um. 20 cm. 

t * 
4 

3 

2 

1 

z e 

e #331 cm. 

b # 209 

a # 441 

Figure 122. Rim Profiles, Woodward Plain, Jar C.
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Like the preceding category, D possesses a flaring rim of substantial 

height but in addition has a well demarcated shoulder area which appears to 

form less than a 45 degree angle with a horizontal plane. The vessel form 

represented seems to fall outside the normal range of the jars of Woodward : 

Plain. Two rims are present in the category (# 450 from square 0:4, level 9 

and # 84 from square 2:4, level 6) but both are clearly from the same vessel. 

The lip is flat and 5 mm. in width but the wall thickness rapidly expands 

to 10 mm. at the juncture of rim and shoulder. 

~ 4 = 

3 

“« . 

1 

4 0 
cm. 

a ¢ 8&4 bd # 450 : 

Figure 123. Rim profiles, Woodward Plain, Jar D.
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Woodward Plain, Miniature Jar 

A smal! jar, # 324, was found in squ:-e 1:6 at level 8. It is crudely 

made from a lump of clay and has the paste and surface finish of Woodward 

Plain. The form may approximate that of jar Category B but with a sharply 

demarcated shoulder area. While the base is broken, the lower section be- 

ing missing, it was clearly flat. The small jar is 54 mm. in height at 

present, and hes a maximum diameter of 60 am.- 

4 

3 : 

2 

i 

" . 0 : 

cm. 

Figure 124. Miniature Jar, Woodward Plain.
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In addition to the jar sherds previously listed, there is a small 

group too small in size to permit accurate alignment. These sherds are tabu- 

lated below. One other feature which may be noted for the general jar 

category is that three rims have strap handles. 

clei. Square, = _Levell_ hip Form_ 

39 3 6 round 

42 — . 6 round 

= 1:2 -. round 

314 2:7 7 ; ? 

372 2:1 10 flat 

445 is? 8 flat 

Woodward Plain, Unclassified Rims 

We have refrained from classifying as jars or bowls the follow- 
= * 

ing rim sherds which, in general, are too small to permit precise orienta- 

tion. ‘ 

4 (2) 1:3 3 326 2:3 9 
‘ 6 aa 5 328 asS 8 d 

39 0:3 : ii@ 336 232 lL 
44 tC; 3 373 2:1 9 : 
87 0:1 top 2.5' 396 0:5 ll : 

-140 (2) as3 4 401 (2) 0:7 10 

143 1:2 2 _ 450 (2) 0:4 9 
147 0:2 top 2.5' 543 2:2 13 

e 151 1:6 5 548 2:5 10 
196 (2) 2:2 6 549 1:6 10 

203 1:4 6 557 1:6 12 
206 1:6 6 637 0:5 14 
209 1:5 5 
211 1:4 5 
214 1:3 6 
316 2:4 7
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A totel of 33 rims are tabulated on the list above. The number of 

distinct rims is reduced to 30 by sherd mending and in addition two sherds 

are so similar in color, paste and texture that they doubtless derive from 

the same vessel. Making use of the reduced number, we find the following : 

attributes in the group. 19 of the rims have rounded lips, the remainder 

being flattened. ‘Two rim sherds (# 211 and # 549) bear vertical, tri- : 

angular lip tabs. No distinctive features can be noted on the remaining 

sherds. : 

: Neosho Punctete 

In the earlier description of the Neosho Punctate type, previously 

cited, the type was essentially characterized as representing the decora- 

_ tive variant of Queteane Plain. In paste and surface finish characteris- 

tics, therefore, no essential differences were noted. However, it should be 

stated that in both Woodward Plain and Neosho Punctate at D1-47, sparse : 

+ amounts of grit are occasionally found in conjunction with the shell temper. 

In describing the characteristics of the Neosho Punctate sherds and re- 

stored vessels at D1-47, an attempt will be made to place them in the same 

vessel categories so that the similarities in form between the two pottery 

types will be more sharply revealed. Comparison is restricted, however, 

by the size of the sample since only twenty-nine rims and thirty-three body 

sherds of this type were present at Dl-47, the frequency being substantially 

lower than that for Woodward Plain as judged by the number of rim sherds.
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: Neosho P Bowl ; 

ALL of the sherds and vessel sections from bowls at Dl-47 have 

markedly convex sides and would be comparable to the Category A bowl 

of Woodward Plain. till euiintes 0nk't ch ak Ween © te ete 

: Punctate sample and it may be of considerable importance in the understanding 

of the growth and development of this pottery type if these varieties are 

consistently absent at other components. 

A substantial number of the bowl sherds appear to represent a 

single vessel. This vessel is characterized by a markedly convex wall 

which at a point about 55 mm. below the lip begins a more straight contrac- 

, tion to the base. The vessel is decorated by diagonal notches on the lip 

(2-3 mm. in width), by a series of rounded nodes (12 mm. in diameter) spaced 

as a continuous band about 35 mm. apart and placed 40 mm. below the 

lip, and by groups of paired, rounded triangular lip tabs (26 mm. at base, 

: 7 mm. in height) placed in a nearly horizontal position on the rim. The lip 

tabs are comparable to some described in che Woodward Plain series’ and may © 

indicate that these too were clustered in a similar fashion. The paste is 

compact with shell temper and a hardness of 3.5. The surface color is reddish 

with blackened fire mottling in areas. The wall thickness is a uniform 

5 mm. and the diameter of the vessel at the orifice is 24 cm. The follow- 

ing sherds, or mended vessel sections, are assigned ew this vessel: 

— Square Level 

372 2:1 10 (rim) : 

336 232 ll (body sherd; attaches to 372 above) ‘ 

| 10 (body sherd; attaches to 336 above) :



+ = 
: a 26 6 (two rim sherds and one body sherd) 

325 1:6 7 (rim sherd) 

317 a8 ? (3 body sherds; attaches to 325 above) 
141 1:6 4 (1 body sherd; attaches to 325 above) 

| 452. 2:1 13 (1 rim sherd) 

196 2:2 6 (1 rim sherd) : 

One additional rim sherd (# 202 from square 2:6, level 6) has a 

similar rim curvature to the vessel described above and also bears diagonal 

notches on the lip. The notches, however, are somewhat bolder (4 mm. in 

width) and more deeply placed on the lip. It ie seouned it represents a 

different vessel. é 

Only one additional vessel section can be placed in the bowl 

category. This section is formed by a rim (# 314) found in square 2:7, 

level 7 and one (# 313) found in square 1:1, level 6, together with an ad- 

ditional body sherd from this same location. Surface color varies from a — 

dark red to a bright orange and grey suggesting that portions were refired. 

The wall of the bowl has a uniform convex curvature and the rim slants in- 

ward slightly. Wall thickness is 5 mm. at the lip and increases gradually 

to 6 mm. The diameter of the orifice is computed as 24 cm. The decoration 

is confined to a series of punctate impressions on the lip, placed parallel 

to the wall curvature. The instrument by which the punctate impressions 

| were executed is hollow (reed or bone ?) leaving a node in the center of the 

Z jabbed imprint. : : :
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: Figure 125. Neosho Punctate bowls.
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Neosho Punctete, Jars 

Both categories of jars, A and B, as described for Woodward 
Plain, are present in the Neosho Punctate series. The rims, grouped so far 

as possible according to vessels, are described below. 

: ‘ Neosho Punet Jar A 

# 632, 631, 563, 205, 40 from 1:7, level 6; 1:7, level 9; 1:8, 

level 6; 1:8, level 5; 1:7, level 3, (two rim sherds and five body sherds) 

constitute a jar with a rim which is vertical. The orifice diameter is 14 cm. 

The decoration consists of fine (3 mm. wide) punctates which are across the 

lip and opposed diagonal bands of parallel incised lines placed on the rim ok 

and upper shoulder. A strap handle, somewhat approaching a loop handle in its 

thickness (width 14 mm.; thickness 8 mm.) and with a rather rectangular long-. 

itudinal section is attached at the lip and rivited into the rim. 

#5 (1:7, level 6) has a carelessly executed decoration similarly 

composed of diagonaliy opposed bands of parallel incised lines. The lip, 

however, is flattened and undecorated. 

# 316 (2:4, level 7) has fine (3 mm. wide, 8 mm. long) elliptical : 

punctates placed on the lip, parallel to the vessel wall, and in an undu- 

lating ‘band on the rim. The band on the rim consists of three parallel 

rows of punctates with a fourth row bordering these and placed and a right 

angle to them. : 

F # 209 (1:5, level 5) has broad (4 mm. wide) wedge-shaped punctate 

impressions on the lip, parallel to the vessel wall, and a diagonal band of 

broad incised lines paralleled by punctate impressions on the rim. The 

rim, as in the preceding example, contracts inward. 

# 219 (1:3, level 5) is a small sherd but evidently similar in form :
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to the preceding examples. The lip bears diagonal notches and a punctate 

decoration is present on the lower portion of the rim though not enough _ 

| is present to determine the pattern. 

# 207 (2:5, level 6), @ final sherd of similar form, bears only 

a decoration of diagonal punctate impressions on the lip. 

The group of Jar A rims are similar in paste and surface finish 

characteristics to Woodward Plain. Wall. thickness at the lip ranges be- - 

tween 5 and 6 m., with a similar wall thickness maintained in other areas. 

Sherds of this group are illustrated by Figures 126 and 127. 

Neosho Punctate, Jar B 

# 152 (1:7, level 5) has as a decoration only diagonal notches 

across the lip. 

# 317 (2:6, level 7) bears an angular decoration of broad (3 mm.) 

incised lines bordered by irregular punctates on the rim with similar punc- 

tate impressions on the inner portion of the lip. 

# 257 (2:6, level 7) bears punctate impressions — lip, 

: rece the vessel wall, and horizontal bands of similar punctate impres- 

sions placed on the rim 12 mm. below the lip. 

# 196 (2:2, level 6) has a decoration confined to diagonal notches 

across the lip. Diameter at orifice is estimated as 18 cm. 

As in the preceding group, paste and surface finish characteristics 

as well as vessel shape are similar to Woodward Plain pottery. Wall thickness 

is uniformly 5 mm. Sherds of Jar B form are illustrated in Figure 128.
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Figure 126. Neosho Punctate, Jar Category A.
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Figure 127. Neosho Punctate, 

Jar Category A. 
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Figure 129. Neosho Punctate, unclassified form.
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Additional Neosho Punctate Rims (Figure 129) , 

The following rim sherds, bearing decorations similar in character 

to other Neosho Punctate sherds, are too small to permit proper alignment to 

determine vessel form. 

+ ‘Square Level Decoration 
333 2:5 7 diagonal punctate impressions on lip mae 

3332s ? Lengitadinsl gunceats tapensstinns an itp 

320 1:4 8 incised lines on rim; flat, undecorated lip 

456 2:5 7 incised lines and parallel punctates on rim; 

flat undecorated lip. pe g 

397 0:7 ll longitudinal punctate impressions on lip 

694 1:8 2 same as # 397, perhaps same vessel. 

: 314 02:7 7 longitudinal punctate impressions on lip 

i 314 2:7 7 opposed bands of fine incised lines on rim 

Neosho Punctate Body Sherds 
: Because of the presence of a decoration, some body sherds of the 

type Neosho Punctate can be isolated although in other characteristics they 

would be similar to those of Woodward:Plain. The group is tabulated below 

with comments on decoration given. 

—# Square level Decoration 

a 4 fine incised lines 

19 1:6 3 incised lines bordered by punctate area 

44 1:5 3 broadly spaced, parallel incised lines 

: a“ Ss 3 nearly obscured incised lines. 

141 1:6 a double row of punctates bordering incised lines 

202 2:6 6 two applied nodes 

202 2:6 6 zone of parallel incised lines tenteres by line 

202 2:6 6 broadly spaced incised lines
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2 Savare Level Decoration : 
202 2:6 6 lee incised lines at right angle to incised 

202 2:6 6 parallel incised lines 

: 204 2:6 5 incised lines 

A 205 1:7 6 portion of applied node 

208 1:5 6 zone of parallel punctates 

209 1:5 5 parallel incised lines 

210 2:7 6 incised line bordered by punctates 

210 2:7 é incised lines alternating with punctates 

219 1:3 5 punctate impression 

314 (2) 2:7 7 incised lines alternating with punctates (pro- 
bably same vessel as # 210) 

316 2:4 7 parallel incised lines 

317 2:6 7 punctate impressions 

318 2:3 - punctate impressions (joins # 219) 

320 1:4 8 2 parallel rows of diagonal punctate impressions 

320 1:4 8 opposed diagonal tines 

321 2:3 8 faint incised lines 

326 2:3 9 strap handle, 27 mm. wide, attached by riveting 
technique and bearing wedge-shaped punctate im 

: pressions 

: 333 2:5 7 incised line 

445 0:5 8 fine incised lines 

560 1:4 15 incised lines 

561 1:4 14 parallel incised lines (probably same vessel as 
# 316) 

564 1:6 _. parallel incised lines 

631 1:8 5 fine incised lines 

636 (2) 2:8 a incised lines
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Figure 130. Neosho Punctate body sherds.
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Unclassified Poctery 
A group of six sherds bear deep bald lines engraved on the surface 

in a rough diamond shaped pattern. Se panes ant qostene finish characteris- 

ties they resemble the Woodward Plain-Neosho Punctate types. On two sherds 

similar engraving appears on the interior surface as well as the exterior, 

suggesting that it might have been accomplished after the breakage of the 

vessel. Four sherds (# 206; square 1:6 at level 6) fit together while two 

sherds of location # 205 (square 1:7, ievel 6) fit a sherd # 204 (square 

2:6, level 5). 

F One rim sherd with an inward slanting rim (Jar category A) with 

thick wells (9 mm.) and a round lip has very fine engraved or incised li:es : 

on the surface. While the paste is similar to Woodward Plain-Neosho Punctate, 

the pattern of decoration is aberrant for the type Neosho Punctate. The 

specimen, # 637, is from square 0:5 at level 14. 

A small sherd, # 223, could either be derived from a miniature jar 

or perhaps from a pipe bowl. The original diameter would perhaps be close 

to 45 mm., and the nearly vertical walls have a thickness of 7 mm. The 

surface is irregular though roughly smoothed. Essentially the sherd lacks 

temper ont has been fired to a reddish brown color. The specimen is from ‘ 

square 0:6 at level 7. Another sherd, # 310, seemingly from a rounded basal 

area is essentiakly of the same texture and surface finish. This specimen is 

from square 1:4, level 7. os 

*
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Shell Tempered Basal Sherds 

; Mineteen sherds are parts of bases or bases and sections of walls. 

All ore flet nd ciresiar in outline. The diameter of the thirteen measur- 

able bases ranges between 6 and 12 cm., with an average of 8.6 cm. 

Base thickness for 11 sherds ranges between 5 and 14 mm. with an average of 

; 8.3mm. ; 

One basal sherd (#'s 314, 311, 196, 373) is deviant in shape, tem- 

per and thickness. While shell tempered, the temper is fine and sparse. The 

ease punper Go concere cather then Ghat on ta other tasteneee. The surface 

4s slightly polished and the thickness of both walls and base is 5 mm. 

Fifteen sherds are sections of the walls of vessels tuuadtennty 

adjacent to the base with a small section of the flat base present. These, 

together with the preceding group, would provide us with a total of 34 flat 

. bases (eliminating all instances in which sierds match and fit together). 

This number is quite small when the total number of distinct vessels as re- 

cognized by rim sherds is computed--a number which probably is in excess of 

one ay Either many portions of flat bases were not recognized or some 

of the vessels of Woodward Plain and Neosho Punctate have globular bodies 

with a continuous curvature through the basal area. 

: Shell Tempered Body Sherds 
"982 sherds belong to vessels of Woodward Plain or Neosho Punctate 

types. Of this group 418 have shell temper which ranges in size from fine 

to medium end is present in sparse to moderate amounts. The remaining 

sherds have slight amounts of grit present. Since in most instances the grit 

could only be seen in fresh breaks or under high magnification, much of it 

may represent an accidental inclusion in the clay. Some, however, appears e 

to have been deliberately added in conjunction with the shell temper. Grit
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is present in conjunction with shell in the rim sherds of both Woodward 

Plain and Neosho Punctate. An analysis of the vertical distribution of the 

two varieties of temper, however, shoved no significant difference. ‘Twenty- ‘ 

eight of the body sherds have a brushed surface similar to that noted on rim 

sherds of Woodward Plain bowls. 

Wall thickness was aeasured on 0 total of S22 of the body sherds. : 

Sherds with only one surface present were excluded from this series. The 

following tables indicate the frequency, range, and mean thickness of 

sherds with a brushed surface, and those with a smooth surface. 

Brushed Surface, Shell Tempered Sherds 

x=. ae fx. 

4 _s — . 

5 7 | 35 

6 8 48 mean 5.86 

? 3 21 

5 5 40 

Smooth Surface, Shell Tempered Sherds 

i=. A. fx 

4 4s 180 

5 75 375 

6 198 1188 

? 89 623 

B 68 - 

9 : ll 99 
mean 6.26 

10 5 50 

n 2 22 

12 1 12
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: TTL, THE NEOSHO FOCUS CERAMIC COMPLEX 
A question raised initially in connection with the shell tempered 

pottery types was the degree of similarity between the ceramics of D1-47 

and Woodward Plain as defined at the type site by R. L. aM and also the 
nature of the relationships between Woodward Plain and its variant, Neosho 

Punctate. The relationship of Woodward Plain to other shell tempered pot- 

_ tery of the region is alse an unexplored facet. It was previously suggested 

that comparisons of shell tempered pottery would necessarily stress the at- 

tributes of form in view of the lack of distinctiveness of paste and surface 

finish in this broad body of material. : 

In undertaking the quubiemen of the first question, that of the 

similarity of the Smith sites and the Dl-47 ceramics, we have used the Wood- 

ward Plain type material from the Smith sites (Dl-42 and D1-55), originally 

described by R. L. Hall, which has been available for analysis in conjunction 

with the study of the Dl-47 sherds. We have grouped both series of sherds 

into the same vessel form categories previously discussed. The decorated 

pottery from Dl-42 and D1-55 has been classified as Neosho Punctate rather than \ 

as Woodward Plain as in Hall's type description. The results of this classi- 

fication are given in the following table. For this table, the sherd count 

is reduced to a vessel count since this is the manner in which sherds from 

D1-42 and D1-55 were tabulated.
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i Woodward Plain Neosho Punctate 
D1-47 «1-42, 55 Di-47_=Ss D142, 55 

Bowl, CategoryA..... s 5 3 1 

Bowl, Category Bl. .... 8 2 0 2 

: Bowl, Category B2..... 9 3 0 0 

‘(t, Gee... 1 0 0 0 

s Small Bowls. ....... 5 2 0 0 

Unclassified Bowl Rims . . 5 2 0 0 

Ser, CategoryA...... 18 6 1 

Jar, Category B. ..... 7 7 4 0 

Jar, CategoryC. ..... 3 2 0 0 : 

Jar, CategoryD...... 1 0 0 0 

Miniature Jar. ...... 1 0 6 0 

Unclassified Jar Rims. . . 6 3 0 0 

Unclassified Rims. .... 3% o 8 0 

Two major conclusions may be drawn from the above table. First, 

it would appear that the form categories of Woodward Plain at DI-47 are es- 

sentially the same as those upon which the original type description was - 

based. ‘Two additional vessel shape categories (Bowl C and Jar D) present 

Gt BE~4? axe seprocented by 0 ctngle cin tn cach category and cay sinply 

reflect the larger sample size rather than a real difference between samples. 

The second conclusion is that despite the more restricted range of vessel 

forms in Neosho Punctate, in comparison to Woodward Plain, it is highly sig- 

nificant that no new vessel shape categories appeared. The restriction in 

range of vessel form for Neosho Punctate could again be due to the smaller. 

sample sige or alternatively because Neosho Punctate was derived from one 

stage in the development of Woodward Plain (assuming that all vessel forms do ; 

not survive the life of the pottery type). —— D1-47, however, are
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not adequate to determine the existence of any time difference on the basis 

of vertical distribution for vessel form categories. Neither do there appear 

: to be significant changes in the relative proportions of Woodward Plain to 

Neosho Punctate in the vertical levels. We therefore find no evidence to 

GLepeuve the euggection thet Noche Punctate is the decorative variant of 

Woodward Plain and cannot, on the basis of information from D1-47, make any 

suggestions as to the relative time range of the two types. ; 

Since we have stressed the importance of vessel shape as the diagnos- 

tic feature of the ceramic complexes, we have attempted a series of vessel re- 

constructions from the larger rim sherds combined with the series of flat 

bases. The latter give not only the characteristic dimensions of the base, but . 

also the angle at which the vessel wall meets the flat basal area. Those 

for which this reconstruction can be made with reasonable assurance are 

given in Figures 132, through 136 which follow. The hatching on the rim 

profile to the right indicates the extent to which an actual rim was present 

for that particular vesse!. A comparison of the vessel shapes would appear to : 

indicate a basic similarity to the shell —_— pottery of the Searcy com- 

ponent (Beli and Baerreis, 1951: Plate 12), and also that to the Morris site 

(Bell and Fraser, 1952: 230). The range of vessel shape and Gtentuenteneene 

of the dossuanes types of the Fort Coffee Focus (Orr, 1946: Figures 33-34), 

however, are clearly deviant from the ceramic complex of Woodward Plain and 

the associated Neosho Punctate type. We'heve no resson to doubt the identifi- 

cation of Woodward Plain at the Brackett Site, Ck-43 (Bereis , 1955) and the ' 

Smullins site, Ck-44 (Hall, 1954) but the available data on form categories 

do not permit precise comparison. The presence of a water bottle in the 

vessel categories of the Brackett site should be noted as deviating from 

our interpretation of characteristic vessel forms. Woodward Plain as
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‘Adentified at the Sam Site, Lf-28 (Proctor, 1957), also contains deviant 
. attributes. The one vessel described as having a thickened and inward beveled 

Lip (ibid: 76) suggests a distinctive characteristic of ceramics from 

McCurtain County, which also are found with a shell tempered paste. The 

: material listed as “Woodward Plain (Decorated)" (ibid) we would exclude from 

es Ghete dulled an tame ceewstened Geko eye to eotemnetes geen. 

Furthermore, the particular variant of decorated pottery at the Sam Site as 

illustrated in Plate 20, No. 5 of that report does resemble the one un- 

classified vessel from Dl-47 for which Woodland influence was suggested. The 

: LeFlore County variant may indicate the derivation of a similarly de- 

. orated vessel from an alternative source. It may also be a hybrid product 

in this area, for a zoned treatment is common in Gibson Aspect ceramics. In 

any event, the similarities of the shell tempered ceramics at the Sam Site 

to Woodward Plain would seem to require further consideration. The problem of 

the relativnships of the shell tempered pottery briefly touched upon here 

clearly requires further analysis of collections before a resolution of the 

questions raised can be attempted. : 

The above discussion is primarily concerned with the question of 

the identification of Woodward Plain at various Oklahoma sites. If vessel 

——— a 

cultural traditions, there should be differences between such sites. As an 

example of the usefulness of this type of investigation, the shape of the 

pottery vessels from the Oneota Leary Site (Hill and Wedel, 1936) can be 

compared wets the shape of Neosho Focus vessels. In the original summary 

article on the Neosho Focus it was pointed cut that there were similarities in 

design between Neosho Punctate and Oneota pottery, perhaps to be accounted 

for by a migration of peoples into Oklahoma (Bell and Baerreis, 1951: 71).
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Lacy Uhle Glemesten of dhe evtgin of the Recche Beene asd 6 peoctes com 

parison of Neosho Punctate and Oneota pottery for a consideration when more . 

Neosho Focus components are analysed, we can compare the form of the shell 

tempered Neosho Focus pottery with the shell tempered Oneota pottery of the 

Leary Site. Tete aay indicate the tupertance of the conbideretion of veces! 

form in distinguishing between shell tempered pottery complexes. : 

In the report on the Leary site the shell tempered rim sherds were 

grouped into three varieties. The first variety consists of flaring rims, 

those which flare "50° to 75° from the horizontal,” (Hill and Wedel, 1936: 33, 

Pigure 3, a - c) and which comprise 63 percent of the sample. These rims would 

conform to Form Category D as described here. At D1-47 there is one vessel 

of this form while at D1-55 and Dl-42 there are no vessels of this form. 

The second rim variety at Leary, comprising 11 percent of the sample, is 

characterized as a recurved rim, showing a continuous convex curve from neck 

to lip (Hill and Wedel, 1936: 33, Figure 3, d- e). These rims would either 

correspond to Form Category B or C, represented by a total of ten vessels at 

Dl-47 and nine vessels at D1-55, Dl-42. Four percent of the Leary rim sherds 

are classifie¢ as vertical rims, (ibid, 33, Figure 3, f - g) corresponding to | 

Category A. At D1-47, D1-55, and Dl-42 this category makes up the majority 

of the oe. In addition to these differences, the Leary Site pro- 

duced no bowl forms and no flat bases. It is also apparent from the rim 

cross sections illustrated for Leary that the shoulders of the vessels at 

this site are much broader than those from the Oklahoma sites under dis- 

cussion. 

This comparison does indicate that when vessel form is taken into 

consideration rather than an attempt to qualify and quantify the character- 

; istics of the shell temper, differences between otees can readily be seen.
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A more systematic comparison would, of course, be valuable in determining the 

The Problem of Computation of Pottery Semple Size 
It has been mentioned in the text prior to this point that the 

simple enumeration of the number of pottery sherds present presents some 

problems. Should this count be taken on the number of sherds returned to 

Gee tebereneny a0 the mecericl wes cndind to the i684, or on the basis of 

the number of sherds after attempts have been made to fit the sherds to- : 

gether in order to reconstruct vessel shape? Or, as in some reports (e.g., : 

Newell and Krieger, 1949: 75 - 78), on the basis of reconstructed vessel lots, 

_ irrespective of whether the sherds actually fit. There are obvious merits 

te different approaches, but we have been mainly concerned with the question 

of obtaining comparability of figures so that a comparison of percentages 

of types between sites would be based upon figures similarly derived. 

Bvery effort was made to glue together as many sherds from the site as 

possible. Such a procedure would not only give a better understanding of 

the number of vessels present but also provide a means to estimate the 

extent of disturbance at the site and the pattern of deposition of the 

strata which could be seen by plotting the matching sherds. However, 

: it is also clear that the number of matching sherds found would depend on 

the size of the pottery sample to be handled as well as the amount of time 

expended on the effort to match the sherds. These variables cannot be 

controlled from site to site so that our tabulated figures are based upon 

@ reduced number of sherds in which the sherd counts are made after every 

attempt has been made to fit together sherds from the same square and level. 

Where these match and can be glued together they would count as only a 

‘single sherd, It was felt that this matching process could be carried out 

with each container from a single level as the material was cataloged. In
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addition, such matching and gluing would compensat> for rough handling of 
particular containers that could result in additional breakage of sherds 

and hence an erroneously high sherd count. Additional sherds from different 

squares and levels were fitted together and glued wherever possible but 

these are not used to reduce the basic sherd count. The results obtained 

by the different kinds of sherd counts are given in the following table. 

Original Count reduced Count reduced 

sherd by matching by matching 
count from same square from different 

—____ amd_level__..m squares & levels 

Shell tempered body sherds 881 809 763 

Shell tempered basal sherds 40 38 4 

Shell tempered rim sherds 145 133 125 

Caddoan body sherds 18 14 13 

Woodland body sherds 26 23 22 a 

Woodland rim sherds 3 2 2 

As was noted in the discussion above, it is the count from the 

second column that was used for comparative purposes and tabulation in 

the final trait list in this report. In addition, where decoration, paste 

and surface finish also suggest that we are concerned with a single vessel, 

this has been used to reduce the count in the trait list. -
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: It may be questioned whether the relatively small number of 

: Woodland sherds might not similarly reflect cultural contacts between groups 

rather than an early occupation of the shelter by Woodland peoples. Thus | 

(i Reasie Seweke ef Gs chatens cxnte emnpeten 0 eutense of avchatc wes 

which has acquired some ceramic traits. Archaic peoples did make use of 

‘ ghelters. Two sites, D1l-42 and D1-55, located only a few miles from D1-47 

contained a preceramic Archaic occupation in the lowest levels (Wittry, 1952). 

But there are significant differences between the latest Archaic assemblage 

and that assemblage found in the lowest levels of D1-47, a point to be dis- 

cussed later in the final summary of the conclusions. However, the pos- 

sibility of some interaction between a Woodland group and one having shell 

tempered pottery is suggested by the paste characteristics and the shell - 

tempering of some of the Woodland ceramic material. Other sherds are "classic" 

Woodland as seen in northeastern Oklahoma. Furthermore these latter sherds 

appear in the lowest levels of some of the squares suggesting that the earliest 

occupation is by a people having a small quantity of ceramics in their 

cultural complex. In levels slightly above those in which the pure Woodland 

sherds are present, are the Woodland sherds exhibiting paste characteristics 

like Neosho Focus sherds. This situation suggests that in the later portion 

of the span of Woodland occupation, contacts with other groups took place 

and, if correctly perceived, indicates a long survival of the Woodland 

tradition at the site. Senne of the concentration of Woodland ceramics 

in the lowest levels at the site, as opposed to the distribution of Neosho 

Focus ceramics, a distinct Woodland zone is postulated as comprising the 

earliest occupation of the site. 

Using the ceramics as a point of departure, we therefore resolve the 

problem of the interpretation of cultural sequence by the separation of two



horizons in the shelter: (1) an early sone, characterized by the presence 

of Woodland ceramics; and (2) a late zone, evidently a component of the 

Ze Neosho Focus. In plotting the vertical distribution of all sherds by square, 

: we find that there is an overlap between the lowest Neosho Focus sherds and 

the highest Woodland sherds. Under normal circumstances we might expect 

to find a time gap between the Woodland occupation and the later Neosho 

Beene conapepien, 80 we must resolve the question as to whether the over- 

lapping of ceramic traditions is due to mechanical mixing, perhaps the 

( result of excavation precedures, or whether there was an actual contact zone 

and time overlap between the two distinct cultures mentioned, Woodland and 

Neosho Focus. It is clear, of course, that the arbitrary nature of the 

c horizontal four inch levels in which the site was excavated might have re- 

sulted in a mechanical mixing of two cultural zones if these were deposited 

in steeply dipping strata. Such mechanical mixing could have resulted from 

autgies activities also. Mechanical admixture is likely to have taken place 

: in the vicinity of burials which were inserted in the deposit or where pits 

were excavated for other purposes. Such features went unrecognized in the 

course of the excavations. In addition to these processes the deposit un- 

doubtedly suffered some mechanical admixture simply through the occupants 

walking on the surface. The weight of a heel on the loosely consolidated de- 

posit could well bury a stone implement several inches below the surface 

level at which it was originally dropped. Such mechanical admixture would not 

have important consequences in interpreting a deposit consisting of the re- 

: mains of a single cultural tradition of short duration. However, where a 

sequent. occupation of two groups is involved, it may give a false impression 

of continuity and overlapping of types.
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tn view of the dhove considerations end the evidence of overiep 

of ceramic traditions, we have segregated an Intermediate or disturbed zone 

as well as a Woodland zone and a Neosho Focus zone. From a simple plotting 

. of the two ceramic complexes, we can see the relative distribution of the 

Neosho Focus and Woodland complex. In this ceramic distribution, presented i 

in tables on the following two pages, the sherd count utilized is that ; 

obtained after all matching sherds from the same square and level have been 

: glued together. The basis for the segregation of the zones, also indicated 

on the same tables, is discussed below. The upper levels of the deposit are 

regarded as representing the Neosho Focus, based on the distribution of i 

Woodward Plain rim sherds, Neosho Punctate rim and body sherds, and plain 

shell tempered body sherds which probably represent both of the preceding types. 

At the bottom of the ‘eposit are found, almost exclusively, the Woodland 

sherds. These lower levels constitute the Woodland zone. 

For the majority of the squares there is little or no overlap 

between the Woodland and Neosho Focus ceramics. This is true for all squares 

except 1:4 and 2:2. Leaving these squares for later consideration, the 

problem is to establish an intermediate zone, defined as a probable zone ; 

of mechanical mixture of the two cultural complexes. The line of the 

intermediate zone was established in those squares where the two ceramic 

traditions overlapped and was then extended, at the same level, to adjacent 

squares in which this ceramic overlap did not occur. For the most part 

this overlap is confined to two levels (eight inches). The deposit in the . 

second row of squares (2:2 through 2:8), adjacent to the rock wall, is thinner 

than the deposit in the outer row of squares, yet at the same time the arti- 

facts are found at a lower level due to the presence of a sterile zone near 

the surface. In this row the base of the Neosho Focus horizon is taken to
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inelude the following levels: square 2:1, level 11; 2:3 through 2:5, level 10; 

and, 2:6 through 2:8, level 9. The intermediate zone slants upward in 

the latter squares to follow the contours of the sterile base of the shelter. 

Im the second row from the shelter wall (squares 1:1 through 1/8) cultural 

cutachiie teats ot 0 tegen tenet and consequently the zone of overlap 

also begins at a slightly higher level than in the first row. The inter- 

mediate zone begins in square 1:1 through 1:3 at level 11, while in squares 

1:5 and 1:6 it is shifted downward to level 12. In the latter square, 1:6, the 

intermediate zone is increased in thickness to a wonst of twelve inches. 

The presence of Neosho Focus sherds at a lower level in square 1:6 than 

in adjacent squares would appear to indicate some disturbance, but it is 

felt that the slight amount of contamination indicated by the ceramic dis- 

tribution was not sufficiently extensive to warrant the exclusion of the 

group of Neosho Focus artifacts from the analysis. in squares 1:7 and 1:8 

the intermediate zone comprises levels 8 and 9. Here again the level of the 

zone is raised te conform to the contours of the shelter base. 5 

Considerable overlap in the two ceramic complexes is present in 

square 2:2 where Woodland sherds are found in the same levels with those of 

the Neosho Focus between level 6 and level 11. The explanation in this in- 

stance is clear. This is the square in which the large group burial, Burial : 

: 1, was located. The insertion of the burial has clearly disturbed the 

stratigraphy in the square. All of square 2:2 is therefore excluded from the 

stratigraphic enatgate and placed in a disturbed category. It may well be 

that the disturbance caused by the insertion of this burial is also respon- 

sible for the presence of two Neosho Focus sherds in level 14 of square 2:3 

and one Neosho Focus sherd at level 14 in square 1:2. These squares were not 

excluded from the stratigraphic analysis since it was felt that the amount of
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contamination from this source could not have been extensive. While ideally 

Lt would perhaps be best to exclude such squares, the size of the site and 
consequently the size of the sample does not permit this. 

A second area of extensive overlap is to be seen in square 1:4 where 

Woodland and Neosho Focus sherds appear together in levels 7, 9, and 13, 

and where Neosho Focus sherds continue down to level 15, eight inches below 

the lowest Woodland sherd. Examination of the diagram on the following page, 

@ representation of the sherds from different locations which are from the 

same vessel and which have been glued together, aids in the explanation of 

this situation. Here it can be seen that most of these matching sherds 

come from adjacent squares, either from the same or sequent levels, or from 

the same square but from sequent levels. These and the sherds which are as 

much as three levels apart, up to 12”, probably do not indicate disturbance 

in the shelter. But there are also those sherds which are four to seven 

levels apart vertically, and they do indicate disturbance of some sort. : 

However, nearly all these sherds are found in the Neosho Focus zone or in 

this zone and the Intermediate zone. They thus do not indicate that there 

; was much mixture between the Woodlemd and Neosho Focus zone, the zones we are 

using to isolate culture complexes. However, there is one instance where the 

matching sherds do indicate disturbance between the two major zones at the site. 

. This is seen in the sherd from square 1:6, level 6, which matches one from 

square 1:4, level 15. These matching sherds plus the unusual overlap of 

Woodland and Neosho Focus ceramics in this square confirm the presence of 

disturbance. If a pit were dug from level 6 downward, that is, when level 6 

represented the surface of the deposit, it could account for Woodland sherds 

appearing at level 7 and Neosho Focus sherds appearing as deep as level 15.
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Spread out on the gtound surface at that time period and thus divorced from 

its normal context. In order to eliminate as much mixing as possible, the i 

; cateeneh Gupeete tn cquere tv4 teen level 6 Gove to vegeréed os étoeurted 

and so tabulated. 

Using the zones as shown on pages 276 and 277, and as explained in 

the above paragraphs, we have tabulated the artifact frequencies for our 

eultural zones. To the inventory of the Neosho Focus we have also added 

(ap Genie Gand to Gn te 2.F of Ge cee om ot ee Ot Oe 

0:8). Since the cultural deposits of this outer sector clearly dipped 

steeply as the deposits accumulated, it was felt the deeper levels in this 

" geetor were probably culturally mixed.
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Site Inventory by Assigned Cultural Zones 

ol | Neosho Inter- Wood- Disturbed/ 
Focus mediate land Unassigned 

Large projectile points: 

Sep Be. cece tee eevee 3 0 0 3 

ee ee 1 0 4 

De cece tens 8 0 2 t- 

0 es Cera 1 2 0 

a ¢ == 4 

OE ee 3 3 5 1 

Gamted peiete. . 2 2 ss css 1 0 0 1 

DC hi gG ii veaeene 8 0 2 0 

ee 0 1 1 

Wetetme A. ttt te 1 0 0 1 

eee ee ee ee ee 3 2 1 0 

Ee 1 0 1 

2 OOM. ct tO 0 0 0 1 

Unclass. - contracting stem. . . 4 0 0 4 

Unclass. - notched points. .. . 6 0 2 2 

Subtotal - lg. points. ..... 42 : 9 19 31 

Blade fragments, lg. points... 23 7 2 ll 

Point with graver-like tip... 0 0 1 0 : 

a ee ae ee ee 0 . 1 0 

: Unfinished large points. ... . 2 0 0 S
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Site Inventory by Assigned Cultural Zones (continued) 

Neosho Inter-  Wood- Disturbed/ 
Focus mediate land Unassigned 

: Small projectile points: 

Simple triangular... .. 002 7) L ° . 
Lanceolate triangular . . . 7 1 0 1 

Small lanceolate. ..... 1 1 ° 2 

Onslesetfies. . ...~. 2. 13 ° 0 2 : 

Small serrated. ...% .. ss. oO -. - 

Subtotal: small pointe. . . 28 3 0 6 

Chipped stone knives: 

Large ovate-acuminate . . . 0 1 2 ° i 

Large ovate to elliptical . 0 4 1 ° 

Medium ovate-acuminate. . . 1 2 0 3 

With distinct base... . . r 1 4 1 

Unclassified fragments. . . 3 2 3 4 

: Stemmed knife, serrated . . 1 0 0 0 

Core knives: 

Ovate-acuminate ...... 1 4 1 0 

With distinct base. .... 1 , 1 1 . 

ac 6 eek os 4 4 4 6 

Ce 2 .. 2 6 

Eccentric flint...... 1 0 0 oars 

Harshey knife. ...... 1 0 0 0 ; 

Beveled knife fragments . ‘ 0 ° 0 2 

Scrapers: = 

End scraper, Type A-l ... 0 1 0 0 

End scraper, Type B-2.. . 1 0 0 0
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\  @uibemnpientiinenens . 
: Neosho inter- Wood- Disturbed/ 

Focus mediate lend Unassigned 
End scraper, Type B-4 .... 1 1 oe 2 

End scraper, Type C-3... . 0 0 0 1 

End Scraper, Type F..... 1 0 0 0 

Stemmed scrapers. ...... 4 0 1 1 

Side scrapers ........ 3 0 0 0 

Utilized flakes ....... 7 5 1 8 

————— 18 4 3 89 

| Chipped stone drills: 

WE. tte 0 1 0 0 

oo o 1 1 3 

Unclassified chipped stone. . 
GmpRemente. 2 tw 2 1 0 0 

Ground stone implements: z : 

Grinding basins ....... 1 1 0 1 

Nutting stones. ......-. 5 0 0 2 

Mano - two grinding faces . . 9 0 0 : 3 

Mano - one grinding face. . 0 0 1 0 i 

ee ee ee 1 0 0 0 

Misc. grinding stones... . 2 1 0 0 

; Hammerstones .... «++ - 1 0 1 0 

s Shaft smoothers....... 4 1 0 2 

Grooved abraders. ...... 1 0 0 i 2 

: oo ee eee ee 0 ° 0 1 

ee ee 1 0 0 1 

Ea ee ae ee 1 0 7" 0 

Boat-shaped stone ...... 1 0 0 0
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Site Inventory by Assigned Cultural Zones (continued) 

Neosho Inter- Wood- Disturbed/ 
: Focus mediate land Unassigned 

ee eee ee ee 3 o 0 ° 

ee 0 .. 0 . 

G@umeetue G@te......5-5 2 0 2 1 

Piet eplte aele 2 www tt ee 2 0 0 0 

ve 2 0 0 0 

ee 0 0 1 0 

Rod-like awls ...-.. +e see 2 1 0 1 

Awl fragments... ..- ss eee 1 0 0 2 

Deer cannon-bone beamer..... 4 0 _ 

Neural spine beamer ......-. 1 o 0 0 

Worked deer manible .......- 0 0 1 0 

Bison scapula implement ..... 1 0 : 0 0 

: Turtle carapace bowl. ...... 5 2. 1 4 

Antler fleakers. .... ++ +++ 12 5 2 9 

Thinned antler tips ......-. 2 0 0 1 

Ee 3 0 0 0 : 

—————— 9 1 1 1 | 

Worked deer ulnas........ 1 . 4 1 

Narrow antler bracelets... . . 2 0 0 0 

Longitudinally perf. deer phalange 0 0 1 ; 0 

baterally perf. deer phalange . . 1 1 0 1 

ee 1 0 0 

Long bone shaft straighteners . . 2 0 0 1
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Site Inventory’ by Assigned Cultural Zones (continued) 

Neosho Inter- Wood- Disturbed/ 
Focus mediste land Unassigned ' 

ee 0 0 1 0 

Patella “paint brush" ?..... 0 0 0 2 

Perforated deer scapula... . . 1 0 0 0 

i ks oe et 2 @ 0 0 

Racoon penis bone. ......-.- 0 0 0 1 

Antler sections ......... 0 0 0 2 

' “Other worked bone” ....... 8 0 0 2 

@hell serapers . 1.1. sess 9 1 0 4 

Perforated mussel shell .... . 0 0 0 1 

Plaited basketry.... .... x 0 0 0 

Ceramics: 

Woodland (Cooper Zoned Stamped) - 
partial vessel... 1.2. es eee 0 0 0 1 

OO 0 0 1 

NS bk se kee aes 0 0 0 3 

(Cowskin Dentate Stamped - rim). . 0 1 0 0 

Woodland body sherds ......-. 2 1 12 4& 

Unclassified vessel (Woodland in- i 
fluence 7; scattered sherds) . . . 2 3 0 0 : 

@addoan pottery. ........ 3 2 0 7 

Woodward Plain (rim sherds): : 

ee ee 4 0 0 1. 

a 5 1 0 2 

ee 6 0 1 2 

Oi, es. cc sk es 0 0 0 1 

a Se ae 4 0 1 / 

—eEeE———— 0 0 2
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Neosho Inter- Wood-  Disturbed/ 
_ Focus mediate land Unassigned 

Wm, Mee ew es 8 0 0 9 

ee SO ee 0 7 

ee, Ge ww es 1 0 O° 1 

ee baci cee a 8 0 0 0 

e Unclassified jar rims. .... 5 0 0 1 

elite. ...... 2 [. s 10 SS 

Neosho Punctate: 

ee 

Possible vessel ....... 3 1. 0 

OR eve ce esvcees 3 0 0 0 

Jar, Category A. .... 22s 

Septiel weenst . 2. tits 2 0 0 0 

EE 0 0 0 

OO  — 0 0 1 

Unclassified rims. ...... 6 0 0 2 

Body sherds (decorated). ... 27 0 0 6 

Unclassified (shell-tempered). 1 0 0 3 

Flat basal sherds 2 ..... 25 1 0 8 

Body sherds (undecorated). . . 525 49 2 153 ° 

.
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The preceding list does not exhaust the possible traits which 

might have been tabulated and assigned to cultural zones. It is, obviously, 

a list of artifact types. The descriptions presentsd in the initial portion - . 

of this report also provide us with specific identifications of animal 

" species and bone element so that we may contrast the use of animal bones for 

industrial purposes in the Neosho Focus and Woodland horizon. The bone 

refuse which will provide additional information is currently being studied 

by Professor William C. Reeder of the University of Wisconsin's Department 

' @f Zoology. We are indebted to him, to Mr. Frank Iwen and to Mr. Dewey Buck : 

for identification of the bones used for tools. 

Neosho Focus- Wood) 9d : 
Deer: ‘ 

ES ae 14 1 

ee 10 2 

ee ee eee 1 0 

OS a ;* @ 

CO ee 1 i 

Pn 6 a ee ee Oe eee] w 1 0 

es ioc aw vee 0 1 : 

MME ee ee ees 19 2 

; Bison: ; 

Thoracic vertebra. ......--.+-- 1 0 

ere ae 1 0 

ee ee 1 P 0 

Turtle (carapace). ....+.++++-s _ =, : 

We ks oe OES A ee es 0 2 

+
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: Differences in the use of particular species are to be seen, as well as 

——sindiiviidusl bone elements within the species. The sample, however, is small 

and further confirmation of these suggested differences is needed. 

The description and classification of the use of deer phalanges 

(see p. 186), raised a question in our minds as to whether the roughly per- 

: forated phalanges were indeed artifacts. They have been so considered in 

States erchastaghest reports, usually in reference to bison phalanges, and 

the single report which raised the questica as to the perforation being 

produced simply to extract marrow concluded that “it seems unlikely that the 

- holes were made only to extract marrow (Hill & Kivett, 1940: 163)." A 

tabulation of all deer phalanges at the site revealed that many were burned 

and some split longitudinally and others transversely. The distribution was 

as follows: 

Neosho Inter- Wood- Disturbed/ 

Focus mediate land Unassigned 
Whole phalanges (unmodified) . . 32 3 1 14 

Whole phalanges (burned) . . . . : 0 0 By 

Split longitudinally (unburned). 4 1 1 9 

Split longitudinally (burned). . 0 ‘’ 0 1 

Split transversely (unburned). . 9 3 2 8 

Split mimaniite (burned). . . 1 0 1 0 

Tetele ... ss eee 59 7 5 +e] 

Phalanges were clearly rarely used for the preparation of arti- 

facts. They were, however, frequently split and since more cracked ones 

are found in unburned specimens this is not an accidental trait associated 

with tossing them into the fire. Since they are frequently broken, it may 

-well be that the punching of rough holes in them could be associated with 

the attempt to break them, perhaps to obtain cm.
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The crux of our cultural analysis rests upon the preceding tabulated 

site inventory, in which the individual culture traits are assigned to bias 

specific complexes--Neosho Focus and Woodland respectively. A primary : 

contribution of our study is this detailed description and assignment of 

: traits to the two culture complexes. While the Neosho Focus has been pre- 

viously described (Bell and Baerreis, 1951: 71-75), this description was 

cecietaatin © emg quneeds enh eemnenine can tn em of Oe Gene of 

detailed studies of the sites at which the complex had been found. We are 

now in a position to be specific about its inventory, at least as represented 

in one component. A definitive statement as to the nature of the complex 

must, of course, be based upon a comparison of several comptennne. Such 

a study ie now being made by one of us (J. E. Freeman) and will shortly 

by available. Since a series of sites will provide a far sounder base for 

a consideration of the problems of the origin and relationships of the 

Neosho Focus, a discussion of this important question will also be deferred 

I for the succeeding reports. The earlier Woodland component obviously presents 

but a small body of material as compared to that available at the main 

Hopewellian sites located at the mouth of Honey Creek (D1-33 and D1-49) 

upon which the presently available summary of this culture pies was made 

(Bell and Baerreis, 1951: 27-33) and with which the Woodland material from 

D1-47 is clearly affiliated. "Woodland" in the context of this report has 

reference to the local Hopewellian complex in Delaware County, Oklahoma. 

D1-47 has important information to add to that summary description of this 

culture also. Open sites such as D1-49 and D1-33 have extremely limited 

series of bone implements, in all probability due to soil conditions. Thus 

the Woodland component in the bluff shelter adds important data to our 

knowledge of the inventory of this culture complex which had not previously
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been known. 
r In thus discussing the Woodland component at D1-47, we have by- 

passed a consideration of our collateral reasons for not regarding tnese lower 

levels of the shelter as essentially an Archaic occupation which through 

contact with Woodland peoples acquired a few pottery vessels in trade. 

In an earlier study (Baerreis, 1951) three sequent phases in the Archaic mate- 

tials were defined. More recent evidence on this horizon is summarized in 

a later paper (Baerreis, 1959). If, as has been mentioned earlier in this ; 

report, there are suggestions of contact between the Woodland group and 

@ second cultural complex manufacturing shell tempered pottery, we 

must clearly be concerned with a late manifestation of the Archaic. Several 

traits are characteristic of the late Archaic phase (Period C; see table VII, 

Baerreis, 1951: 63-64). One of the traits found in abundance in this late 

phase is a group of small projectile points, designated Type G. They 

do not occur in the lower levels of D1-47 attributed to the Woodland hori- 

zon. While other traits are also absent (e.g., the double bitted chipped 

stone axe), the small points are probably the primary bit of evidence since 

their absence could not be attributed to sample size. » 

‘ The sheer enumeration of the traits of the two cultural complexes 

is not the main area of cultural interpretation to which we wish to devote 

major attention in this final snanapeotiue section. The individual traits 

can be seen in the site inventory. We have devoted considerable space to a 

careful enumeration and description of all of the items recovered and pre- 

served in the shelter. The question may well arise ir the mind of the 

reader whether or not such a lengthy account of all of this material was 

worth the time and the space. We believe that it was, not simply for the 

purpose of creating a list of traits and identifying cultural complexes,
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but in the more important objective of the archaeologist, the understanding 

of the nature and functional character of the sites and in the reconstruction 

of the life of the people who lived at the site. 

We have taken particular pains to attempt to isolate two cultural 

samples, Neosho Focus and Woodland, so that we might use these samples to 

| gtudy the relative proportions of various functional categories of tools. 

For this purpose we can largely ignore the precise typological categories, 

as these types were extablished to aid in determining cultural relationships. 

Now we wish to turn our attention to the proportions of tools of different 

uses. 

A convenient starting point is to be found in the projectile 

points, a numerically important element shared by both the Neosho Focus and 

the Woodland culture. For the Neosho Focus sample there is a total of 44 

large projectile points of all kinds, the Woodland culture having by contrast 

a total of 21. To the Neosho Focus group, however, must also be added a total 

of 28 small projectile points. While this trait is confined to the Neosho 

Focus, the large and small projectile points must be grouped since both pre- 

sumably reflect the extent or importance of hunting activities of the people. 

Thus the Neosho Focus has a total of 72 projectile points as opposed to-21 

for the Woodland group. This provides us with a ratio of 1:3.4 against 

which we may evaluate the frequency of some of our other traits. If other func- 

_ tional categories have a generally similar ratio in the two cultural groups, 

we may assume they have an equally important functional role in both cultures 

since this difference in relative frequency would take into account the dif- 

ferences in the size of the sample for the two groups. 

An interesting comparison may be immediately made with another item 

on the site inventory, the blade fragments. These fragments, consisting of
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the tip or a section of the blade of large projectile points would perhaps 

appear to be of little utility in cultural analysis. Yet their distribution ‘ 

is such that 23 fragments were tound in the Neosho Focus sample while only 

two were found in the Woodland sample, giving a comparable ratio of 1:11.5 

: which markedly deviates from the ratio of points in the two complexes. The 

contrast would be even more striking if it had been based on the proportion 

of large projectile points in the two culture complexes from which the frag- 

ments were dnsteen. Such a dtheeeee must reflect differences in the char- 

acter and pattern of occupation of the shelter by the two cultural groups. 

We have concluded that it is related to the functional activities which the 

two groups carried out at the site, an interpretation based on the pro- 

sectaunes differences in the total assemblage of artifact materials from 

the two cultural complexes. : 

We may parenthetically remark that while direct comparison can be : r 

made between two components that take account of differences in sample size 

5 by comparing the ratios of the distinct tool categories, such a procedure 

obviously permits only the comparison of two components at one time. Where 

a larger number of components are to be compared, particularly in an 

attempt to see what the general economic pattern of a given cultural unit is, 

use might be made of an index number with the projectile points serving as 

a base. Such a procedure was suggested in connection with the analysis of the 

. Archaic materials of this area (Baerreis, 1951: 94-95). Such a procedure 

should be of aid in evaluating and interpreting a series of components from 

the same group and in making comparison with other groups. 7 

The Neosho Focus occupation at this site, as well as others cur- 

rently being studied, would appear to reflect the varied and cumntet activities 

of the group over the entire seasonal cycle. Not only is there evidence for
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hunting activities (as seen in the total of 72 projectile points as well as 

in abundant bone refuse) but we also find scrapers (skin dressing); grinding 

basins, nutting stones and manos (flour producticn presumably both from 

agricultural activities and seed gathering); shaft smoothers, bone aft 

straighteners, and grooved abraders (shaft preparation and bone implement 

: manufacture); bone avis (basketry 7? and sewing activities); bone beamers 

(skin dressing); antler and ulna flakers (stone implement manufacturing) ; 

enter drifts (skin preparation 7), etc. A substantial number of these 

categories are lacking in the Woodland sample and it would not seem that the 

absence of such a large number could be eveributed to the smaller sample 

size. There are, for example, no grinding basins, nutting stones, or manos 

with two grinding faces in the Woodland zone. All of these implements are 

present in substentisl aumbers in the large Hopevellian villages. We would, 

therefore, interpret cneir absence as indicating that these activities 

(agriculture, seed outs and flour preparation) were not carried out at 

Dl-47. The presence of 12 scrapers in the Neosho Focus zone and 1 scraper in 

the Woodland zone similarly supports this striking difference in the two 

components, though again, scrapers are extremely common in the large Hope- 

wellian villages on Honey Creek. 

The contrast between the two components can be readily supported 

by considering additional trxits and is presented in tabular form below. 

We may explain this difference by viewing, as indicated above, the Neosho 

a Focus zone as representing debris from a primary settlement of these people. 

It would, considering the size of the site, represent the occupation by a 

family group and presumably the settlement pattern of the Neosho Focus consists 

of dispersed groups of families living for nearly the entire year as isolated 

‘groups. Since only a portion of the known industrial activities of the
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Woodland (Hopewellian) peoples are present at Dl-47, we suggest that this 

component is simply a hunting camp, occupied seasonally by the people. Thus 

the difference in proportion of blade fragments, previously considered, could 

well be des to the fact thet the Repevellion peoples 41d eet revere te the 

Gatien ead tep eb Gb Un Cente Sone purged foe west emmtacuee ont 

repair, discarding at the camp their broken tools. By considering this 

component as a hunting camp, we may also suggest that the relatively low 

number of potsherds here indicates that the pottery was not manufactured at 

the site, but rather was brought in from elsewhere. .



: as : 

Hunting: Neosho Focus Woodland 
Projectile points... 2. ee ees 72 ‘a 

Seed preparation and utilization: 

Manos and other grinding stones ...... ll 1 

Skin dressing: 

Chipped stone scrapers. .......+4+46+6 10 1 

: es GS Os eee ews 1 0 : 

MPO cee ht TSO 5 0 

ee ee eee ee ee 2 0 

Sewing and/or basketry manufacturing: 

I, ng, 5 ta eeweie 12 3 

Tool fabrication: 

antler flaking tools. ........... 17 2 

Wine Chaim Geehe. 6 wt ttt ts 9 1 

ee ee eee ee 1 1 

Shaft smoothers (sandstone)... ..... A 0 

Bone shaft straighteners. ......+464-. 2 0 

Grooved ebraders. 2... 2s se see nae 1 0 

Food containers and cooking utensils: 

Deemeey Oh Gheeee. 2 wt ttt 82 2 

Pottery body sherds . . 2... 2s esse 583 14 

Cutting tools: : 

ees woes Oise 6 10 5 

Geme BNO ct tte ete 6 6 

Gere WUE, Ct tee es 2 2



The table indicating economic activities of the two components pre- 

sented on the previous page obviously provides but a rough grouping of 

functional categories. Many tools may have multiple uses and the uses of 

some are uncertain. Shell scrapers, for example, might be listed, but what 

was being scraped? The shell scrapers are confined to the upper zones and 

are thus associated with Neosho Focus pottery, the only pottery manufactured 

; at the site. This association plus the contour of the working edge of the 

scraper suggest that they may have been used in pottery manufacture, perhaps 

to smooth and shape vessels. Obviously, Hopewellian peoples made pottery, . 

but in the light of our interpretation, not at this site. It is clear 

that the area of functional interpretation of tools is one to which more 

: attention must be directed if we are to gain an understanding of how people 

lived in the past. 

We have interpreted our comparative list as indicating that seed 

preparation and utilization, skin dressing, and tool fabrication was im- 

portant to the Neosho Focus component but not in the Woodland component. 

Sewing activity was of nearly equal importance in the two components. Even 

if this is simply a Hopewellian hunting camp, the repair of skin moccasins was 

probatly an activity that must have been carried on constantly. We op also 

note that cutting tools are more important in the Woodland component than 

in the Neosho Focus component. If the site was primarily a Hopewellian 

hunting camp, butchering and preparation of meat which would subsequently 

be carried to the main villages might be one of the most important activities 

cmmees on here. 

In conclusion, it is perhaps well to reiterate that our comparisons 

of economic activities are not comparisons of the Neosho Focus culture and 

the Woodland culture but, rather, simply of two components. If we have cor- 

rectly identified the Woodland component as simply a hunting station, we feel 

we have added a new dimension to the understanding of the pattern of land use 

of this people. ‘
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DELAWARE COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 

: JON T. CURTIS 

In the course of the excavation of the bluff shelter, D1-47, : 

described in the preceding pages, charred plant material was recovered at 

nine locations and preserved for laboratory identification. The nine loca- 

_ tions refer to a specific square and four inch level, the excavation unit by 

which the deposit was removed. Although multiple fragments from a given 

plant species a be present at each of these individual square and level, they 

are tabulated as a single instance since they may well represent breakage of 

a single specimen. Material from a different square and level, however, is 

tabulated as a separate instance of the use of that particular plant species. 

The individual charred specimens preserved were as follows: 

# 135 - from square 1:6, level 5. C. 30 charred wood fragments, 

the largest being 43 x 40 x 25 mm. Red cedar. 

# 342 - from square 2:3, level 11. 2 small pieces of charred wood, 

the larger being 29 x 23 x 10 mm. Black oak. - 

# 343 - from square 1:3, level 9. 2 small fragments of charred wood, 

the largest being 33 x 25 x 15 mm. Red cedar ? 

# 348 - from ‘equare 2:1, level 9. 2 fragments of charred wood, 

the larger being 41 x 24 x 18 mm. ‘ed cedar. 

# 569 - from square 1:4, level 15. C. 24 small fragments of 

charred plant material, the largest being 26 x 12 x 11 mm. Includes acorns, 

and Iris tuber.
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. # 571 - from square 2:3, level 13. 5 fragments of charred wood, 

the largest being 60 x 39 x 25 mm. Hackberry. 

# 572 - from square 1:4, level 13. C. 8 fragments of charred 

plant material, the largest being 41 x 25 x 21 mm. Hackberry and hickory aut. 

# 573 - from square 1:4, level 13. Numerous small charcoal fragments 

(largely below 1 cm. in maximum size but with a few up to 20 mm. in maximum 

length) and ash. Large fragments are chestnut wood (Castanea ozarkansis 7?) 

# 640 - from square 2:3, level 8. Group of c. 400 charred acorns 

found in area two feet in diameter. 

# Bl-1 - from square 4:2, devel 13. Fragments of plaited mat : 

associated with Burial 1. Piber in plaited mat is Arundinaria. Loose 

fibers associated with mat, however, are non-identified bast fibers, as from 

baseveed or other dicotyledon. 

In the analysis of the cultural remains from the bluff shelter, 

it has been suggested that the shelter was occupied by two successive 

groups, Woodland and Neosho Focus. The earlier Woodland occupation is 

separated from the later Neosho Focus occupation by an Intermediate zone 

which is presumably culturally mixed. Some squares and levels are regarded 

as disturbed and hence cannot be assigned to any of the three zones. Taking 

the plant remains and assigning them to these same cultural zones so that 

the use of the plant material may be attributed to a specific group of 

people, results in the following table. 

.
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_ APPENDIX 2. SKELETAL MATERTAL FROM D1-47 ; 

‘AARON ELKINS 

. D1-47 contains two burials. Burial No. 1 consists of at least 

seven, and possibly nine individuals, with nine the likely number. Burial 

No, 2 may consist of two individuals, but more probably of one. These 

remains are summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE 1, SKELETONS FROM D1-47 

BURIAL NO. SEX GE REMAINS 

Burial No, 1 

Bl-(1) Male About 30 Broken skull, postcranial fragments. 

Bl-(2) Female About 25 Relatively complete postcranial 
skeleton, 

Bl-(3) Female About 23 Broken skull with good face, teeth, 
postcranial fragments. 

Bl-(4) Female About 20 Relatively complete skull, teeth, 
fairly good postcranial material. 

Bl-(5) Male 21-30 Half of calvareum, complete face, teeth, 
postcrania! fragments. 

Bl-(6) Unknown 7-9 Skull, teeth, postcranial material. 

Bl-(6)a Male (7) About 18 
: Months Cranial fragments. 

Burial No. 2 : 

B2 Unknown About 1 
year Cranial, postcranial fragments. 

One sack, labeled only Bl- could not be classified. This included a 

patella, a fibula, a sternum, and vertebrae. :
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SEPARATION OF INDIVIDUALS 

When received by the writer, this material was in about fifteen 

sacks, and labeled with the above numbers, except for Bl-(6)a, which was 

not listed. Examination of the bones makes it apparent that there had been 

several errors in the previous separation of individual skeletons. (Field 

notes show that Burial No. 1 was compressed into a five by four foot space, 

and that Burial No. 2 was less than a foot distant,’ such conditions, of 

course, maximizing the likelihood of error in the field.) The sacks labeled 

a : meta) actually contained the postcranial remains of a woman about 25 years 

¥. “Sta, and the cranium of a child from 7-9 years old. This cranium is be- 

lieved to belong to Bl-(6) on the following bases: likeness of texture of 

the cranium and the Bl-(6) remains; complementation of bones and teeth 

(the cranium has some maxillary teeth); exclusion of all other possibilities, 

through age. Also believed ' 9 belong to Bl-(6), on the same bases, are 

four partially formed teeth contained in a sack labeled only Bl. All this 

material, then, is regarded as belonging to one individual, and is called 

Bl-(6) throughout this paper. Another difficulty arose with the sacks that 

had been labeled Bl-(6), since on contained parts of three individuals: 

- 1) the child discussed immediately above; 2) the fragmentary skull and teeth 

of an infant; 3) three adult teeth. The number, Bl-(6) was kept for the 

child, Bl-(6)a was assigned to the infant, and the three teeth are presumed 

to belong to one of the other individuals. The final difficulty concerns the 

sacks labeled B2. One of these sacks contained an infant skeleton, the other, 

a pair (?) of adult femora, These femora have been assigned to Bl-(2) for. 24 

the following reasons: 1) the field notes have Burial No. 2 listed only as 

an infant; 2) the femora could not possibly belong to any skeleton other 

than Bl-(2), and resemble that skeleton in color, texture, size, and coloring,
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cranial skeleton is well-preserved, yet lacks any sign of femora; 4) sub- 

stitution of B2 for Bl-(2) seems a not too unlikely error in labeling. 

: Throughout this paper, then, these femora are regarded as belonging to Bl-(2). 

DETERMINATION OF AGE AND SEX 

Wherever possible, aging was accomplished by the use of the McKern 

and Stewart (1957) formulae based on the pubic symphysis. These formulae, 

though specifically derived from "young American males" seem by far the 

best method extant. In Dl-47, the results of these formulae were in 

: excellent agreement with long bone symphses, fair agreement with cranial * 

ith chines, G0 com qnitty ee we tom seem pee Ome emt 

from the older Todd method of pubic symphyseal aging. 

Sexes were determined through use of the standard criteria. 

DETERMINATION OF STATURE 

The formulae for Whites in Trotter and Gleser (1952) were utilized 

for determination of stature. Although once again not intended specifically 

for American Indians, this method appears to be the best available. 

DESCRIPTION OF MATERTAL 

GENERAL CONDITION 

. The remains of Dl-47 are in moderately poor condition. All skele- 

tons were extensively broken, and most were fragmentary. Even after recon- : 

struction, none can be said to be in “good” condition. Only five long bone 

lengths could be measured, allowing stature estimates on three individuals. 

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SKELETONS 

Bl-(1). Male, sbout 30 years old (pubic age 29.18). The right lambdoid 

suture, being open, is somewhat less advanced in age than is the pubic 

symphysis. The squamous sutures, as might be expected, are open. 

The teeth are not notably worn for a member of a primitive pop 

: ulation. The crown of the upper right first premolar is half-destroyed by :
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# cavity, and s periapical abscess is present in the alveolus of this tooth. 
4 deop abscess affects the alveolus of the lover right second wolar, and . 

_ Opens into the mandibular cansl of this side, at the mental foramen. Both 
abscesses show evidences of still being in progress at time of death. The 

lower right second molar was either lost prior to death, or greatly loosened 

by the abscess, and lost post-mortem. The acetabular area of the left in- 

nominate bone of this skeleton is extensively remodeled. No trace remains of 

the normally deeply concave lunate surface of the acetabulum, but only a 

bumpy, fairly smooth, pin-holed area, slightly raised, along the superior 

border of the acetabular fossa. The acetabular fossa itself is thinned and 

_ very rough. Anything approaching normal acetabulofemoral articulation must } 

have been impossible. There is also great antero-posterior narrowing of this 

region. A diameter taken from the notch below the anterior inferior iliac 

spine to the greater sciatic notch measures only 33 mm. (as compared to 49 m. 

in the normal right innominate). The ishiopubic ramus and the superior pubic 

ramus are abnormally thinned. The sciatic notch is affected in such a way as 

to appear normal, but typically female. The pubis and posterior part of 

the iliac wing are normal (the anterior half of the ilium and the proximal 

part of the left femur are missing). The right innominate is completely 

normal. 

Bl-(2). Female, about 24 years old (pubic age 24.14). The skull is not 

present. No pathologies have been observed. The stature of this individual, 

as estimated from the femora, is 157 cm.’ 

Bl-(3). Female, about 23 years old (pubic age 22.49). All visible cranial 

sutures are open. The teeth which are present are generally quite worn. 

Upper right molars i, 2, and 3 show, in that order, a marked cline from quite 

worn (almost to pulp chamber), to moderately worn, to barely worn (enamel com- 

plete). The six lower left distalmost teeth (possibly not the third molar)
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have been lost ante mortem, as has the lower right second premolar. The 

alveolus of this premolar is abscessed, the lesion extending into the apical 

portion of the alveolus of the first molar. A periapical abscess exists at 

the site of the upper right first molar, and penetrates the inferior surface 

of the maxillary sinus, as well as the external surface of the maxilla. Five 

carious teeth can be observed: The upper right first molar has a small : 

occlusal cavity (possibly the result of attrition}, the upper right second and 

third molars show cavities in their adjacent surfaces, in the region of the 

neck, and distal cavities are apparent in the lower right first molar, and 

upper left second molar. Some osteoporosis in the area around bregma is the 

: Bl-(4). Female, 19-20 years old (pubic age 19.04). All cranial sutures are 

open. All teeth are fully erupted, the third molars recently (as shown by 

lack of wear). None of the teeth have been lost ante mortem, and no 

‘ abscesses are present, but both upper first molars show occlusal caries, the 

lower left first molar has an advanced distal cavity from occlusal surface to 

neck, and the lower left third molar has a small buccal cavity (possibly, 

this may be an unusually cavernous, but non-pathological buccal fissure). 

.The lower molars, particularly the third molars, are lingually inclined so ; 

that their occlusal surfaces face the nasal aperture. The upper third 

molars are inclined buccally, but to a lesser degree. Osteoporosis is pre- 

sent along the sagittal suture, and around the central halves of the lambdoid $ 

and coronal sutures. The basilar portion of the occipital bone possesses a 

pair of well-formed bilateral precondylar tubercles. Stature, calculated 

from the right femur, is 156 cm. : 

. + BaeG). Male, age 21-30. All of the cranial sutures on the left are open, 

"que the cugtttel quture t0 epen ox clijpely <leeeé (ate right half of the
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of the group, both in teeth and bones. Except for the incisors, all of the 

upper teeth have been lost ante mortem, as has the lower left third molar 

(this lest may never have erupted). Abscesses are numerous. A large one, 

‘ involving the upper left canine and first premolar alveoli, extends to within 

7 mm. of the pyriform aperture. The same alveoli on the right side of the 

maxilla are afflicted with a less extensive, but still large abscess. Old 

abscesses in the region of the upper first and third molars on the left can 

be csem, and it seems probable thet the entire palate, posterior to the % 

incisors, was abscessed, although absorption of the alveolar margin has pro- 

gressed to a degree making this difficult to ascertain. In the mandible, a 

periapical abscess occurs in the alveolus of the carious right first molar. 

The external surface of the bone of the molar region of the left side of the 

mandible is extremely porous, the mental foramen is much enlarged, and the 

left lower first molar is extremely carious, these three facts suggesting an 

already present abscess which is not visible from the exterior. The left lower 

first premolar has a small occlusal cavity, and the proximal two-thirds of the 

crown of the first molar on this side is destroyed by caries. The lower right 

first premolar has a distal cavity. Wear on the lower molars is consider- 

ably more advanced on the left (occlusal enamel is completely worn off) 

than on the right (occlusal fissures are still visible), inferring that 

the efficacy of the right upper teeth was lost some time before that of the 

left. The left innominate bone is osteoporotic, and there is an especially 

large growth of spongy bone at the inferior, posterior corner of the left 

acetabulum. The area anterior to this is not present, nor is the acetabular 

area of the right innominate. The caudal two segments of the sacrum are 

missing, but the rest is extremely osteoporotic, the cortical bone being
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completely destroyed slong the anterior wall of the ssctal canal. Othe< 
areas of less severe cortical destruction are numerous, particularly on the 

pelvic surface. This bone seems unusually broad, but this may not be path- 

ological. 4 small exostotic area exists on the proximal part of the medial 

lip of the linea aspera of the left femur (the bone is broken here, and the 

area may be more extensive). The mediai, proximal end of the shaft of the 

right fibula is considerably thickened transversely, increasing the trans- 

verse diameter of the upper 20 mm. of the shaft to a size equalling the : 

transverse diameter of the head, which is normal. The antétomedial crest of 
this bone shows, about 55 mm. from the bone's distal end, a group of small 

exostoses covering about 10 wu. Unfortunately, this bone, too, is broken at 

the exostotic area, and the pathology may extend further distalward. The left 

fibula has a group of similar exostoses in the same area. This bone is 

whole, and the exostoses can be seen to extend to the articular facet for 

the talus, a distance of about 40 mm. Another group of exostoses, similar to 

those already mentioned, is present on the right tibia, along the lower part 

of the interosseous crest, and along its distal bifurcation, and in. the 

groove between the bifurcating arms. The left tibia has the same manifesta- 

tion at the same place, but the part of the bone at which the bifurcation of 

the crest takes place is missing. Along the in*erosseous crests of both 

tibiae, there are what seem to be slight, smooth overgrowths of bone, appear- 

ing as longitudinal spicules. It should be noted that only one scapular 

fragment is present (the infraspinous portion of the left), and this shows 

the characteristics usually associated with senility. No other bones appear 

to be senile in nature, with the possible exception of the bones in the postor- 

bital portion of the left temporal fossa. These bones are "crinkled" in 

appearance, and ae be somewhat thinned. Slight osteoporosis is present at
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Tight humerus, is 162 cm. : 

“Be (6). Child, 7-9 years old, sex undetermined. The sutures in the left 

mastoid region are open endocranially, but appear to be in a stage of near- 

obliteration in their ectocranial aspects. Cares eutames ome the gueiester 

squamous, parietomastoid, and superior mastooccipital sutures. All other 

sutures are completely open. The left and right upper second deciduous 

molars have small cavities in the occluso-distal borders of their crowns, 

and the upper right first deciduous molar is affected by a more extensive 

cavity in the bucco-mesial corner of its crown. : 

Bl-(6)a. Infant, about 18 months old, classified as a questionable male 

because of a pronounced bilaterality of the chin. j 

B-2. Infant, about 1 year old, sex undetermined. 

SUMMARY 

“The small number and fragmentary nature of the population makes : 

quseditaste difficult and tenuous. The following statements are meant 

to apply only to the eight individuals herein discussed, and any extension 

to the actual population of D1-47 must be in the nature of surmise. 

HEALTH 

The life expectancy of this group is rather low. One-third of the 

eight individuals are children or infants, and the rest are 30 or under. 

The outstanding pathology is dental caries, with its associated alveolar defects. 

Of the seven skeletons with observable jaws, all but the two infants have at 

least two carious teeth. Of the four observable adults, only the youngest, a 

20 year old female, shows no indication of abscesses or teeth lost ante 

mortem, while the three others have at least two abscesses, and have lost at 

least two teeth prior to death.
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Of non-dental pathologies, cranial osteoporosis is the most common, 

mildly manifesting itself in , Bl-(4), and B1-(5). Both males are 
ee 

: innominate bone, and one of these has numerous wart-like exostoses on the 

long bones of the lower limb. A tendency towards premature suture closure 

may be present in Bl-(6). Bilateral precondylar tubercles, more an encnsly 

than a pathology, appear in Bl-(4), and complete the list of abnormalities. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION : 

The measurements in Tables 2 and 3 show these people to be small 

and slight, with females equalling or surpassing males in the majority of : 

measurements, both cranial and postcranial. Stature has been estimated at 

162 cm. for one male, and 156 cm. and 157 em. for two females. No long bone 

has more than a moderate degree of muscular rugosity, and most are extremely 

gracile. Male bones are only slightly more rugged than the female. The presence 

of a well-developed gluteal tuberosity on every observable femur is interesting, 

since all other femoral muscle-markings are generally very slight. The 

sexual criteria of the cranium (mastoid processes, supra-orbital and 

occipital toruses, etc.) are only slightly more developed in the males 

than in the females, being generally moderate (in a slight-moderate- 

medium-large scale) in the former, slight in the tuenile. The masseteric 

borders of the malars are an exception to this, being quite rugged in the 

males, and slight or absent in the females. The nasal bones, preserved in 

one child, one female, and one adult, are medium in pronunciation, and 

of concavo-convex form, the convexity being slight. 

Art{ficial cranial deformation, so often reported in this area, is 

: “not present in this grgup. 

~
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Table 2. Cranial cncuies and Iadices ; : | 
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*Taken in mid-sagittal plane : 

Doubtful measurements are underscored :
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* Ae defined in Erdlicka, 1947, p. 168.



: . TABLE 4, DISCRETE TRAITS 4 
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Blank space = observation impossible. 
P = present, A = absent. 
R, L = right, left. 
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